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NOTES FOR CMOS DEVICES

1 PRECAUTION AGAINST ESD FOR SEMICONDUCTORS

Note:

Strong electric field, when exposed to a MOS device, can cause destruction of the gate oxide and

ultimately degrade the device operation.  Steps must be taken to stop generation of static electricity

as much as possible, and quickly dissipate it once, when it has occurred.  Environmental control

must be adequate.  When it is dry, humidifier should be used.  It is recommended to avoid using

insulators that easily build static electricity.  Semiconductor devices must be stored and transported

in an anti-static container, static shielding bag or conductive material.  All test and measurement

tools including work bench and floor should be grounded.  The operator should be grounded using

wrist strap.  Semiconductor devices must not be touched with bare hands.  Similar precautions need

to be taken for PW boards with semiconductor devices on it.

2 HANDLING OF UNUSED INPUT PINS FOR CMOS

Note:

No connection for CMOS device inputs can be cause of malfunction.  If no connection is provided

to the input pins, it is possible that an internal input level may be generated due to noise, etc., hence

causing malfunction.  CMOS devices behave differently than Bipolar or NMOS devices.  Input levels

of CMOS devices must be fixed high or low by using a pull-up or pull-down circuitry.  Each unused

pin should be connected to VDD or GND with a resistor, if it is considered to have a possibility of

being an output pin.  All handling related to the unused pins must be judged device by device and

related specifications governing the devices.

3 STATUS BEFORE INITIALIZATION OF MOS DEVICES

Note:

Power-on does not necessarily define initial status of MOS device.  Production process of MOS

does not define the initial operation status of the device.  Immediately after the power source is

turned ON, the devices with reset function have not yet been initialized.  Hence, power-on does

not guarantee out-pin levels, I/O settings or contents of registers.  Device is not initialized until the

reset signal is received.  Reset operation must be executed immediately after power-on for devices

having reset function.
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The information in this document is subject to change without notice.
No part of this document may be copied or reproduced in any form or by any means without the prior written
consent of NEC Corporation.  NEC Corporation assumes no responsibility for any errors which may appear in
this document.
NEC Corporation does not assume any liability for infringement of patents, copyrights or other intellectual property
rights of third parties by or arising from use of a device described herein or any other liability arising from use
of such device.  No license, either express, implied or otherwise, is granted under any patents, copyrights or other
intellectual property rights of NEC Corporation or others.
While NEC Corporation has been making continuous effort to enhance the reliability of its semiconductor devices,
the possibility of defects cannot be eliminated entirely.  To minimize risks of damage or injury to persons or
property arising from a defect in an NEC semiconductor device, customers must incorporate sufficient safety
measures in its design, such as redundancy, fire-containment, and anti-failure features.
NEC devices are classified into the following three quality grades:
“Standard”, “Special”, and “Specific”.  The Specific quality grade applies only to devices developed based on a
customer designated “quality assurance program” for a specific application.  The recommended applications of
a device depend on its quality grade, as indicated below.  Customers must check the quality grade of each device
before using it in a particular application.

Standard: Computers, office equipment, communications equipment, test and measurement equipment,
audio and visual equipment, home electronic appliances, machine tools, personal electronic
equipment and industrial robots

Special: Transportation equipment (automobiles, trains, ships, etc.), traffic control systems, anti-disaster
systems, anti-crime systems, safety equipment and medical equipment (not specifically designed
for life support)

Specific: Aircrafts, aerospace equipment, submersible repeaters, nuclear reactor control systems, life
support systems or medical equipment for life support, etc.

The quality grade of NEC devices is “Standard” unless otherwise specified in NEC’s Data Sheets or Data Books.
If customers intend to use NEC devices for applications other than those specified for Standard quality grade,
they should contact an NEC sales representative in advance.
Anti-radioactive design is not implemented in this product.

M7  96.5

The application circuits and their parameters are for reference only and are not intended for use in actual design-ins.
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PREFACE

Target Readers This manual is intended for user engineers who understand the functions of the

mPD70320 (also called V25) and mPD70330 (also called V35) and design application

systems using these devices.

Purpose This manual explains how you understand the hardware functions of the mPD70320

and 70330, as listed below.

Organization The mPD70320 and 70330 User’s Manuals are divided into two editions:

a hardware edition (this manual) and an instruction edition.

 Hardware edition Instruction edition

• General description • General description

• Pin functions • Explanation of instructions

• Internal CPU functions • Additional instructions to V20, V30

• Internal peripheral devices • Appendix

• Standby function

• Reset function

• Appendix (Restrictions, Q&A)

How to read this manual This manual assumes that the reader has general knowledge of electricity, logic

circuits, and microcontrollers.  Unless otherwise stated, the descriptions apply to

the mPD70320 and 70330.

For readers who have experience using the mPD70108 or 70116 (also called

V20TM or V30TM)

Æ Instructions of the V25 and V35 are compatible with those of the V20 and

V30 in the native mode.

See CHAPTER 3 ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE V20 AND V30 in

the instruction edition of the V25, V35 FAMILY USER’S MANUAL.

For details of instruction functions

Æ See the instruction edition of the V25, V35 FAMILY USER’S MANUAL.

For a general understanding of V25 and V35 functions

Æ Read this manual from chapter 1.
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If you have questions about operation of the V25 or V35

Æ See APPENDIX C  Q & A.

For information on the V25 and V35’s electrical characteristics

Æ See the relevant data sheet (separately available).

For information on application examples of the V25 and V35’s functions

Æ See the relevant application note (separately available).

Terms and Data representation weight : High-order digits at left and low-order digits at right

conventions Active low representation : ¥¥¥ (pin or signal name is overlined)

used in this Memory map address : High order at low stage and low order at high stage

manual Note : Explanation of (Note) in the text

Caution : Item deserving extra attention

Remark : Supplementary explanation to the text

Number representation : Binary number is ¥¥¥¥ or ¥¥¥¥B

Decimal number is ¥¥¥¥

Hexadecimal number is ¥¥¥¥H

Suffix representing an exponent of 2 (in address space or memory capacity)

K (Kilo):  210 = 1024

M (Mega):  220 = 10242

Related Documents

Document name Data sheet User’s manual Application note

Product name Hardware Instruction

mPD70320 U10090E This manual U12120E IEA-1256

mPD70330 – –

Related Documents

Document name Document No.

IE-70320-BX and IE-70330-BX (In-circuit emulator) EEU-842

RA70116-I (Intertool™ assembler) and SP70116-I (Intertool software package) Assembly language EEU-861

RA70116-I (Intertool assembler) and SP70116-I (Intertool software package) Operation EEU-869

LC70116 (Locator) EEU-834
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CHAPTER 1  GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The mPD70320 (or V25) and mPD70330 (or V35) are single-chip microcontrollers that are software-compatible with

the mPD70108 and 70116 (or V20 and V30, respectively).

The V25 and V35 each contain a 16-bit CPU.  The V25 has an 8-bit external data bus and the V35 has a 16-bit

external data bus.

The V25 and V35 feature powerful interrupt functions that are important for control applications.  Their on-chip

peripheral functions include an interval timer, serial interface, and DMA controller.

Both of these products are applicable as main controllers in systems where large amounts of data are processed

and many devices are controlled.

In particular, these devices are applicable for controlling systems that handle mass data and devices such as

printers, word processors, and other terminals.
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1.1  Features

o Internal 16-bit architecture

o External data bus width

• mPD70320: 8 bits

• mPD70330: 16 bits

o Software compatible with mPD70108, 70116 in native mode (additional instructions are provided)

o 3-stage pipeline system

o Minimum instruction cycle

• mPD70320:  400 ns (with external clock of 10 MHz)

• mPD70320-8, 70330-8:  250 ns (with external clock of 16 MHz)

o Internal memory RAM:  256 bytes

o Memory space:  1 Mbyte

o I/O space:  64 Kbytes

o Register banks (memory-mapped):  8 banks

o On-chip peripheral hardware mapped in memory (special function registers)

o Input port with comparator (port T):  8 bits

o I/O lines Input port:  4 bits

I/O ports:  20 bits

o Serial interface:  2 channels

• On-chip dedicated baud rate generator

• Asynchronous mode, I/O interface mode

o Interrupt controller

• Eight programmable priority levels

• Three interrupt response modes

Vectored interrupt function

Register bank switching function

Macro service function

o DRAM, pseudo SRAM refresh function

o DMA controller:  2 channels

• Four DMA transfer modes

o 16-bit timer:  2 channels

o Time base counter (20 bits):  1 channel

o Programmable wait function

o Standby function (STOP or HALT)

o CMOS

o Packages

• 84-pin plastic QFJ (Quad Flat J-leaded Package)

• 94-pin plastic QFP (Quad Flat Package)
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1.2  Differences with V25+TM and V35+TM

V25 V35 V25+ V35+

mPD70320 mPD70330 mPD70325 mPD70335

Transfer processing Microprogram Dedicated hardware

method

Maximum transfer rate 0.6 Mbytes/s 0.8 Mbytes/s 4 Mbytes/s 5.3 Mbytes/s

(@ 8 MHz)

DMA request sampling Between instruction Between bus cycles

timing execution cycles

DMA service channel In on-chip RAM area In special function register area

Transfer address Segment Linear

specification method

Execution form in single One DMA transfer/one One DMA transfer/one bus cycle

step mode instruction execution

Interrupt request during Only NMI is acknowledged Not acknowledged

DMA transfer (demand

release mode)

No. of required wait Not required Two wait cycles

cycles for DMARQ stop

control (demand release

mode)

Transfer processing Bytes or words Bytes or words Bytes Bytes or words

units

TC (Terminal Counter) DMA transfer count (DMA transfer count) – 1

setup value

Terminal count TC = 0 TC = FFFFH

generation timing

TC output low level Fixed Widened by wait insertion

width

Transmission clock Disabled Enabled (SCK0 pin)

output (channel 0) in

asynchronous mode

Serial error register Available Serial status register

Receive buffer full flag Not available In serial status register

Transmit buffer empty Not available In serial status register

flag

All sent flag Not available In serial status register

Interrupt cause register Not available Available

Maximum operation frequency 8 MHz 10 MHz
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1.3  Ordering Information

Part number External data Package Maximum operation

bus (bits) frequency (MHz)

mPD70320L 8 84-pin plastic QFJ (1150 ¥ 1150 mil) 5

mPD70320L-8 8 84-pin plastic QFJ (1150 ¥ 1150 mil) 8

mPD70320GJ-5BG 8 94-pin plastic QFP (20 ¥ 20 mm) 5

mPD70320GJ-8-5BG 8 94-pin plastic QFP (20 ¥ 20 mm) 8

mPD70330L-8 16 84-pin plastic QFJ (1150 ¥ 1150 mil) 8

mPD70330GJ-8-5BG 16 94-pin plastic QFP (20 ¥ 20 mm) 8

Remark Plastic QFJ is a new name for PLCC (Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier).
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1.4  Pin Configuration (Top View)

(1) 84-pin plastic QFJ (1150 ¥ 1150 mil)

(a) V25

mPD70320L

mPD70320L-8

Cautions 1. Connect IC pin to VDD individually via a resistor (3 to 10 kW).

2. Connect the EA pin to GND via a resistor (3 to 10 kW).
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(b) V35

mPD70330L-8

Cautions 1. Connect IC pin to VDD individually via a resistor (3 to 10 kW), except for pin 9, which

should be connected to GND via a resistor (3 to 10 kW).

2. Connect the EA pin to GND via a resistor (3 to 10 kW).
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(2) 94-pin plastic QFP (20 ¥ 20 mm)

(a) V25

mPD70320GJ-5BG

mPD70320GJ-8-5BG

Cautions 1. Connect IC pin to VDD individually via a resistor (3 to 10 kW).

2. Connect the EA pin to GND via a resistor (3 to 10 kW).
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(b) V35

mPD70330GJ-8-5BG

Cautions 1. Connect IC pin to VDD individually via a resistor (3 to 10 kW).

2. Connect the EA pin to GND via a resistor (3 to 10 kW).
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Pin Identifications

IOSTB : I/O Strobe

MREQ : Memory Request

P00 to P07 : Port 0

P11 to P17 : Port 1

P20 to P27 : Port 2

CLKOUT : Clock Out

D0 to D15 : Data Bus

A0 to A19 : Address Bus

RXD0, RXD1 : Receive Data

CTS0, CTS1 : Clear To Send

TXD0, TXD1 : Transfer Data

DMARQ0, DMARQ1 : DMA Request

DMAAK0, DMAAK1 : DMA Acknowledge

TC0, TC1 : Terminal Count

HLDAK : Hold Acknowledge

HLDRQ : Hold Request

NMI : Non-Maskable Interrupt Request

INTP0 to INTP2 : Interrupt From Peripherals

INTAK : Interrupt Acknowledge

INT : Interrupt Request

POLL : Polling

TOUT : Timer Output

SCK0 : Serial Clock

READY : Ready

PT0 to PT7 : Port T

X1, X2 : Crystal

RESET : Reset

REFRQ : Refresh Request

R/W : Read/Write

MSTB : Memory Strobe

EA : External Access

VTH : Threshold Voltage

VDD : Power Supply

GND : Ground
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Note User can not use.
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CHAPTER 2  PIN FUNCTIONS

2.1  Pin Function Lists

2.1.1  mPD70320

(1) Ports

Pin name I/O Shared by Function

P00 to P06 I/O – 8-bit I/O port for which the input or output mode can be

P07 CLKOUT specified bit-wise

P10 I NMI Cannot be used as a general purpose port  (Nonmaskable

interrupt request input)

P11 INTP0 Cannot be used as a general purpose port  (External

P12 INTP1 interrupt request input)

P13 INTP2/INTAK

P14 I/O POLL/INT I/O port for which the input or output mode can be

P15 TOUT specified bit-wise

P16 SCK0

P17 READY

P20 I/O DMARQ0 8-bit I/O port for which the input or output mode can be

P21 DMAAK0 specified bit-wise

P22 TC0

P23 DMARQ1

P24 DMAAK1

P25 TC1

P26 HLDAK

P27 HLDRQ

PT0 to PT7 I – Input port with an 8-bit comparator

Remark After reset is released, the port pins become input port pins.  To use P13/INTP2/INTAK as an

INTAK pin, be sure to connect a pull-up resistor to this pin to avoid external interrupt controller

malfunction after reset is released.
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(2) Non-port pins

Pin name I/O Function Shared by

IOSTB O I/O read or I/O write strobe output –

MREQ Output indicating that memory bus cycle has started

CLKOUT System clock output P07

D0 to D7 I/O 8-bit data bus –

A0 to A19 O 20-bit address output

RXD0 I Serial data input

RXD1

CTS0 I/O Asynchronous mode:  CTS input

I/O interface mode:  reception clock I/O

CTS1 I CTS input

TXD0 O Serial data output

TXD1

DMARQ0 I DMA request input (CH0) P20

DMARQ1 DMA request input (CH1) P23

DMAAK0 O DMA acknowledge output (CH0) P21

DMAAK1 DMA acknowledge output (CH1) P24

TC0 DMA termination output (CH0) P22

TC1 DMA termination output (CH1) P25

HLDAK Hold acknowledge output P26

HLDRQ I Hold request input P27

NMI Nonmaskable interrupt request input P10

INTP0 External interrupt request input P11

INTP1 P12

INTP2 P13/INTAK

INTAK O INT acknowledge signal output P13/INTP2

POLL I POLL input P14/INT

INT External interrupt request input P14/POLL

TOUT O Timer output P15

SCK0 Serial clock output P16

READY I Ready input P17

X1 Crystal or ceramic resonator connection pin for system clock –

X2 – oscillation. (External clock can be input to the X1 pin, and

inverted clock to the X2 pin.)

RESET I Reset signal input
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Pin name I/O Function Shared by

REFRQ O DRAM refresh pulse output –

R/W Read or write cycle identification signal output

MSTB Memory read or memory write strobe output

VTH I Comparator reference voltage input

VDD – Positive power supply pin  (Connect all VDD pins to power supply)

GND GND pin (Connect all GND pin to ground)

IC Internally connected (Fix high via an external pull-up resistor)

EA I External memory access  (Connect to GND via a resistor)
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2.1.2  mPD70330

(1) Ports

Pin name I/O Shared by Function

P00 to P06 I/O – 8-bit I/O port for which the input or output mode can be

P07 CLKOUT specified bit-wise

P10 I NMI Cannot be used as a general purpose port  (Nonmaskable

interrupt request input)

P11 INTP0 Cannot be used as a general purpose port  (External

P12 INTP1 interrupt request input)

P13 INTP2/INTAK

P14 I/O POLL/INT I/O port for which the input or output mode can be

P15 TOUT specified bit-wise

P16 SCK0

P17 READY

P20 I/O DMARQ0 8-bit I/O port for which the input or output mode can be

P21 DMAAK0 specified bit-wise

P22 TC0

P23 DMARQ1

P24 DMAAK1

P25 TC1

P26 HLDAK

P27 HLDRQ

PT0 to PT7 I – Input port with an 8-bit comparator

Remark After reset is released, the port pins become input port pins.  To use P13/INTP2/INTAK as an

INTAK pin, be sure to connect a pull-up resistor to this pin to avoid external interrupt controller

malfunction after reset is released.
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(2) Non-port pins

Pin name I/O Function Shared by

IOSTB O I/O read or I/O write strobe output, and low-order address –

strobe output

MREQ Output indicating that memory bus cycle or I/O bus cycle

has started, and high-order address strobe output

CLKOUT System clock output P07

D0 to D15 I/O 16-bit data bus –

A0 O LSB of address outputs selecting the low-order memory bank

A9/A1 to 19-bit address output by multiplexer
A16/A8,
A17/A18, A19

UBE O Used for address’s bit 18 output and selection of high-order A18

memory bank

RXD0 I Serial data input

RXD1

CTS0 I/O Asynchonous mode:  CTS input

I/O interface mode:  reception clock I/O

CTS1 I CTS input

TXD0 O Serial data output

TXD1

DMARQ0 I DMA request input (CH0) P20

DMARQ1 DMA request input (CH1) P23

DMAAK0 O DMA acknowledge output (CH0) P21

DMAAK1 DMA acknowledge output (CH1) P24

TC0 DMA termination output (CH0) P22

TC1 DMA termination output (CH1) P25

HLDAK Hold acknowledge output P26

HLDRQ I Hold request input P27

NMI Nonmaskable interrupt request input P10

INTP0 External interrupt request input P11

INTP1 P12

INTP2 P13/INTAK

INTAK O INT acknowledge signal output P13/INTP2

POLL I POLL input P14/INT

INT External interrupt request input P14/POLL
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Pin name I/O Function Shared by

TOUT O Timer output P15

SCK0 Serial clock output P16

READY I Ready input P17

X1 Crystal or ceramic resonator connection pin for system clock –

X2 – oscillation. (External clock can be input to the X1 pin, and

inverted clock to the X2 pin.)

RESET I Reset signal input

REFRQ O DRAM refresh pulse output

R/W Read or write cycle identification signal output

MSTB Memory read or memory write strobe output, and low-order

address strobe output

VTH I Comparator reference voltage input

VDD – Positive power supply pin (Connect all VDD pins to power supply)

GND GND pin (Connect all GND pins to ground)

IC Internally connected (Fix high via an external pull-up resistor)

EA I External memory access  (Connect to GND via a resistor)

2.1.3  Pin state in each mode

Operation state Hold HALT STOP During Other

Pin reset

Port
During output in port mode Held Held Held Hi-z Continued

During output in control mode Continued Continued Held Hi-z Continued

TXD0, TXD1 Continued Continued Held Hi-z Continued

CTS0 Continued Continued Held Hi-z Continued

D0 to D15 Hi-z Hi-z Hi-z Hi-z Continued

A0 to A19, UBE Hi-z HeldNote HeldNote Hi-z Continued

MREQ Hi-z High High Hi-z Continued

MSTB Hi-z High High Hi-z Continued

R/W Hi-z High High Hi-z Continued

REFRQ Hi-z Continued Held Hi-z Continued

IOSTB Hi-z High High Hi-z Continued

Continued: Specified operation is continued.

Held: The state just before the mode transition is held.

Hi-Z: High impedance

Note Address data is held, but output address is undefined.
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2.2  Description of Pin Functions

The V25 and V35 include both dedicated control pins and pins that have dual functions as ports.  For details of

the setup method for pins that have dual functions as ports and for information on the hardware configuration, see

CHAPTER 7  PORT FUNCTIONS.

2.2.1  P00 to P07 (Port 0) ... 3-state input/output

P00 to P07 are 8-bit I/O pins for port 0 (8-bit I/O port with output latch).  The P07 pin also serves as CLKOUT output.

The P00 to P06 pins operate only in the port mode.  The port or control mode can be selected for the P07 pin by

setting the port 0 mode control register (PMC0).  (See Table 2-1.)

Table 2-1.  Operation of Port 0 (n = 0 to 7)

PMC0n = 1 PMC0n = 0

PM0n = 1 PM0n = 0

P00 — Input port Output port

P01 — Input port Output port

P02 — Input port Output port

P03 — Input port Output port

P04 — Input port Output port

P05 — Input port Output port

P06 — Input port Output port

P07 CLKOUT output Input port Output port

(1) Port mode

The input or output mode can be selected for the P00 to P07 pins bit-wise by setting the port 0 mode register

(PM0).  However, the P07 pin is set to the port mode by setting a value of 0 for PMC0 register bit 7.

(2) Control mode

When the P07 pin is set to the control mode by setting a value of 1 for the PMC0 register bit 7, the pin serves

as a CLKOUT output.

(a) CLKOUT (Clock Out) ... output also used for P07

CLKOUT is a system clock (CLK) output pin that supplies various clocks to the CPU and peripheral

hardware at the frequency set by the clock generator.
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In the hold or standby mode, the pins set as output ports hold the immediately preceding data.  When

the P07 pin is set to CLKOUT, it continues clock output in the hold or HALT mode and holds the

immediately preceding data in the STOP mode.

When RESET is input, the P00 to P07 pins operate as an input port (high impedance output).

2.2.2  P10 to P17 (Port 1) ... 3-state I/O

P10 to P17 are 8-bit I/O pins used for both port 1 (8-bit I/O with output latch) and for various control signals.

The port or control mode can be selected for the P10 to P17 pins bit-wise by setting the port 1 mode

control register (PMC1).  (See Table 2-2.)  However, the P11 and P12 pins operate only in the port mode and

also serve as interrupt request input.  The P10 pin serves only as an NMI input.

Table 2-2.  Operation of Port 1 (n = 0 to 7)

PMC1n = 1 PMC1n = 0

PM1n = 1 PM1n = 0

P10 — NMI input —

P11 — INTP0 input —

P12 — INTP1 input —

P13 INTAK output INTP2 input —

P14 INT input
Input port

Output port
(POLL input)

P15 TOUT output Input port Output port

P16 SCK0 output Input port Output port

P17 READY input Input port Output port

(1) Port mode

When the P10 to P17 pins are set to the port mode by setting the PMC1 register (PMC1n = 0; n = 0 to 7),

the input or output mode can be selected for the pins bit-wise by setting the port 1 mode register (PM1).

The P10 to P13 pins can operate only as an input port and can also serve as interrupt request input.  When

the P14 pin is set to an input port, the pin also serves as a POLL input.

(a) NMI (Non-Maskable Interrupt) ... P10 input

NMI is an input pin for nonmaskable interrupt requests; this pin cannot be masked by software.

Nonmaskable interrupts are acknowledged by the CPU at any time, and they take precedence over any

other interrupt.

NMI input is edge-triggered, with the valid edge specified in the external interrupt mode register (INTM).
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The input is sampled in each clock cycle.  NMI is acknowledged when the pin level is changed from

inactive to active level and continues the active level for a certain period or more.  When NMI is

acknowledged, an interrupt of vector number 2 occurs after the instruction being executed terminates.

The NMI input is also used to release the CPU standby mode.

The NMI input state can be monitored by reading P10.

(b) INTP0 to INTP2 (Interrupt from Peripheral 0 to 2) ... input also used for P11 to P13

These are external interrupt request input pins that can be masked by software.

INTPn (n = 0 to 2) is edge-triggered, with the valid edge specified in the external interrupt mode register

(INTM).  The input is sampled in each clock cycle.  INTPn (n = 0 to 2) is acknowledged when the pin level

is changed from inactive to active level and continues the active level for a certain period or more.

The INTPn input is also used to release the HALT mode.

(c) POLL (Poll) ... input also used for P14/INT

POLL input is checked by the POLL instruction.  If it is low, the next instruction is executed.  If it is high,

POLL input is checked at every fifth clock cycle until it goes low.

These functions are used to synchronize the CPU program with external device operations.

Caution The POLL pin functions when the input mode (input port, INT input) has been selected for P14.

Otherwise, it is assumed to be low while the POLL instruction is being executed.

(2) Control mode

Pins P13 to P17 can be set to control mode bit-wise by setting the PMC1 register.

(a) INTAK (Interrupt Acknowledge) ... output also used for P13/INTP2

INTAK is an acknowledge signal output pin for interrupt request input (INT) that can be masked by

software.

When the CPU acknowledges the INT signal, the INTAK signal is output low.  In synchronization with the

signal, the external device sends an interrupt vector to the CPU via the data bus (D0 to D15).

INTAK is used in tandem with the INT pin to connect to an interrupt controller such as the mPD71059.
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(b) INT (Interrupt) ... input also used for P14/POLL

INT is an interrupt request input pin that can be masked by software.

This request input, which is active high, is sampled in the last clock cycle of an instruction.  By receiving

the INTAK signal that is output by the CPU, the external device recognizes that the INT interrupt request

is acknowledged.  The INT signal must be held high at least until the first INTAK signal is output.

The INT pin is used in tandem with the INTAK pin to connect to an interrupt controller such as the

mPD71059.

The INT input is also used to release the HALT mode.

(c) TOUT (Timer Output) ... output also used for P15

TOUT is an output pin from the timer unit (timer 0).

(d) SCK0 (Serial Clock 0) ... output also used for P16

SCK0 is a serial interface (channel 0) transmission clock output pin.

(e) READY (Ready) ... input also used for P17

READY is an input pin used to control wait state insertion during external bus cycles (except memory

refresh cycles).

The READY pin is level-sensitive, and wait states are inserted while the READY pin is low.

Caution The bus cycle always becomes ready when the pin is set to P17.

The pins set as an output port hold the immediately preceding data in the hold or standby mode.  Control signal

output pins that have been set to the control mode continue operation when in the hold or HALT mode, and hold the

immediately preceding data when in the STOP mode.

When RESET is input, the P00 to P17 pins operate as an input port (high impedance output).

2.2.3  P20 to P27 (Port 2) ... 3-state I/O

P20 to P27 are 8-bit I/O pins used for both port 2 (8-bit I/O port with output latch) and for various control signals.

The port or control mode can be selected as the operation mode for P20 to P27 bit-wise by setting the

port 2 mode control register (PMC2).  (See Table 2-3.)
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Table 2-3.  Operation of Port 2 (n = 0 to 7)

PMC2n = 1 PMC2n = 0

PM2n = 1 PM2n = 0

P20 DMARQ0 input Input port Output port

P21 DMAAK0 output Input port Output port

P22 TC0 output Input port Output port

P23 DMARQ1 input Input port Output port

P24 DMAAK1 output Input port Output port

P25 TC1 output Input port Output port

P26 HLDAK output Input port Output port

P27 HLDRQ input Input port Output port

(1) Port mode

When P20 to P27 are set to the port mode by setting the PMC2 register (PMC2n = 0; n = 0 to 7), the pins

can be set bit-wise to input or output port mode by setting the port 2 mode register (PM2).

(2) Control mode

P20 to P27 can be set to control mode bit-wise by setting the PMC2 register (PMC2n = 1; n = 0 to 7).

(a) DMARQ0 and DMARQ1 (DMA Requests 0 and 1) ... input also used for P20 and P23

DMARQ0 and DMARQ1 are DMA request input pins from DMA controllers (channels 0 and 1).

These signals are active high.

(b) DMAAK0 and DMAAK1 (DMA Acknowledge 0 and 1) ... output also used for P21 and P24

DMAAK0 and DMAAK1 are DMA acknowledge output pins to DMA controllers (channels 0 and 1).

However, the signals are not output during DMA transfer between memories (burst mode or single step

mode).

These signals are active low.

(c) TC0 and TC1 (Terminal Count 0 and 1) ... output also used for P22 and P25

TC0 and TC1 are DMA completion signal output pins to DMA controllers (channels 0 and 1).  The signals

are output when TC0 and TC1 in the DMA service channels are set to 0.

These signals are active low.
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(d) HLDAK (Hold Acknowledge) ... output also used for P26

HLDAK is an acknowledge signal output pin indicating that the V25 or V35 has acknowledged the hold

request signal (HLDRQ) and has set the bus for high impedance.

While the signal is active (low), the address bus, data bus, and control bus are placed into high-

impedance.

(e) HLDRQ (Hold Request) ... input also used for P27

HLDRQ is a signal input pin for an external device that requests the V25 or V35 to release the address

bus, data bus, and control bus.

The HLDRQ input signal is active high.

The pins set as an output port hold the immediately preceding data in the hold or standby mode.  Control signal

output pins that have been set to the control mode continue operation when in the hold or HALT mode, and hold the

immediately preceding data when in the STOP mode.

When RESET is input, the P20 to P27 pins operate as an input port (high impedance output).

2.2.4  PT0 to PT7 (Port with Comparator 0 to 7) ... input

Port T (PT0 to PT7) consists of 8-bit input pins with a comparator, for which the threshold voltage

(reference voltage) can be selected from among 16 levels.

2.2.5  VTH (Threshold Voltage) ... input

VTH is a reference voltage input pin for port T.

2.2.6  TXD0 and TXD1 (Transmit Data 0 and 1) ... output

TXD0 and TXD1 are serial data output pins from the serial interface (channels 0 and 1).

In the asynchronous mode, transmit data is transmitted with one data frame consisting of start, character, parity,

and stop bits, starting at the least significant bit (LSB).  When transmission is disabled or when the serial register

does not contain the transmit data, the TXD0 and TXD1 pins become the mark state (1).

In the I/O interface mode (TxD0 pin only), transmit data is fixed to eight bits and is transmitted starting at the most

significant bit (MSB).

The TXD0 and TXD1 pins continue operation in the hold or HALT mode and hold the immediately preceding data

in the STOP mode.  When RESET is input, the pins become high impedance.

2.2.7  RxD0 and RxD1 (Receive Data 0 and 1) ... input

RxD0 and RxD1 are serial data input pins to the serial interface (channels 0 and 1).

In the asynchronous mode, when RxD0 or RxD1 input is detected low in the reception enable state, it is

recognized as a start bit and reception operation is performed.

In the I/O interface mode (RxD0 pin only), receive data is input to the serial register in synchronization with the

reception clock’s rising edge.
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2.2.8  CTS0 (Clear to Send 0) ... I/O

CTS0 is a serial interface (channel 0) CTS pin.

In the asynchronous mode, the CTS0 pin is an active low input pin that enables transmission (clear to send).  In

the I/O interface mode, it becomes an I/O pin for the reception clock.

The CTS0 pin continues operation in the hold or HALT mode and holds the immediately preceding data

in the STOP mode.  When RESET is input, CTS0 becomes an input pin in the I/O interface mode (high

impedance output).

2.2.9  CTS1 (Clear to Send 1) ... input

CTS1 is a serial interface (channel 1) CTS pin.

The CTS1 pin is an active-low input pin that enables transmission (clear to send) when in asynchronous mode.

2.2.10  RESET (Reset) ... input

RESET is an active-low reset input pin.

RESET input is an asynchronous input.  When a signal having a given low level width is input independently of

the operation clock, system reset takes precedence over any other operation that is to be performed.

In addition to normal initialization and start, the RESET  pin is also used for standby (STOP or HALT)

mode release.

2.2.11  EA (External Access) ... input

EA is an input pin for memory access.  Connect this pin to GND via a resistor (3 to 10 kW).
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2.2.12  X1 and X2 (Crystal)

X1 and X2 are crystal or ceramic resonator connection pins for system clock generation.  An external clock can

also be input.

(a) Crystal or ceramic oscillation Note (b) External clock input

(c) External clock input (X2: Open)

Cautions 1. Place the oscillator as close as possible to X1 and X2.

2. Do not pass any of the signal lines through the section in the broken line.

Note When considering a match for this device, use a ceramic resonator and external capacitors recommended

by NEC Corporation for better device matching.

2.2.13  D0 to D15 (Data Bus 0 to 15) ... I/O

D0 to D15 are data bus I/O pins.

In the hold or standby mode or when RESET is input, all of these pins are placed into high impedance.

2.2.14  A0 to A19 (Address Bus 0 to 19) ... output

A0 to A19 are 20-bit address bus output pins.

In the standby mode, address data is held but the output address is undefined.  In the hold mode or when RESET

is input, A0 to A19 are placed into high impedance.

X2X1 X2X1

HCMOS inverterC1 C2

X2X1

HCMOS inverter

OPEN
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2.2.15  MREQ (Memory Request) ... output

MREQ is an active low output pin which indicates that a memory bus cycle has started and that the

memory address on the address bus is valid.

In the standby mode, MREQ is fixed high.  In the hold mode or when RESET is input, MREQ is placed into high

impedance.

2.2.16  MSTB (Memory Strobe) ... output

The MSTB pin is an output pin for controlling memory access in combination with the MREQ and R/W signals.

This pin indicates that the data output on the data bus is valid during memory write.  MSTB output differs from

the MREQ signal only in its fall timing.

In the standby mode, MSTB is fixed high.  In the hold mode or when RESET is input, MSTB is placed into high

impedance.

2.2.17  R/W (Read/Write Strobe) ... output

R/W is a signal output pin for identifying memory read or memory write cycles when a memory bus cycle

has started.

For R/W, output high indicates a memory read cycle and output low indicates a memory write cycle.

In the standby mode, R/W is fixed high.  In the hold mode or when RESET is input, R/W is placed into high

impedance.

2.2.18  REFRQ (Refresh Request) ... output

REFRQ is a refresh pulse output pin.

REFRQ pin output is controlled by the refresh mode register (RFM) contents.  In the HALT mode, the refresh

operation is continued.  In the STOP mode, the immediately preceding data is held.  In the hold mode or when RESET

is input, REFRQ is placed into high impedance.

2.2.19  IOSTB (I/O Strobe) ... output

IOSTB is an active-low output pin indicating that an I/O bus cycle has started.

When the IOSTB pin is low, it indicates that the I/O address output to the A0 to A15 pins is valid.

In the standby mode, the pin is fixed high.  In the hold mode or when RESET is input, IOSTB is placed into high

impedance.

2.2.20  VDD (Power Supply)

VDD is a positive power supply pin.

Apply the rated power supply voltage to both VDD pins.
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2.2.21  GND (Ground)

GND is a GND potential pin.

Fix all GND pins to the GND potential.

2.2.22  UBE (Upper Byte Enable) ... input

UBE is a high-order memory bank selection pin on the V35.  It is also used for A18.

This signal becomes active during the following bus cycles.

• Byte access to an odd address, or first byte access to an odd address for word data access

• Word data access to an even address

Access UBE A0

Word access to even address 0 0

Word access to odd address
First 0 1

Second 1 0

Byte access to even address 1 0

Byte access to odd address 0 1

The operation described above is also effective in the I/O cycle.
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2.3  Pin I/O Circuits

Section 2.3.1 lists the I/O circuit types.  Section 2.3.2 shows the circuits for each type.

2.3.1  I/O circuit types

(1) Ports

Pin name Type Pin name Type

P00 to P06 5 P20/DMARQ0 5

P07/CLKOUT 5 P21/DMAAK0 5

P10/NMI 2 P22/TC0 5

P11/INTP0 1 P23/DMARQ1 5

P12/INTP1 1 P24/DMAAK1 5

P13/INTP2/INTAK 5 P25/TC1 5

P14/INT/POLL 5 P26/HLDAK 5

P15/TOUT 5 P27/HLDRQ 5

P16/SCK0 5 PT0 to PT7 7

P17/READY 5

(2) Non-port pins

(a) mPD70320

Pin name Type Pin name Type

TXD0 4 EA 1

TXD1 4 D0 to D7 5

RXD0 1 A0 to A19 4

RXD1 1 MREQ 4

CTS0 5 MSTB 4

CTS1 1 R/W 4

REFRQ 4 IOSTB 4

RESET 2
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(b) mPD70330

Pin name Type Pin name Type

TXD0 4 A0 4

TXD1 4 A9/A1 to A16/A8 4

RXD0 1 A17/A18 4

RXD1 1 A19 4

CTS0 5 A18/UBE 4

CTS1 1 MREQ 4

REFRQ 4 MSTB 4

RESET 2 R/W 4

EA 1 IOSTB 4

D0 to D15 5
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2.3.2  I/O circuits

Note These circuits have been designed for light hysteresis characteristics.  However, if the characteristics

required for input to these pins are not satisfied, be sure to connect externally to a device that

has the required hysteresis characteristics.

TYPE 1 TYPE 5

TYPE 2 TYPE 7

TYPE 4

IN

VDD

P-ch

N-ch

VDD

P-ch

N-ch

data

output
disable

TYPE 4

IN/OUT

TYPE 1

I/O circuit consisting of type-4 push-pull output and
type-1 input buffer.

IN

Schmitt trigger input having hysteresis characteristicsNote.

VDD

P-ch

N-ch

data

output
disable

Push-pull output that can be set to high-impedance
output (both P-ch and N-ch off).

IN +

–

P-ch

N-ch

Comparator

Vref

(Threshold voltage)

OUT
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2.4  Unused Pin Connections

When connecting to VDD or GND via a resistor, use 3 to 10 kW of resistance.  Recommended connection methods

for unused pins are listed below.

(1) Ports

Pin name Recommended connection

P00 to P06 Input state: Connect to VDD individually via a resistor.

P07/CLKOUT Output state: Leave open

P10/NMI Connect to GND via a resistor.

P11/INTP0 Connect to VDD or GND via a resistor.

P12/INTP1

P13/INTP2/INTAK Input state: Connect to VDD individually via a resistor.

P14/INT/POLL Output state: Leave open

P15/TOUT

P16/SCK0

P17/READY

P20/DMARQ0

P21/DMAAK0

P22/TC0

P23/DMARQ1

P24/DMAAK1

P25/TC1

P26/HLDAK

P27/HLDRQ

PT0 to PT7 Connect to GND via a resistor.

Remark After reset is released, the port pins become input port pins.
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(2) Non-port pins

(a) V25

Pin name Recommended connection

TXD0 Leave open

TXD1

RXD0 Connect to VDD or GND via a resistor.

RXD1

CTS0 Input state: Connect to VDD individually via a resistor.

Output state: Leave open

CTS1 Connect to VDD or GND via a resistor.

REFRQ Leave open

VTH Connect to GND via a resistor.

D0 to D7 Input state: Connect to VDD individually via a resistor.

Output state: Leave open

A0 to A19 Leave open

MREQ

MSTB

R/W

IOSTB
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(b) V35

Pin name Recommended connection

TXD0 Leave open

TXD1

RXD0 Connect to VDD or GND via a resistor.

 RXD1

CTS0 Input state: Connect to VDD individually via a resistor.

Output state: No connection

CTS1 Connect to VDD or GND via a resistor.

REFRQ Leave open

VTH Connect to GND via a resistor.

D0 to D15 Input state: Connect to VDD individually via a resistor.

Output state: Leave open

A0 Leave open

A9/A1 to A16/A8

A17/A18

A19

A18/UBE

MREQ

MSTB

R/W

IOSTB
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CHAPTER 3  INTERNAL CPU FUNCTIONS

The V25 and V35 have a 16-bit CPU which is software-compatible with the V20 and V30 CPU in the native mode.

3.1  Hardware Configuration

The internal CPU in the V25 and V35 can be broadly divided into the three functional units described below.  These

units function together to perform processing in pipeline mode, which makes for efficient bus usage and high-speed

instruction execution.

• PAU (Address calculation unit)

• EXU (Execution unit)

• BCU (Bus control unit)

3.1.1  PAU (Address calculation unit)

The PAU generates a 20-bit physical address from information provided by the EXU and then requests the BCU

to be started.

3.1.2  EXU (Execution unit)

The EXU performs basic processing related to instruction execution, such as arithmetic and logical operations and

data transfer.  A pipeline stage for the EXU consists of 2 to 4 clock cycles, and each instruction is execued in one

or several pipeline stages.

3.1.3  BCU (Bus control unit)

The BCU starts a required bus cycle based on the 20-bit physical address generated by the PAU.  At the same

time, it executes bus control, such as for READY, hold, and refresh.

When the PAU does not send a bus cycle start request to the BCU, the BCU generates an opcode prefetch address

and prefetches an instruction.  The prefetched opcode is stored in the prefetch queue.

A pipeline stage for the BCU is performed in one bus cycle.

Prefetch queue

The V25 and V35 have a six-byte instruction queue (FIFO) that can store a maximum of six bytes of the opcodes

prefetched by the BCU.

The opcode stored in the queue is fetched by the EXU for execution.

When a branch, call, return, or break instruction is executed or when external interrupt servicing is performed, the

queue contents are cleared and an instruction at a new location is prefetched.

Normally, an opcode is prefetched when the queue contains one or more bytes of free space.

If the average execution time of consecutively executed instructions exceeds the number of clock cycles required

to prefetch the opcode of each instruction to some degree, when the EXU terminates execution of one instruction

it can immediately execute the opcode stored in the queue.  The fetch time from memory can thus be excluded from

the instruction execution time.

However, the queue’s effectiveness is reduced in the following cases.

• When a number of queue clear instructions are executed, such as when a branch instruction is executed.

• When instructions having short execution times are executed consecutively.
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3.1.4  CPU pipelines

The V25 and V35 CPU uses a synchronous pipeline structure.  Accordingly, after processing of one pipeline stage

is completed by each of the units (PAU, EXU, and BCU) that have been started simultaneously, the next stage is

started.  Figure 3-1 shows an example of pipeline operations.

Example Pipeline operation when the following instructions are executed.

...

MOV mem, reg ... <1>

MOV reg, reg' ... <2>

MOV reg, mem ... <3>

ADD reg, reg' ... <4>

...

This example assumes the following conditions.

• Prefetch cycle:  2 clocks (0 wait)

• Memory read/write:  3 clocks (1 wait)
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Figure 3-1.  CPU Pipeline Operation Example (1/2)

(a)  When internal RAM access is disabled

Remark The next instruction is executed even during the BCU’s memory write operation.

(b)  When internal RAM access is enabled (access to internal RAM)

Remark The EXU executes memory write and memory read access to internal RAM.  During this operation,

the BCU executes program fetch.
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Figure 3-1.  CPU Pipeline Operation Example (2/2)

(c)  When internal RAM access is enabled (access to external RAM)

Remark When internal RAM access is enabled, the EXU does not go to execution of the next instruction

during BCU memory write.

(d)  When a forced prefetch cycle is entered

Remark A forced prefetch cycle is started when there are less than two bytes of code stored in the

prefetch queue.

Forced prefetch cycle

The V25 and V35 have a six-byte prefetch queue.  Normally, prefetch is executed when there is one or more

bytes of free space in the queue.
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When the queue contains one byte or less of opcode, execution of the next pipeline stage is halted, and forced

prefetch cycles are started until at least two bytes of opcode have been stored in the prefetch queue.

If the addresses for instructions such as branch or call instructions are not consecutive, the queue contents are

cleared, and two bytes of opcode at a new location are fetched for execution of the instruction.

3.2  Registers

The CPU in the V25 and V35 has a general purpose register set that is compatible with that in the V20 and V30.

It also has various special function registers to control the on-chip peripheral hardware.  All of the registers are

mapped in memory space.  In particular, the general purpose register set can also be used for on-chip RAM, and

a maximum of eight banks of the register set can be arranged on the on-chip RAM.

The addresses of these registers can be relocated in 4-Kbyte units and are specified by setting the internal data

area base register (IDB), which is a special function register.  (See section 3.5.2.)

3.2.1  Register banks

The general purpose register set is mapped in the on-chip RAM area.  This general purpose register set uses the

bank format, and up to eight banks can be set, with 32 bytes used per bank.  Of these eight banks, banks 0 and 1

are also used as macro service channels (see section 4.5.4) and can also be accessed as data memory (see section

3.5.4).

Normally, the CPU uses register bank 7 to execute programs.  When an interrupt occurs, switching to another

register bank is performed automatically.  To return from the current register bank to the previous one, the return

instruction RETRBI (an added instruction from the V20 and V30) from the interrupt must be executed.  (See section

4.5.2.)

Figure 3-2 shows the configuration of register banks.  In each register bank, (+00H) and (+01H) are

reserved areas when the register bank is used.  The general purpose register set is mapped in the area of

(+08H) to (+1FH), which are offset from the start address of each register bank.  The area from (+02H) to

(+07H) is used during register bank switching, and is therefore not available for other use.

The value loaded into the program counter (PC) during register bank switching, that is, the offset value for the

interrupt service routine’s starting address, is set in the (+02H) area.

(+04H) is an area for saving the program status word (PSW) during register bank switching.

(+06H) is an area for saving the PC during register bank switching.  (See section 4.5.2.)

After reset, register bank 7 is automatically selected. Only the segment registers (see section 3.2.4) in register

bank 7 are initialized at reset.
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Figure 3-2.  Register Bank Configuration

Register bank 0

××E00H

××E1FH

1

××E20H

××E3FH

2

××E40H

××E5FH

3

××E60H

××E7FH

4

××E80H

××E9FH

5

××EA0H

××EBFH

6

××EC0H

××EDFH

7

××EE0H

××EFFH

Reserved
+00H

Vector PC
+02H

PSW save
+04H

PC save
+06H

DS0
+08H

SS
+0AH

PS
+0CH

DS1
+0EH

IY
+10H

IX
+12H

BP
+14H

SP
+16H

BW+18H

+1AH

+1CH

+1EH

BLBH

DW

DLDH

CW

CLCH

AW

ALAH

8715 0

(×× is a value specified in the IDB register)

(Offset from the start address of each register bank)
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3.2.2  General purpose registers (AW, BW, CW, and DW)

The general purpose registers contain four 16-bit registers.  In addition to being accessed as 16-bit registers, these

registers can also be accessed as 8-bit registers by dividing them into high-order and low-order halves (AH, AL, BH,

BL, CH, CL, DH, DL).

The registers are used as 8-bit or 16-bit registers for various instructions, including transfer, arithmetic, and logical

operation instructions.

These registers are also used as default registers for the types of processing specified below.

AW : Word multiplication/division, word input/output, and data conversion

AL : Byte multiplication/division, byte input/output, translation, BCD rotation, and data conversion

AH : Byte multiplication/division

BW : Translation

CW : Loop control branch and repeat prefix

CL : Shift instruction, rotation instruction, and BCD operation

DW : Word multiplication/division and indirect addressing input/output

These registers are mapped in the on-chip RAM.  The addresses can be found using the following expression:

(IDB register Note value ¥ 4096) + (0E00H) + (register bank number ¥ 32) + (offset for each register)

Note See section 3.5.2 regarding the IDB register.

Table 3-1.  General Purpose Register Offsets

Register Offset Register  Offset

AW 1EH AL 1EH

AH 1FH

BW 18H BL 18H

BH 19H

CW 1CH CL 1CH

CH 1DH

DW 1AH DL 1AH

DH 1BH
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3.2.3  Pointers (SP and BP) and index registers (IX and IY)

SP, BP, IX, and IY are 16-bit registers that are used as base pointers or index registers when memory is being

accessed in an addressing mode such as based addressing (BP), indexed addressing (IX and IY), or based indexed

addressing (BP, IX, and IY).  The SP is also used as a pointer when a stack is handled.  Like general purpose registers,

they are used for instructions such as transfer and arithmetic operations, but they cannot be used as 8-bit registers

for the instructions.  These registers are also used as default registers for the types of processing specified below.

SP : Stack manipulation

IX : Block transfer and BCD string operation source

IY : Block transfer and BCD string operation destination

These registers are mapped in the on-chip RAM.  The addresses can be found using the following expression.

(IDB register Note value ¥ 4096) + (0E00H) + (register bank number ¥ 32) + (offset for each register)

Note See section 3.5.2 regarding the IDB register.

Table 3-2.  Pointer and Index Register Offsets

Register Offset

SP 16H

BP 14H

IX 12H

IY 10H
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3.2.4  Segment registers (PS, SS, DS0, and DS1)

The CPU divides memory space into 64-Kbyte logical segments.  The start address of each segment is specified

in the segment register.  Offset from the start address is specified in another register or by effective address.

Accordingly, the physical address is generated as shown below.

The segment registers are PS (Program Segment), SS (Stack Segment), DS0 (Data Segment 0), and DS1 (Data

Segment 1).  The segments are used for the following.

PS : Program fetch

SS : Stack manipulate instruction and addressing with BP as the base register

DS0: General variables access and source block data access (block transfer instruction, etc.)

DS1: Destination block data access (block transfer instruction, etc.)

However, a segment other than DS0 can be used if a segment override prefix is used.  Similarly, another segment

can be used instead of SS in the addressing mode with BP as a base register.

When reset, register bank 7’s PS is initialized to FFFFH and SS, DS0, and DS1 are initialized to 0000H.

These registers are mapped in the on-chip RAM.  The addresses can be found using the following expression.

(IDB register Note value ¥ 4096) + (0E00H) + (register bank number ¥ 32) + (offset for each register)

Note See section 3.5.2 regarding the IDB register.

Table 3-3.  Segment Register Offsets

Register Offset

DS0 08H

DS1 0EH

SS 0AH

PS 0CH

× × × × 0 ···········  Segment start address

Segment register  4 bit

0 × × × × ···········  Offset

× × × × × ···········  Physical address

+)
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3.2.5  Internal data area base register (IDB)

The internal data area base register (IDB) is an 8-bit register used to determine the address of the internal data

area (see section 3.5.1), which consists of on-chip RAM (also used for general purpose registers) and a special

function register area for on-chip peripheral hardware control, etc.  The register can be referenced at two

addresses:  FFFFFH and (IDB register value ¥ 4096 + FFFH).  (See section 3.5.2.)

3.2.6  Special function registers

The V25 and V35 have special function registers to control on-chip peripheral hardware.  These registers are

mapped in the special function register area in the internal data area and are read/written using the same method

as normal memory access.  (See section 3.5.3).

Execution of the additional instruction BTCLR is valid only for the special function registers.
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3.3  Program Counter (PC)

The program counter (PC) is a 16-bit binary counter which retains the offset of the program memory

address having the program to be executed by the CPU.

The PC is incremented each time an instruction byte is fetched from the instruction queue.  A new location

is loaded into the PC whenever an instruction such as a branch, call, return, or break instruction is executed.

When reset, 0000H is loaded into the PC.  Because the PS is initialized to FFFFH when reset, after reset

the CPU starts program execution at address FFFF0H.

3.4  Program Status Word (PSW)

The program status word (PSW) consists of six status flags, five control flags, and two user flags.

o Status flags

• V (Overflow)

• S (Sign)

• Z (Zero)

• AC (Auxiliary Carry)

• P (Parity)

• CY (Carry)

o Control flags

• RB0 to RB2 (Register Bank0 to 2)

• DIR (Direction)

• IE (Interrupt Enable)

• BRK (Break)

• IBRK (I/O Break)

o User flags

F0 (user Flag0)

F1 (user Flag1)

The status flags are automatically set to 1 or reset to 0 according to the instruction execution result (data values).

The CY flag can also be directly set, reset, or inverted by executing an instruction.

The control flags are set or reset by executing an instruction for CPU operation control.  The IE and BRK flags

are reset whenever interrupt servicing is started.

The user flags that are available to the user can be set, reset, or tested by executing instructions.

The PSW bit configuration is shown below.

The PSW contents can be saved and restored from the stack by executing PUSH and POP instructions.

However, when the PSW contents are restored from the stack by executing the POP PSW instruction, the

contents of bits 12 to 14 (RB0 to RB2) are not restored to the PSW.

The PSW’s low-order eight bits can also be saved to and restored from the AH register by executing the MOV

instruction.

When an interrupt occurs, the PSW contents are automatically saved in the stack before IE and BRK are reset.

When RESET is asserted, RB0 to RB2, IBRK, and bit 15 are all set to 1 and other bits are reset to 0.

Caution Be sure to set PSW’s bit 15 to 1.
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3.4.1  CY (Carry Flag)

(1) Binary addition and subtraction

The CY (Carry Flag) is set when a byte operation results in carrying into or borrowing from bit 7.  Otherwise,

it is reset.

The CY is set when a word operation results in carrying into or borrowing from bit 15.  Otherwise, it is reset.

Increment and decrement instructions do not affect the CY flag.

(2) Logical operations

The CY flag is reset regardless of the operation result.

(3) Binary multiplication

If AH is 0 as a result of an unsigned byte operation, the CY flag is reset.  If AH is not 0, the CY flag is set.

If AH is an AL sign extension as a result of a signed byte operation, the CY flag is reset.  Otherwise, the CY

flag is set.

If DW is 0 as a result of an unsigned word operation, the CY flag is reset.  If DW is not 0, the CY flag is set.

If DW is an AW sign extension as a result of a signed word operation, the CY flag is reset.  Otherwise, the

CY flag is set.

When the product of an 8-bit immediate operation is within 16 bits, the CY flag is reset.  When the product

exceeds 16 bits, the CY flag is set.

(4) Binary division

Undefined

(5) Shift and rotate

When a shift or rotate instruction that also manipulates the CY flag is executed, if the bit shifted to the CY

flag is 1, the CY flag is set.  If this bit is 0, the CY flag is reset.
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3.4.2  P (Parity Flag)

(1) Binary addition and subtraction, logical operation, and shift

When there is an even number of “1” bits among the low-order eight bits of the operation result, the P flag

is set.  When there is an odd number of “1” bits, the P flag is reset.

When the result is all zeros, the P flag is set.

(2) Binary multiplication and division

Undefined

3.4.3  AC (Auxiliary Flag)

(1) Binary addition and subtraction

The AC flag is set when a byte operation generates either a carry from the low-order four bits to the

high-order four bits or a borrow from the high-order four bits to the low-order four bits.  Otherwise,

the AC flag is reset.

Word operations are performed on low-order bytes in the same way as byte operations.

(2) Logical operation, binary multiplication and division, and shift and rotate

Undefined

3.4.4  Z (Zero Flag)

(1) Binary addition and subtraction, logical operation, and shift and rotate

The Z flag is set when eight bits in the result of a byte operation or 16 bits in the result of a word operation

are all zeros.  Otherwise, the Z flag is reset.

(2) Binary multiplication and division

Undefined
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3.4.5  S (Sign Flag)

(1) Binary addition and subtraction, logical operation, and shift and rotate

The S flag is set when bit 7 of a byte operation result is 1.  When bit 7 is 0, the S flag is reset.

The S flag is set when bit 15 of a word operation result is 1.  When bit 15 is 0, the S flag is reset.

(2) Binary multiplication and division

Undefined

3.4.6  V (Overflow Flag)

(1) Binary addition and subtraction

When a byte operation is performed, the V flag is set if the carry values from bit 6 and bit 7 differ.  If they are

the same, the V flag is reset.

When a word operation is performed, the V flag is set if the carry values from bit 14 and bit 15 differ.  If they

are the same, the V flag is reset.

(2) Logical operation

The V flag is reset regardless of the operation result.

(3) Binary multiplication

If AH is 0 as a result of an unsigned byte operation, the V flag is reset.  If AH is not 0, the V flag is set.

If AH is an AL sign extension as a result of a signed byte operation, the V flag is reset.  Otherwise, the V flag

is set.

If DW is 0 as a result of an unsigned word operation, the V flag is reset.  If DW is not 0, the V flag is set.

If DW is an AW sign extension as a result of a signed word operation, the V flag is reset.  Otherwise, the V

flag is set.

When the product of an 8-bit immediate operation is within 16 bits, the V flag is reset.  When the product

exceeds 16 bits, the V flag is set.

(4) Binary division

The V flag is reset regardless of the operation result.

(5) Shift and rotate

As a result of one-bit left shift or rotate instruction,

When CY = most significant bit:  V is reset

When CY • most significant bit:  V is set

As a result of one-bit right shift or rotate instruction,

When most significant bit = second most significant bit:  V is reset

When most significant bit • second most significant bit:  V is set

When shifting or rotating by multiple bits, the V flag becomes undefined.
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3.4.7  IBRK (I/O Break Flag)

IBRK controls the occurrence of software interrupts when an I/O instruction is executed.

When IBRK = 0, a software interrupt (interrupt vector 19) occurs whenever execution of an I/O instruction is

attempted.  Therefore, I/O instructions can be emulated by software.

When IBRK = 1, a software interrupt does not occur even when an I/O instruction is executed.

3.4.8  BRK (Break Flag)

If the BRK flag is set, a software interrupt (interrupt vector 1) occurs each time one instruction is executed.

Therefore, instructions can be traced one at a time.

The BRK flag is set by executing a memory manipulate instruction only when it is saved in the stack as part of

the PSW.  When the BRK flag is restored to the PSW after it is set, the flag becomes valid.

3.4.9  IE (Interrupt Enable Flag)

When an IE flag is set by executing an EI instruction, interrupts are enabled.  When an IE flag is reset by

executing a DI instruction, interrupts are disabled.

3.4.10  DIR (Direction Flag)

The DIR flag is set by executing the SET1 DIR instruction and is reset by executing the CLR1 DIR instruction.

If a DIR flag is set, processing is performed from a high-order address to a low-order address when a

block transfer or I/O instruction is executed.  If the DIR flag is reset, processing is performed from a low-order

address to a high-order address.

3.4.11  RB0 to RB2 (Register Banks 0 to 2 Flag)

RB0 to RB2 indicate the current register bank among the eight register banks set in the on-chip RAM.

RB0 to RB2 are not restored from the stack when the POP PSW instruction is executed.

Caution Do not change the values for RB0 to RB2 that are saved in the stack and PSW save register by

an interrupt service routine.

3.4.12  F0 and F1  (User Flags 0 and 1)

F0 and F1 are flags that the user can use as desired.

F0 and F1 can be set and reset by executing a PSW-related instruction.  They can also be set, reset, and tested

by setting the FLAG register (a special function register).

Figure 3-3  shows the FLAG register’s bit configuration.

Figure 3-3.  FLAG Register
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3.5  Memory Space

The V25 and V35 have 1 Mbyte of memory space.  Figure 3-4 shows a memory map.

00000H to 003FFH : Vector area (if not used as a vector area, this area can be used for another purpose)

¥¥E00H to ¥¥FFFH : Internal data area (the location of this area can be changed in 4-Kbyte units)

FFFFCH to FFFFEH : Reserved area

                FFFFFH : IDB register

Remark ¥¥:  IDB register value

When the memory space is accessed, wait cycle insertion every 128 Kbytes is programmable.

Do not access spaces that has not been memory-mapped.

See section 3.2.4 for the physical addresses.

Cautions 1. If a word reference is made with the offset within the segment at address FFFFH, the second

byte reference address is FFFFH + 1 rather than 0000H in the same segment (it is 0000H in

the V20 and V30).

2. If the combination of the segment value and offset value exceeds the physical address

FFFFFH, the next address to be generated becomes 00000H.
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Figure 3-4.  Memory Map

Remarks 1. ¥¥ is the IDB register value.

2. +  H is the address’s offset value.  Adding the register bank’s or macro service channel’s start address to this value gives the actual address.

3. Macro service channels are assigned in duplicate to register banks 0 and 1 and DMA service channels are assigned in duplicate to macro service

channels 0 and 1.
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3.5.1  Internal data area

The internal data area is a 512-byte area consisting of the on-chip RAM area and the special function

register area.  It can be relocated in 4-Kbyte units within the 1-Mbyte memory space.  The IDB register (internal

data area base register) sets the base address of the internal data area.  The high-order eight bits of the 20-bit

internal data area base address are specified in the IDB register and the low-order 12 bits are fixed to E00H.

When RESET is asserted, the IDB register is initialized to FFH, and therefore the internal data area is located

between FFE00H and FFFFFH.

(1) Access to internal data area

As shown in Figure 3-4, the internal data area overlaps with the external memory area.  The overlapping

memory areas to be accessed are divided according to the memory access conditions.  Figure 3-5 (1) and

(2) shows the memory access conditions and memory area to be accessed.

Data in the internal data area is fetched in two clock cycles.

When an internal data area is accessed, control signals such as MREQ, MSTB, and IOSTB are not externally

output.

(2) On-chip RAM area

The on-chip RAM area consists of the low-order 256 bytes of the internal data area (¥¥E00H to

¥¥EFFH, where ¥¥ is the IDB register value).  In addition to normal use as RAM, the on-chip RAM

is subject to functional assignments of register banks and macro service channels (see section

3.5.4).  Bit 6 (RAMEN) of the processor control register (PRC), a special function register, can be

reset to 0 to disable access to the on-chip RAM as normal RAM.

The macro service function and DMA transfer operate normally even when the RAMEN bit is reset to 0.

However, at this point, neither macro service nor DMA can be reset.  To set or reset macro service or DMA,

set the RAMEN bit to 1.

(3) Special function register area

The high-order 256 bytes (¥¥F00H to ¥¥FFFH, where ¥¥ is the IDB register value) of the internal data area

are the special function register area.  The special function registers, such as the on-chip peripheral

hardware mode registers and control registers, are mapped in the special function register area (see section

3.5.3).
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Figure 3-5.  Memory Space Access Conditions

A : For program fetch, an area other than the internal data area is accessed.

B : Data access to an area other than the internal data area, or data access to an address corresponding to

the on-chip RAM area when on-chip RAM access is disabled.

C : If condition B is not satisfied, the internal data area takes precedence in being accessed.

D : For DMA transfer, the external memory area is accessed.
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(1) Program fetch

External area is accessed

(2) Data access

(a) When on-chip RAM access is disabled

RAMEN = 0 (PRC)

Special function registers take precedence in

being accessed.

(b) When on-chip RAM access is enabled

RAMEN = 1 (PRC)

Internal data area takes precedence in being

accessed.

(c) DMA transfer

Only external areas are accessed.

Special function registers

Low-order addresses

High-order addresses

External area

On-chip RAM On-chip RAM

Low-order addresses

High-order addresses
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Special function registers
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3.5.2  Internal data area base register (IDB)

The IDB register determines the physical addresses of the internal data area (on-chip RAM area and special

function register area described below).  The high-order eight bits of the internal data base address are specified in

the IDB register.  The low-order 12 bits are fixed to E00H.  Access this area only as IDB.

The IDB register is allocated two addresses:  ¥¥FFFH (where ¥¥ is the IDB register value) in the special function

register area and fixed address FFFFFH.  The IDB register can be changed or referenced by accessing one of these

addresses.

When reset, the IDB register is set to FFH.  Consequently, the internal data area base address becomes FFE00H.

3.5.3  Special function register area

Special function registers, such as on-chip peripheral hardware mode registers and control registers, are mapped

in the area ¥¥F00H to ¥¥FFFH (where ¥¥ is the IDB register value).

Programs cannot be fetched from the special function register area.

The special function registers are manipulated by accessing memory.

Table 3-4 lists the special function registers.  The columns in the table have the following meanings.

• Symbol ..................The name of the special function register is represented by a symbol.  It corresponds

to the instruction operand.

• R/W ....................... Indicates whether or not the special function register can be read and/or written.

R/W : Both read and write are enabled.

R : Read only is enabled.

W : Write only is enabled.

• Access units ......... Indicates the bit units in which the special function register can be manipulated (16

bits, 8 bits, or 1 bit).

• When reset ........... Indicates the register state when RESET is asserted.

¥¥ in the high-order eight bits of each address is the IDB register value.

Addresses not listed in the table are reserved; a read to the reserved areas returns an undefined value, and a write

to these areas is ignored.
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Table 3-4.  Special Function Register List (1/3)

Access WhenType Address Special function register name Symbol R/W units reset
(bits)

Port ¥¥F00H Port 0 P0 R/W 8/1 Undefined

¥¥F01H Port 0 mode register PM0
W 8

FFH

¥¥F02H Port 0 mode control register PMC0 00H

¥¥F08H Port 1 P1 R/W 8/1 Undefined

¥¥F09H Port 1 mode register PM1
W 8

FFH

¥¥F0AH Port 1 mode control register PMC1 00H

¥¥F10H Port 2 P2 R/W 8/1 Undefined

¥¥F11H Port 2 mode register PM2
W 8

FFH

¥¥F12H Port 2 mode control register PMC2 00H

¥¥F38H Port T PT R 8 Undefined

¥¥F3BH Port T mode register PMT R/W 8/1 00H

¥¥F40H External interrupt mode register INTM 00H

¥¥F44H External interrupt macro service EMS0

control register 0 Note 4

¥¥F45H External interrupt macro service EMS1 Undefined

control register 1 Note 4

¥¥F46H External interrupt macro service EMS2 R/W 8/1

control register 2 Note 4

¥¥F4CH External interrupt request EXIC0

control register 0 Note 4

¥¥F4DH External interrupt request EXIC1 47H

control register 1 Note 4

¥¥F4EH External interrupt request EXIC2

control register 2 Note 4

¥¥FFCH Interrupt priority register ISPR R 8 00H

¥¥F60H Receive buffer register 0 RXB0 R 8 Undefined

¥¥F62H Transmit buffer register 0 TXB0 W 8 Undefined

¥¥F65H Serial reception macro service SRMS0

control register 0 Note 4

¥¥F66H Serial transmission macro service STMS0
R/W 8/1

Undefined

control register 0 Note 4

¥¥F68H Serial mode register 0 SCM0

¥¥F69H Serial control register 0 SCC0 00H

¥¥F6AH Baud rate generator register 0 BRG0

¥¥F6BH Serial error register 0 Note 6 SCE0 R 8 00H

¥¥F6CH Serial error interrupt request SEIC0

control register 0 Note 4

¥¥F6DH Serial reception interrupt request SRIC0 R/W 8/1 47H

control register 0 Note 4

¥¥F6EH Serial transmission interrupt request STIC0

control register 0 Note 4
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Table 3-4.  Special Function Register List (2/3)

Access WhenType Address Special function register name Symbol R/W units reset
(bits)

¥¥F70H Receive buffer register 1 RXB1 R
8 Undefined

¥¥F72H Transmit buffer register 1 TXB1 W

¥¥F75H Serial reception macro service SRMS1 Undefined

control register 1 Note 4

¥¥F76H Serial transmission macro service STMS1 Undefined

control register 1 Note 4 R/W 8/1

¥¥F78H Serial mode register 1 SCM1

¥¥F79H Serial control register 1 SCC1 00H

¥¥F7AH Baud rate generator register 1 BRG1

¥¥F7BH Serial error register 1 Note 6 SCE1 R 8 00H

¥¥F7CH Serial error interrupt request SEIC1

control register 1 Note 4

¥¥F7DH Serial reception interrupt request SRIC1 R/W 8/1 47H

control register 1 Note 4

¥¥F7EH Serial transmission interrupt request STIC1

control register 1 Note 4

¥¥F80H Timer register 0 Note 5 TM0

¥¥F82H Modulo/timer register 0 Note 5 MD0
R/W 16 Undefined

¥¥F88H Timer register 1 Note 5 TM1

¥¥F8AH Modulo/timer register 1 Note 5 MD1

¥¥F90H Timer control register 0 Note 5 TMC0
R/W 8/1 00H

¥¥F91H Timer control register 1 Note 5 TMC1

¥¥F94H Timer unit macro service control TMMS0

register 0 Note 4

¥¥F95H Timer unit macro service control TMMS1 Undefined

register 1 Note 4

¥¥F96H Timer unit macro service control TMMS2
R/W 8/1register 2 Note 4

¥¥F9CH Timer unit interrupt request control TMIC0

register 0 Note 4

¥¥F9DH Timer unit interrupt request control TMIC1 47H

register 1 Note 4

¥¥F9EH Timer unit interrupt request control TMIC2

register 2 Note 4

¥¥FA0H DMA control register 0 DMAC0 Undefined

¥¥FA1H DMA mode register 0 DMAM0
R/W 8/1

00H

¥¥FA2H DMA control register 1 DMAC1 Undefined

¥¥FA3H DMA mode register 1 DMAM1 00H

¥¥FACH DMA interrupt request control register 0 Note 4 DIC0
R/W 8/1 47H

¥¥FADH DMA interrupt request control register 1 Note 4 DIC1
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Table 3-4.  Special Function Register List (3/3)

Access WhenType Address Special function register name Symbol R/W units reset
(bits)

¥¥FE0H Standby control register STBC R/WNote 1 8/1 HoldNote 2

¥¥FE1H Refresh mode register RFM R/W 8/1 FCH

¥¥FE8H Wait control register WTC R/W 16/8 FFFFH

¥¥FEAH User flag register Note 3 FLAG R/W 8/1 00H

¥¥FEBH Processor control register PRC 4EH

¥¥FECH Time base interrupt request control TBIC R/W 8/1 47H

register Note 4

¥¥FFFH Internal data area base register Note 4 IDB R/W 8/1 FFH

Notes 1. The standby control register can be set to 1 by executing a given instruction, but cannot be cleared

to 0 (W: only “1” can be written).

2. When power-on reset:  00H

3. Bit manipulation of the user flag register (FLAG) has no meaning except for bits 3 and 5.  The contents

of FLAG register user flags 0 and 1 (F0 and F1) can also be affected by manipulating F0 and F1 in

PSW (see section 3.4.12).

4. One wait cycle is inserted in the access cycle of these registers.

5. A maximum of six wait cycles may be inserted in the access cycle of these registers.

6. Bit 7 indicates the RXD pin’s level.
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3.5.4  On-chip RAM area

The 256-byte on-chip RAM area is contained in the area from ¥¥E00H to ¥¥EFFH (where ¥¥ is the IDB register

value).

Eight register banks are mapped in the on-chip RAM.  In addition, macro service channel registers are also

mapped in duplicate in the on-chip RAM.

When the on-chip RAM is being accessed, the current address and data being accessed are output to the address

bus and data bus as they are.  The R/W signal holds its previous state.  The MREQ and MSTB signals become inactive.

Memory access to the on-chip RAM can be disabled by resetting bit 6 (RAMEN) of the processor control register

(PRC)  to 0.  Programs cannot be fetched from the on-chip RAM.  When a memory access is disabled, the on-chip

RAM is accessed only as a register.

Access to the on-chip RAM uses two clock cycles; the same as no-wait memory access.

Figure 3-6.  On-chip RAM Area Map
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3.5.5  Vector table area
This area, from 00000H to 003FFH (1 Kbyte), contains 256 vectors (4 bytes per vector) for vectored interrupts.

The interrupt routine start addresses corresponding to interrupt requests, break instructions, etc., are allocated to
the vector table.

Vector 0 (00000H) : Divide error

Vector 1 (00004H) : Single step

Vector 2 (00008H) : NMI input

Vector 3 (0000CH) : BRK 3 instruction

Vector 4 (00010H) : BRKV instruction

Vector 5 (00014H) : CHKIND instruction

Vector 6 (00018H) : Reserved

Vector 7 (0001CH) : FPO instruction

Vector 8 (00020H) : Reserved

| | |

Vector 11 (0002CH) : Reserved

Vector 12 (00030H) : INTSER0

Vector 13 (00034H) : INTSR0

Vector 14 (00038H) : INTST0

Vector 15 (0003CH) : Reserved

Vector 16 (00040H) : INTSER1

Vector 17 (00044H) : INTSR1

Vector 18 (00048H) : INTST1

Vector 19 (0004CH) : I/O instruction

Vector 20 (00050H) : INTD0

Vector 21 (00054H) : INTD1

Vector 22 (00058H) : Reserved

Vector 23 (0005CH) : Reserved

Vector 24 (00060H) : INTP0

Vector 25 (00064H) : INTP1

Vector 26 (00068H) : INTP2

Vector 27 (0006CH) : Reserved

Vector 28 (00070H) : INTTU0

Vector 29 (00074H) : INTTU1

Vector 30 (00078H) : INTTU2

Vector 31 (0007CH) : INTTB

Vector 32 (00080H) : User area

| • BRK imm8 instruction

Vector 255 (003FCH) : • INT input

Vectors 0 to 31 are used for designated interrupt sources (part of this area is reserved) and cannot be used for
other purposes.

Vectors 32 to 255 can be used for general purposes, specifically two-byte break instructions and INT input. Unused

sections can be used for purposes other than vectors.
Each vector consists of four bytes.  When an interrupt is acknowledged, the high-order two bytes are loaded into

the program segment (PS) and the low-order two bytes are loaded into the program counter.

Example Vector 0 000H 001H PC ¨ (001H, 000H)

002H 003H PS ¨ (003H, 002H)

- 
- 

- 
- 

- 
- 

-
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3.5.6  External memory area

External memory such as RAM is connected to the area from 00000H to FFFFEH in the mPD70320 and

70330.  However, the areas from FFF00H to FFFEFH and from FFFFCH to FFFFEH are reserved.

The address bus (A0 to A19), data bus (D0 to D15), and MREQ, MSTB, R/W, and UBE signals are used

to access external memory.  A refresh pulse output pin (REFRQ) is provided to refresh pseudo SRAM so that

pseudo SRAM can be easily connected.  An automatic refresh address output function is also provided to

refresh DRAM so that DRAM can be easily connected (see section 5.3).  In addition, wait cycles can be

inserted into memory cycles in 128-Kbyte units by software (see section 5.1).
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3.6  I/O Space

The V25 and V35 have a 64-Kbyte I/O space in addition to their 1-Mbyte memory space.  Figure 3-7 shows an

I/O space map.

Use the address bus (A0 to A15), data bus (D0 to D7 (V25) and D0 to D15 (V35)), and IOSTB, R/W, DMAAK0,

and DMAAK1 signals to access the I/O space.  Zeros are output from the unused high-order four bits (A16 to A19)

of the address buses.  Wait cycles can be inserted into I/O cycles by software (see section 5.1).

Figure 3-7.  I/O Map (64 Kbytes)

Note Address, data, and control signals are also output when the reserved area is accessed.

0000H

FF00H
FFFFH

65,280 bytes

ReservedNote
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CHAPTER 4  INTERRUPT FUNCTIONS

4.1  Interrupt Controller

The V25 and V35 contain an interrupt controller that can control multiple interrupts from 17 sources.

The interrupt controller divides a total of 17 interrupt sources—five external and 12 internal sources—into

groups for management, and can perform programmable multiprocessing control in group units.  Also, one

of three interrupt servicing functions; vectored interrupt, register bank switching, and macro service, can

be selected according to the interrupt source property.

The number of external interrupt sources can be easily increased by connecting an external mPD71059 or an

external interrupt controller equivalent to the mPD71059.

The interrupt request control registers and macro service control registers are used to set up the interrupt

controller.  Registers are provided for each interrupt source.  The interrupt control instructions are listed below.

DI (Disable Interrupt)

EI (Enable Interrupt)

RETI (Return from Interrupt)

RETRBI (Return from Register Bank Switching Interrupt)

FINT (Finish Interrupt), which informs the internal interrupt controller of interrupt servicing completion

An interrupt priority register is also provided to recognize the interrupt request acknowledgment state.
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4.2  Interrupt Sources

There is a total of 17 interrupt sources (five external and 12 internal) for the V25 and V35.  Interrupts from these

17 sources are divided into eight groups and are controlled by the interrupt controller.  The configuration of these

groups is fixed by hardware.  Five of these eight groups (all except NMI, INT, and INTTB) can be specified priority

levels from 0 to 7 (0 being the highest) by software.  Functions supported by the interrupt controller vary depending

upon the interrupt source.  Table 4-1 lists these interrupt sources.

Table 4-1.  Interrupt Source List (1/2)

Interrupt source
External/

Vector
Macro Bank

Priority levelNote

internal service switching Setting Inter-group Intra-group

NMI
External 2

Not Not Cannot
0 –

Not
(Non Maskable Interrupt) available available be set controlled

INT
External

External Not Not Cannot
7 –

Not
(INTerrupt) input available available be set controlled

INTTU0
28

1

(INTerrupt from Timer Unit0)

INTTU1
29 Available Available Can be set 1 2 Controlled

(INTerrupt from Timer Unit1)

INTTU2
30 3

(INTerrupt from Timer Unit2)

INTD0
20 1

(INTerrupt from DMA channel0)
Internal Not Available Can be set 2 Controlled

INTD1 available

(INTerrupt from DMA channel1)
21 2

INTP0

(INTerrupt from Peripheral#0) 24 1

INTP1
External 25 Available Available Can be set 3 2 Controlled

(INTerrupt from Peripheral#1)

INTP2
26 3

(INTerrupt from Peripheral#2)

Note The inter-group and intra-group priority levels indicate the acknowledgment sequence when interrupt

requests having the same priority level assignments occur at the same time.
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Table 4-1.  Interrupt Source List (2/2)

Interrupt source External/
Vector

Macro Bank Priority levelNote

internal service switching Setting Inter-group Intra-group

INTSER0
Not(INTerrupt from Serial ERror of 12

available
1

channel0)

INTSR0

(INTerrupt from Serial Receiver Internal 13 Available Available Can be set 4 2 Controlled

of channel0)

INTST0

(INTerrupt from Serial 14 Available 3

Transmitter of channel0)

INTSER1
NotINTerrupt from Serial ERror of 16

available
1

channel1)

INTSR1

(INTerrupt from Serial Receiver Internal 17 Available Available  Can be set 5 2 Controlled

of channel1)

INTST1
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4.3  Priority Level Control

4.3.1  Multiple interrupt priority level control

Multiple interrupt priority level control is performed in group units for all interrupts except NMI and INT.

Multiple interrupt servicing control is performed during the EI state.  Therefore, set the EI using a given interrupt

service routine before performing multiple servicing.  However,  multiprocessing control can also be performed in the

DI state for interrupt responses by macro service.

(1) Multiprocessing control

Under multiprocessing control, any interrupt having a higher priority level than the interrupt being

serviced is acknowledged, the interrupt being serviced is stopped, and the higher-priority interrupt is

then serviced.  Any interrupt that has a lower priority level than the interrupt being serviced is held

pending.  The pending interrupt is acknowledged when the interrupt being serviced terminates as long

as the interrupt mask bit in the interrupt control register (provided for each interrupt source) has not

been set and the interrupt request flag has not been reset by the current interrupt service routine.

Multiple interrupts from interrupt sources having the same priority level or from within the same group

cannot be serviced.

(2) Interrupt responses to all interrupts except NMI, INT, and software interrupts

For interrupt responses to these interrupts, the FINT instruction must be executed at the end of a

given interrupt service routine to inform the interrupt controller of the interrupt service routine’s

completion.  If the FINT instruction is not executed, the only subsequent interrupts to be acknowledged

are those that have a priority level higher than the interrupt for which the FINT instruction was not

executed (see section 4.9  Interrupt Priority Register (ISPR)).

Figure 4-1 shows the servicing mode for interrupts that are subject to multiprocessing control.

(3) Interrupt responses from NMI and INT

NMI and INT interrupt responses are not subject to multiprocessing control.  INT is acknowledged when

interrupts are enabled (NMI is always acknowledged).

(4) Setting of priority levels

Eight priority levels from 0 to 7 (0 being the highest) can be set as desired for each interrupt group.

The priority level also indicates the number of the selected register bank when using the register bank

switching function described below.  The priority level is set via the three bits PR0 to PR2 in the

interrupt control register that is provided for each interrupt source (the set priority level will not change

as long as the settings for PR0 to PR2 remain the same).  However, the priority level setting is effective

only in the interrupt control register of the interrupt source that has the highest priority level in the

interrupt group.  This setting is ignored if it is written to any other interrupt control register.  When

read, the return value is fixed to 7.  When a reset signal is input, all priority levels are initialized to

7.  See the Cautions on Interrupt Priority Levels and Servicing Sequence in section A.4.
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Interrupt request
(IF = 1)

Corresponding
interrupt
IMK = 1

NO (IMK = 0)

YES (IMK = 1)

PENDING B

Transmission to interrupt controller is held pending

*1
YES (equal to or lower)

*1: Does the interrupt have a
      lower priority level than 
      the interrupt being serviced?

MS/INT = 1

NO (High)

YES (MS/INT = 1)

*2
YES

Acknowledgment by
macro service (IF = 0)

NO (MS/INT = 0)
*2: Is there another interrupt from
      PENDING A that has a 
      higher priority level?

IE = 0
YES (IE = 0)

NO

ENCS = 1

NO (IE = 1)

YES (ENCS = 1)

Acknowledgment by
vectored interrupt

(IF = 0)

Acknowledgment by
register bank switching

function (IF = 0)
PENDING A

Interrupt controller is
held pending

NO (ENCS = 0)

Figure 4-1.  Servicing Mode of Interrupts Subject to Multiple Servicing Control
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4.3.2  Priority level control for simultaneously occurring interrupts

When two or more interrupts occur simultaneously, NMI has the highest priority level for acknowledgment

and INT has the lowest.  The priority levels of interrupts other than NMI or INT are the same as those of multiple

interrupts.  Hardware-fixed priority levels are applied to groups that are specified the same priority level.

Similarly, priority levels in each group are applied to the interrupts in the group.

Examples of priority level control are listed below.

Examples 1. If INTSR0 (specified priority level 3) and INTTU2 (specified priority level 6) occur at the same time,

INTSR0 is acknowledged first.

2. If INTP0 and INTP1 occur at the same time, INTP0 is acknowledged first.

3. If NMI and INTD1 occur at the same time, NMI is acknowledged first.

4. If INTTB and INT occur at the same time, INTTB is acknowledged first.

5. If INTSER1 and INTTU1 (both specified priority level 4) occur at the same time, INTTU1 is

acknowledged first.
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4.4  Interrupt Requests

(1) Occurrence of interrupt requests

When an interrupt request occurs, IF (bit 7) is set to 1 in the corresponding interrupt request control register.

Setting IF to 1 indicates the occurrence of an interrupt request.

Interrupt requests also occur when IF is set by software.

(2) Acknowledgment of interrupt request

When an interrupt request is acknowledged, IF (bit 7) is reset to 0 in the corresponding interrupt request

control register.  Accordingly, if the same interrupt request occurs again during interrupt servicing, IF is

set to 1 and the new interrupt is held pending.

(3) Holding of interrupt requests

Only one interrupt request of the same source can be held pending (see Figure 4-2).  This means that

when IF (bit 7) has been set to 1, if an interrupt request from the same source occurs, the interrupt request

is ignored.

Interrupt requests that occur when IF is set to 1 are held pending.  Any pending interrupt requests are

canceled if the software resets IF to 0.

Figure 4-2.  Multiple servicing of Same Interrupts

<1> If another INTP1 for the same interrupt occurs while INTP1 is being serviced or while a FINT instruction

is being executed, the second INTP1 is held pending.  However, only one INTP1 can be held pending.

<2> When servicing of the first INTP1 is completed, servicing starts for the INTP1 held pending.

(4) Polling of interrupt requests

To determine the timing of interrupt request occurrences without having an interrupt acknowledged,

set the IMK bit in the interrupt control register to 1, mask the interrupt request, and poll the IF bit to detect

the occurrence of interrupt requests.  However, after detecting the occurrence of interrupt requests, the IF

bit must be reset to 0 by software.

EI

INTP1 (INTP1 service routine)

(Main routine)

(INTP1 service routine)

<1>  INTP1

FINT
RETI

FINT
RETI

<2>
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4.5  Interrupt Response Modes

The V25 and V35 each have three interrupt response modes; a vectored interrupt function, register bank

switching function, and macro service function.  Each of these functions can be selected according to the purpose

of the interrupt.  The interrupt controller responds to a given interrupt request according to the response mode set

in the interrupt control register.

If an interrupt is acknowledged by the vectored interrupt function or register bank switching function, the

contents of PC, PS, and PSW are saved using the method corresponding to the selected function.  After the PSW

is saved, the IE and BRK flags are reset and the DI state holds.  Consequently, all interrupts except for those with

NMI or macro service responses and single-step interrupts are disabled (all software interrupts except single-step

interrupts can occur).  (See section 4.10.)

4.5.1  Vectored interrupts

When a vectored interrupt is acknowledged, the current contents of PSW, PC, and PS are saved on a stack, then

one vector is selected from a vector table and the program is executed as an interrupt service routing starting at the

address indicated by the vector.  All vectors other than INT interrupts are fixed.  When an INT interrupt occurs, an

interrupt acknowledge cycle is generated and an interrupt vector is read from the data bus (see section 4.7  INT).

Table 4-1 lists interrupt vectors other than INT.

A return from an interrupt is made by executing an RETI instruction.  However, an FINT instruction must be

executed to make a return from any interrupt except NMI and INT.  Whenever a return is made from an interrupt,

PC, PS, and PSW are restored from the stack.

The vectored interrupt sequence is shown below (see also Figure 4-3).

<1> Write the PSW value into a temporary register.

<2> Clear the IE and BRK flags.

<3> Read the PC value at the vector address into an internal temporary register.

<4> SP ¨ SP – 2.  Write the PSW value onto a stack when an interrupt occurs.

<5> Read the PS value at the vector address into an internal temporary register.

<6> SP ¨ SP – 2.  Write the PS value onto a stack when an interrupt occurs.

<7> SP ¨ SP – 2.  Write the PC value onto a stack when an interrupt occurs.

<8> Write the values read from the vector address into the PC and PS for a branch.

Figure 4-3.  Interrupt Acknowledge Operation

Inside the V25 or V35

n × 4

n × 4 + 2

Temporary
register

Temporary
register

PC

PS

PSW

Vector table

Temporary
register

Stack

SP ← SP – 2  <7>

<3>

<5>

<8>

<1> <4>

<6>

<7>

n: Vector number

SP ← SP – 2  <6>

SP ← SP – 2  <4>

<2> IE = 0
BRK = 0
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4.5.2  Register bank switching function

The V25 and V35 map a general purpose register set in internal RAM and can have up to eight register banks.

Automatic register bank switching during execution of the BRKCS or TSKSW instruction or during an interrupt

response eliminates the need for software’s conventional save processing of registers on a stack.  This

enables high-speed switching of program execution environments.

(1) Register bank switching when an interrupt request occurs

(a) Settings

To use the register bank switching function during an interrupt response, set a value of 1 for the

ENCS bit in the interrupt control register provided for each interrupt source.  One register bank can be

specified for each interrupt group.  The register bank number is the same as the multiple interrupt

priority level and is specified in bits PR0 to PR2 in the interrupt control register.  The register bank

number matches the interrupt priority level.

PS and vector PC in the new register bank must be initialized before using the register bank switching

function.  Initialize SS and SP either before or after register bank switching.  If the MOVSPA instruction

is executed for initialization after switching, the value before switching is set in SS and SP, and

the stack can be continuously used since before register bank switching.  Initialize other registers as

required.  However, do not change PS within the interrupt service routine.

(b) Switching sequence

The register bank switching sequence is executed as shown below (see also Figure 4-4).

<1> Save the contents of PSW to a temporary register.

<2> Perform register bank switching.

<3> Set IE to 0 and BRK to 0.

<4> Save the PC contents and the PSW contents that were saved to a temporary register in the PC save

area and PSW save area in the new register bank.

<5> Load the interrupt service routine’s start address offset into PC from the vector PC area in the register

bank.

The register bank switching is now complete and the interrupt service routine is executed.

(c) Return from register bank switching

To return from a register bank switching interrupt, first execute the FINT instruction (because use

of the register bank switching function is limited to interrupts subject to multiple interrupt control)

and then execute the RETRBI instruction.  When the RETRBI instruction is executed, PC and PSW are

restored from the PC and PSW save areas in the register banks as shown in Figure 4-5.  (The register

banks are restored by the RETRBI instruction.  Because they are not restored by the RETI instruction,

they normally cannot be returned to the main routine.)

The register bank switching function can be used only for one interrupt in an interrupt group that is

specified the same priority level (see section 4.8).

When register bank switching is performed for several interrupt response modes within an interrupt

group specified the same priority level, all must be switched to the same register bank.

After register bank switching, it is not possible to detect which interrupt source was used for switching.

However, this can be detected in the V25+ and V35+ (see the V25+, V35+ User’s Manual).
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Figure 4-4.  Register Bank Switching Sequence

Old register bank
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<2>   Register bank switching
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<1>
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Figure 4-5.  Register Bank Return Sequence

Old register bank
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(2) Register bank switching by software (BRKCS instruction)

The BRKCS instruction can be executed to perform register bank switching.  The BRKCS instruction

can also be used as a high-speed subroutine call.

The number of the register bank to be switched to is specified in the low-order three bits of the 16-bit

register described in the operand.  Next, the PC contents and PSW contents are saved in the PC save

area and PSW save area in the new register bank.  Then the vector PC that was previously stored in

the register bank is loaded into the PC for a branch.

(a) Settings

To execute the BRKCS instruction, the PS and vector PC in the register bank to be selected must be

previously initialized.  Initialize SS and SP either before or after switching.  If the MOVSPA or MOVSPB

instruction is executed for initialization, the value before switching is set in SS and SP in the new register

bank, and the stack can be used continuously since before register bank switching.

Execute the RETRBI instruction to return from the new register bank.  In this case, it is not necessary

to use the FINT instruction.

(b) Switching and restore sequence

The register bank switching and restore sequence is the same as for register bank switching when an

interrupt request occurs.  However, the FINT instruction does not have to be executed for restoring.

Restore by executing only the RETRBI instruction.

(3) Register bank switching by software (TSKSW instruction)

The TSKSW instruction can be executed to perform register bank switching.  The TSKSW instruction is used

for high-speed task switching.

During execution of the TSKSW instruction, the PC contents and PSW contents are first saved in the

PC save area and PSW save area in the current register bank (the register bank prior to switching).  Next,

the number of the register bank to be switched to is specified in the low-order three bits of the 16-bit

register described in the operand.  Then the PC save area contents that were previously stored in the new

register bank is loaded into the PC for a branch.

(a) Settings

To execute the TSKSW instruction, the PS, PC save area, SS, SP, and PSW save area in the register

bank to be selected must be previously initialized.  If the MOVSPB instruction is executed to initialize SS

and SP, the value before switching is set in SS and SP, and the stack can be continuously used.

(b) Switching sequence

The register bank switching sequence is executed as shown below (see also Figure 4-6).

<1> Save PC and PSW in the PC save area and PSW save area in the current register bank (before

switching).

<2> Perform register bank switching.

<3> Load the value in the PSW save area in the new register bank into the PSW and the value in the

PC save area into the PC for a branch.
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Figure 4-6.  Register Bank Switching Sequence by Executing TSKSW Instruction
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4.5.3  Macro service function

The macro service function transfers data in byte or word units between the special function register area and

external memory space when an interrupt request occurs.  This function enables simple processing such as simple

data transfer without software interrupt servicing and can reduce interrupt servicing overhead (operations such as

register saving, initialization, and restore).  Processing performed by the macro service function need not be

considered by software.  Data that is conventionally processed by software in byte units can be processed as one

unit of data, thereby enabling efficient programming.

Unlike other interrupt response modes, if the IMK bit (interrupt mask bit) of the interrupt control register provided

for each interrupt source is reset and if the MS/INT bit (macro service enable bit) is set, the macro service function

serves regardless of the EI or DI state (see section 4.8).  However, control based on the interrupt priority levels is

effective.

When macro service has been executed as many times as specified in the macro service counter (MSC), or when

the SFRP value matches the transferred data, the MS/INT bit is reset and a macro service completion interrupt is

generated.  This macro service completion interrupt is held pending in the DI state.
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<1> Save PC and PSW to a register file, then read register number from vector table for a branch.

<2> Execute RETRBI instruction.  Restore PC and PSW from register file for a branch.

<3> Save PC, PS, and PSW on a stack.  Read PC and PS from vector table for a branch.

<4> Execute RETI instruction.  Restore PC, PS, and PSW from stack for a branch.

Figure 4-7.  Interrupt Servicing Efficiency Using Macro Service
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The macro service function contains the following two operation modes.

(1) Normal mode

Whenever an interrupt request occurs, one-byte or one-word data is transferred as many times as specified

in the macro service counter (MSC).

Figure 4-8 shows the operation flow in normal mode.

Figure 4-8.  Normal Mode Operation Flow

Remark See section 4.5.4 for SFRP, MSS, MSP, and MSC.

See section 4.8 for MS/INT.

Normal mode

Transfer data between
special function register
specified in SFRP and
memory specified in

MSS and MSP

Increment MSP by
one or two (+1/+2)

Decrement MSC by one
(–1)

MSC = 0

Clear IF

NO

End

MS/INT = 0

Interrupt
request occurs

YES
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An example of serial interface transmission is shown below.

Figure 4-9.  Example of Serial Interface Transmission

<1> The TXB register contents are transferred to the serial register, and then a transmit completion interrupt

occurs.

<2> Data is transferred to TXB from the address indicated by “MSS:MSP”.

<3> MSP is incremented.

<4> MSC is decremented.  When MSC is 0, a macro service completion interrupt occurs.

TxD pin Serial register

TxB

Transmit completion
interrupt

<1>

<2>

(Transmit count)

MSC

MSC = 0

–1

<4>

Macro service completion interrupt

Transmit data buffer
(external memory)

20-bit memory address

Transfer data

MSS

MSP+

MSS : MSP

+1

<3>

Transmit completion interrupt (INTST)

MSC (initial value) 
  Count for data transmission between
  these memories
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(2) Character search mode

Whenever an interrupt request occurs, one-byte data is transferred the number of times specified in the

macro service counter (MSC) or until the transferred data matches the 8-bit data previously specified as

the SCHR character data.

Figure 4-10 shows the operation flow in character search mode.

Figure 4-10.  Character Search Mode Operation Flow

Remark See section 4.5.4 for SFRP, MSS, MSP, MSC, and SCHR.

See section 4.8 for MS/INT.

Character
search mode

Transfer data between
special function register
specified in SFRP and
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MSS and MSP

Increment MSP by one
 (+1)
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MSC = 0

Clear IF

NO

End

MS/INT = 0

Interrupt
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Is the

transferred data
the same as

SCHR?
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NO
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An example of serial interface reception (with end code) is shown below.

Figure 4-11.  Example of Serial Interface Reception

<1> The serial register contents are transferred to the RXB register, and then a receive completion interrupt

occurs.

<2> The contents of RXB are transferred to the address indicated by “MSS:MSP”.

<3> MSP is incremented.

<4> MSC is decremented.  When MSC is 0 or when RXB = SCHR, a macro service completion interrupt occurs.

Macro service functions are controlled by the macro service control register provided for each interrupt source

subject to macro servicing and by the macro service channel specified in the macro service control register.

(3) Macro service completion interrupt

When MSC is 0 or when the transfer data matches the comparison data (during character search mode only),

only the MS/INT bit is reset to 0 in the interrupt control register and the IF bit is not reset to 0.  As a result,

when in the EI state, an interrupt specified by the ENCS bit occurs after macro service completion.  When

in the DI state, this interrupt is held pending after macro service completion.
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Receive completion
interrupt

<1>
<2>
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MSC = 0 or RxB = SCHR

–1

<4>

Macro service completion interrupt

Receive data buffer
(external memory)
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Transfer data
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MSS : MSP

+1

<3>

Receive completion interrupt (INTSR)

MSC (initial value) 
  Count for data reception between
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SCHR

(Comparison data)

Compare
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4.5.4  Macro service control register

The macro service control register is an eight-bit register that controls the macro service function.  The format of

this register is shown below, followed by explanations of each bit function.

CH0 to  CH2 Macro service channel specification bits

A value from 0 to 7 can be specified.

DIR   Data transfer direction specification bit

When this bit is set to 0, data is transferred from memory to the special function register. When set to 1, data

is transferred from the special function register to memory.

 MSM0  to   MSM2 Macro service mode specification bits

The operation mode (normal or character search) and the number of transfer data bits (8 or 16) for normal

mode are specified by setting   MSM0   to   MSM2   bits in a certain combination.

MSM2 MSM1 MSM0 Operation mode

0 0 0 Normal mode (8-bit transfer)

0 0 1 Normal mode (16-bit transfer)

1 0 0 Character search mode (8-bit transfer)

Other combinations Setting Prohibited

The macro service control register is contained in the special function register area.  The register can be written/

read by making an 8-bit or 16-bit memory access.

The macro service control register is provided for each interrupt source subject to macro servicing.  The interrupt

sources subject to macro servicing are timer interrupts (INTTU0 to INTTU2), external interrupts (INTP0 to INTP2),

and serial reception and transmission interrupts (INTSR0, INTSR1, INTST0, and INTST1).  See the corresponding

subject headings for the locations of the macro service control registers for each interrupt source.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

CH0CH10 CH2DIRMSM0MSM1MSM2
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Figure 4-12.  Macro Service Control Register

The macro service channels are specified to on-chip RAM addresses ¥¥E00H to ¥¥E3FH (¥¥ is the IDB register

value), as shown in Figure 4-13.  The data destination, data source, number of transfer bytes, and comparison

character in the macro service mode are set in the macro service channel.  Up to eight macro service channels can

be used.

Figure 4-13.  Macro Service Channel Configuration
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CH0CH10 CH2DIRMSM0MSM1MSM2
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From special function register to memory1
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0
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1
E08H
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2
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3
E18H

E1FH

4
E20H

E27H

5
E28H
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6
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7
E38H

××E3FH

SFRP MSC

Reserved SCHR
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• MSC (+0H) : Macro service transfer count

• SFRP (+1H) : Special function register address offset value.  ¥¥F00H + SFRP (¥¥ is the IDB value) is the

special function register address.

• SCHR (+2H) : 8-bit data for comparison in character search mode.

• MSP (+4H) : Offset value of memory address for data transfer when macro service is executed.

• MSS (+6H) : Segment value of memory address for data transfer when macro service is executed.  The

memory address for data transfer is MSS ¥ 16 + MSP.

The value in parentheses is the offset from the start address of the macro service channel.

The macro service memory address for data transfer is indicated by the segment specified in MSS and the offset

value from the segment specified in MSP.

Whenever 8-bit or 16-bit data is transferred, the MSC in the macro service channel is decremented by one and

the MSP is incremented by one or two.  After this, the interrupt request flag is cleared.  If 0 is written to MSC, data

is transferred 256 times.

Caution Because the register banks and macro service channels are assigned to the same on-chip RAM,

do not use register banks when using the macro service function.

MSS

15 0

0

Four bits

MSP

15 0

0

Four bits

+)

20-bit memory address
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4.6  NMI (Non-Maskable Interrupt)

NMI is the highest-priority interrupt that cannot be disabled (masked).  This interrupt is edge-detected.  The

edge direction can be selected by setting the INTM register (a special function register) bit 0 (ESNMI bit) to 1

or 0.  If the ESNMI bit is 0, an NMI interrupt occurs when the falling edge is detected and if this bit is 1, an NMI

interrupt occurs when the rising edge is detected.  Only a vector response can be made to the interrupt, and

the vector type is fixed to 2.  The NMI input is also used for the P10 pin, and the level can be tested by reading

P10.  When NMI is acknowledged, IE is set to 0 and interrupts other than NMI are disabled.  (However, a macro

service interrupt response is acknowledged.)

NMI requests are acknowledged during NMI servicing.
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4.7  INT (Interrupt)

INT is a maskable interrupt.  This interrupt is detected by its level (active high).  INT is not subject to multiple

servicing control by the interrupt controller; and is always acknowledged if interrupts are enabled (IE = 1).  However,

when a number of interrupts occur at once, the lowest priority level is assigned.  Only a vector response can be made

to INT, and the vector type is fetched from the data bus during an interrupt acknowledge cycle.  The interrupt

acknowledge cycle can be confirmed by INTAK output.  The INT pin is also used for P14 and POLL; it is selected

by setting bit 4 of the port 1 mode control register (PMC1), a special function register.  Thus, when the INT function

is not selected, an INT interrupt does not occur even if interrupts are enabled (IE = 1).  INTAK is also used for P13

and INTP2, and the function is selected by setting bit 3 of PCM1 (if the INTAK function is not selected, external

notification of interrupt acknowledge cycle generation is not possible).  Figure 4-14 shows the timing of the interrupt

acknowledge cycle.

Hold the INT signal high at least until the first INTAK signal is output.

External interrupt inputs can be expanded to a maximum of 64 by connecting an external mPD71059 or an

interrupt controller equivalent to the mPD71059.

When an INT interrupt is acknowledged, interrupts are disabled (IE = 0).

Figure 4-14.  INT Interrupt Acknowledge Timing

CLKOUT

INT

INTAK

D7 to D0

MREQ, IOSTB

Vector type

Input data
Hi-Z Hi-Z
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4.8  Interrupt Request Control Register

The interrupt request control register is an 8-bit register that controls interrupts other than INT and NMI.

The interrupt request control register format is shown below, followed by a description of each bit function.

PR0 to PR2  :  Interrupt group priority level specification bits

One level from 0 to 7 can be specified.  The priority level can be specified only in the interrupt request

control register for the interrupt having the highest priority level in the group; if the priority level is

specified in any other interrupt request control register, it becomes insignificant (7 is always read).  The

priority levels in other interrupt request control registers conform to the priority level in the interrupt request

control register for the interrupt having the highest priority level in the group.

The priority level also specifies the new register bank when the register bank switching function is executed.

 ENCS  :  Bit specifying whether or not the register bank switching function is used

When this bit is set to 1, the register bank switching function is used; when set to 0, the vectored interrupt

function is used.

 MS/INT  : Interrupt response mode selection bit

When this bit is set to 1, the macro service function is used; when set to 0, the vectored interrupt or register

bank switching function is used.

  IMK   :  Interrupt mask bit

When this bit is set to 1, the corresponding interrupt is masked; when set to 0, it is not masked.

 IF  :  Bit indicating the corresponding interrupt request

When this bit is set to 1, it indicates that the corresponding interrupt request exists; when set to 0, it indicates

that the corresponding interrupt request does not exist.  When the corresponding interrupt request occurs, the

bit is set to 1.  When the interrupt is acknowledged or an instruction such as BTCLR (an additional instruction

from the V20/V30) is executed, the bit is reset to 0.  This bit is set to 1 whenever an interrupt request occurs,

even when interrupts have been masked via the IMK bit.

Caution If the IF bit is set to 0 by a program during interrupt servicing, interrupts will no longer occur.

The interrupt request control register is contained in the special function register area.  This register can be

written/read by making an 8-bit or 1-bit memory access.

The interrupt  request control register is provided for  each interrupt source except INT or NMI.  See the

corresponding subject headings for the locations of the interrupt request control registers for each interrupt

source.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

PR0PR10 PR2ENCSMS/INTIMKIF
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Figure 4-15.  Interrupt Request Control Register

Interrupt group priority level specification

When reset R/W

47H R/W

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

Set value for PR0 to PR2 Interrupt group priority level

Priority level from 0 to 7

PR0PR10 PR2ENCSMS/INTIMKIF

0 to 7

Register bank switching function used/not used

1 Register bank switching function is used

Register bank switching function is not used0

Interrupt response mode selection

0 Vectored interrupt or register bank switching function

Macro service function1

Interrupt mask specification

0 Not masked

Masked1EXIC0 to 2
SEIC0, 1
SRIC0, 1
STIC0, 1

: EXMK0 to 2
: SEMK0, 1
: SRMK0, 1
: STMK0, 1

TMIC0 to 2
DIC0, 1
TBIC

: TMMK0 to 2
: DMK0, 1
: TBMK

(Register)   (Bit name) (Register)   (Bit name)

Interrupt request response indication

0 No interrupt request

Interrupt request1EXIC0 to 2
SEIC0, 1
SRIC0, 1
STIC0, 1

: EXF0 to 2
: SEF0, 1
: SRF0, 1
: STF0, 1

TMIC0 to 2
DIC0, 1
TBIC

: TMF0 to 2
: DF0, 1
: TBF
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Bits 0 to 7 correspond to priority levels 0 to 7.  When interrupt request having one priority level is acknowledged,

the bit corresponding to the priority level is set to 1.

The least significant bit (corresponding to the highest priority level) among the bits set to 1 is reset to 0 by executing

one FINT instruction.

When one of the bits 0 to 7 is set to 1, any interrupt request having a priority level lower than the priority level

corresponding to the bit is not acknowledged and is held pending.

Any interrupt request having a priority level higher than the priority level corresponding to this bit is acknowledged,

servicing of the current interrupt is stopped, and the current interrupt is held pending.

The ISPR register is contained in the special function register area and can be read by making an 8-bit memory

access.

When RESET is asserted, the ISPR contents are initialized to 00H.

Cautions 1. Unless a FINT instruction is executed, the corresponding bit will not be reset to 0 when

the servicing ends and, consequently, interrupts with lower priority levels cannot be

acknowledged.

2. If a FINT instruction is used without being immediately followed by a RETI or RETRBI

instruction, priority level control cannot be used for the V25 or V35.  In such cases,

control must come from the application.

4.9  Interrupt Priority Register (ISPR)

The interrupt priority register (ISPR) is an 8-bit register that indicates the multiple interrupt servicing state under

the interrupt controller’s priority level control.  The ISPR  register cannot be written to.

Figure 4-16.  ISPR

When reset R/W

00H R

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

Priority
level

0

Priority
level

1

Priority
level

3

Priority
level

2

Priority
level

4

Priority
level

5

Priority
level

6

Priority
level

7

Interrupt servicing state at each priority level

0 Interrupt request is not acknowledged

Interrupt request is acknowledged1
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Figure 4-17.  ISPR States

pri2 <Priority level 2 servicing>

(Main routine)

<Priority level 4 servicing>

pri4

ISPR = 00000000B

ISPR = 00010000B

ISPR = 00000000B

ISPR = 00000100B

EI

EI

FINT

FINT
RETI

RETI

EI
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4.10  External Interrupts

There are five sources of external interrupt requests.  INT is level-detected and external interrupts other than INT

(NMI and INTP0 to INTP2) are edge-detected.  For each of the external interrupts other than INT that are edge-

detected, the valid edge can be specified in the external interrupt mode register (INTM), a special function register.

4.10.1  External interrupt mode register (INTM)

The external interrupt mode register (INTM) is an 8-bit register that specifies the valid edge for external interrupt

requests.  The edge-detected interrupts are NMI and INTP0 to INTP2.  The valid edges for these interrupts are

specified in the INTM register.

Figure 4-18 shows the INTM register format and bit functions.

 Figure 4-18.  INTM

The INTM register is contained in the special function register area.  It can be written/read by making an 8-bit or

1-bit memory access.

When RESET is asserted, the INTM register contents are initialized to 00H.

ESNMI00 ES0ES10ES20

Valid edge specification for NMI input

When reset R/W

00H R/W

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

Valid edge specification for INTP0 input

0 Falling edge

Rising edge1

0 Falling edge

Rising edge1

0 Falling edge

Rising edge1

0 Falling edge

Rising edge1

Valid edge specification for INTP1 input

Valid edge specification for INTP2 input
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4.10.2  External interrupt request control registers (EXIC0 to EXIC2)

The EXICn registers (n = 0 to 2) are 8-bit registers that control interrupt requests (EXF0 to EXF2) occurring from

the three external interrupt request pins (INTP0 to INTP2).

These three interrupt requests make up one group as external interrupt requests, and the group’s priority level

is programmable.  Within the group, the priority levels are fixed as follows.

EXF0 > EXF1 > EXF2

Figure 4-19.  EXIC0, EXIC1, and EXIC2

Caution Bits 2 to 0 of the EXIC1 and EXIC2 registers are fixed to 1.

The interrupt request priority levels in the EXIC1 and EXIC2 registers conform to the settings

for bits PR2 to PR0 in the EXIC0 register.

See section 4.8  Interrupt Request Control Register for the description of EXICn register’s bits.

The EXICn register can be read/written by executing an 8-bit or 1-bit memory access.  In this case, one wait cycle

is automatically inserted.

When RESET is asserted, the register contents are reset to 47H.

4.10.3  External interrupt macro service control registers (EMS0 to EMS2)

The EMSn registers (n = 0 to 2) are 8-bit registers that control macro services started when any of three interrupt

requests occur from external interrupt request pins (INTP0 to INTP2).

The EMS0 register controls the macro service started via the EXF0 flag.

The EMS1 register controls the macro service started via the EXF1 flag and the EMS2 register controls the macro

service started via the EXF2 flag.

The EMSn register can be read/written by executing an 8-bit or 1-bit memory access.  In this case, one wait cycle

is inserted.

Figure 4-20.  EMS0, EMS1, and EMS2

See section 4.5.4  Macro service control register for description of the EMSn register’s bits.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

PR0PR10 PR2ENCSMS/INTEXMK0EXF0EXIC0

110 1ENCSMS/INTEXMK1EXF1EXIC1

110 1ENCSMS/INTEXMK2EXF2EXIC2

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

CH0CH10 CH2DIRMSM0MSM1MSM2
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4.11  Software Interrupts

The V25 and V35 each contain nine types of software interrupts (see Table 4-2).  Six of the software interrupts

are compatible with the V20 and V30 (however, emulation mode interrupts are not available).  The other three

interrupts are unique to the V25 and V35.

The vectors of the interrupts are predefined.

Any interrupt other than the BRK interrupt (single step interrupt) is always acknowledged if the interrupt

occurrence condition becomes true (it takes precedence over hardware interrupts).  The BRK flag interrupt occurs

when BRK = 1 regardless of the hardware or software.  When the interrupt is acknowledged, the BRK is

automatically reset, and therefore the interrupt priority level is lower than other hardware and software

interrupts, and another BRK flag interrupt does not occur during the interrupt servicing.

Table 4-2.  Software Interrupts

Interrupt source Vector Priority level

DIVU divide error
0

DIV divide error

CHKIND boundary over 5
1

BRKV 4

BRK 3 3

BRK imm8 32 to 255

BRK flag (single step) 1 2

I/O instruction (IBRK flag) 19

FPO instruction 7 1

BRKCS instruction –

4.11.1  General software interrupts

The execution sequence for acknowledging software interrupts other than I/O instruction interrupts or FPO

instruction interrupts is the same as that of vectored interrupts.  That is, address information for the next instruction

and the PSW are saved on a stack, IE and BRK are both set to 0, and the vector contents are loaded into the PS

and PC.

The software interrupts are described below.

(1) DIVU and DIV divide errors

A software interrupt occurs whenever the quotient overflows while executing a divide instruction.

(2) CHKIND boundary over

When the CHKIND instruction is executed to check whether or not the index value exceeds the predefined

array boundaries, a software interrupt occurs if it is determined that the index value exceeds the boundaries.

(3) BRKV

A software interrupt occurs when the overflow flag (V) is set during execution of the BRKV instruction.
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(4) BRK 3

A software interrupt occurs when the BRK 3 instruction is executed.

(5) BRK imm8

A software interrupt occurs when the BRK imm8 instruction is executed.

(6) BRK flag (single step)

If BRK is set to 1, a software interrupt occurs whenever one instruction is executed.  If a repeat prefix is

added, it does not occur until the loop is exited.

4.11.2  I/O instruction interrupts

If an attempt is made to execute an I/O instruction when IBRK = 0, an interrupt occurs.  When the interrupt is

acknowledged, address information saved on a stack becomes the address where the I/O instruction is placed,

unlike general software interrupts (see section 4.11.1).  If a prefix is added to the I/O instruction, the address

information becomes the address where the prefix is placed.  Other operations are the same as general software

interrupts.  When control is returned from the I/O instruction interrupt, the PC value in the stack must be adjusted

for a normal return.

If the address information saved on the stack is made the instruction’s starting address, the software can

be used to determine specifically which instruction was attempted when the interrupt occurred.  This function enables

easy migration of programs formerly used with the V20 and V30.

The PSW contents immediately prior to the interrupt occurrence are saved on the stack, then IE = BRK = 0 and

IBRK = 1 are set automatically.  By setting IBRK = 1, any I/O instruction is executed as an I/O instruction during

interrupt servicing.  When control is returned from the interrupt, IBRK is automatically reset to 0.

Example 1.  Without prefix

Example 2.  With prefix

Reference   General software interrupt

PSW

Stack

PS

0183H SP

Address Instruction
  .  .  .

0183H IN     AW, DW
  .  .  .

PSW

Stack

PS

0183H SP

Address Instruction
  .  .  .

0183H

0184H

REP

INM
  .  .  .

PSW

Stack

PS

0184H SP

Address Instruction
  .  .  .

0183H BRK 3
  .  .  .
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4.11.3  FPO instruction interrupt

Because the V25 and V35 differ from the V20 and V30 in their external bus structure, a floating-point math

coprocessor for the V20 and V30 cannot be connected.  Therefore, an interrupt is generated to emulate the

operation of the FPO instruction when an attempt is made to execute the FPO instruction for the coprocessor.

The PC value saved on the stack becomes the starting address of the FPO instruction emulated by this interrupt

(when a prefix is added, the starting address of the prefix), as is the case for I/O instruction interrupts (see section

4.11.2  I/O instruction interrupts).  Accordingly, the FPO instruction can be decoded for emulation by software.

When control is returned from the FPO instruction interrupt, the PC value saved on the stack must be adjusted

as with I/O instruction interrupts.
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4.12  If Interrupt Requests cannot be Acknowledged

If interrupt requests cannot be acknowledged, check the following items.

• Confirm that the IF bit in the interrupt request control register is set to 1.  If it has been reset to 0, check

whether or not it was replaced (written over) by software.

• Confirm that the interrupt request control register’s IMK bit is set to 1.

• Confirm that the ISPR register’s bit having the highest priority level is set to 1.

• Confirm that the PSW’s IE flag is in the DI state.

4.13  Timing at which an Interrupt cannot be Acknowledged

No interrupt can be acknowledged between each of the following instructions and the next instruction.

(i) sreg manipulating instructions

MOV sreg, reg16 ; MOV sreg, mem16 ; POP sreg ; POP  PSW ; MOVSPB

(ii) Prefix instructions

PS:, SS:, DS0:, DS1:, REPC, REPNC, REP, REPE, REPZ, REPNE, REPNZ, BUSLOCK

(iii) EI, RETI, DI

(iv) FINT

Each interrupt except INT that occurs at a timing where no interrupt can be acknowledged will be acknowledged

if it can be acknowledged after termination of the next instruction’s execution.

4.14  Interrupt Servicing during Execution of Block Servicing Instruction

An interrupt is acknowledged during execution of a block servicing (transfer, comparison, retrieval, or I/O)

instruction.

The interrupt is acknowledged at the termination of one servicing instruction’s execution.  At that time, the

address saved on the stack or the PC save area in the register bank automatically becomes the top of the

instruction containing the prefix.  The incomplete block servicing can be resumed by re-executing from the

prefix when returning from the interrupt.

Theoretically, up to three types of prefixes including repeat prefixes can be added to the block servicing

instruction.  The V25 and V35 enable the user to determine which type of block servicing instruction with prefix was

being executed when the interrupt was acknowledged.  The PC value is automatically decremented and saved

in an area such as the stack according to the prefix addition state.

Example REP

MOVBK SS:SRC BLK, DES BLOCK
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4.15  How Interrupts are Acknowledged

(1) NMI

o Is not masked by software.

o Takes precedence over all other interrupts.

<Main routine>

<1> INTD0 (specified priority level 2) occurs in the interrupt enable state (EI) and INTD0 servicing is started.

<2> Interrupts are disabled (DI) during INTD0 servicing.  When NMI occurs, INTD0 servicing is disabled and NMI

servicing is started.

<3> When NMI servicing is completed, previously disabled INTD0 servicing is resumed.

<4> When INTSER0 (specified priority level 4) and NMI occur at the same time, the NMI which takes precedence

over all other interrupts is acknowledged and NMI servicing is started.

<5> When the NMI servicing is completed, the pending INTSER0 is serviced.

RETI

<1>  INTD0
<INTD0 service routine>

<2>  NMI input

<3>

<NMI service routine>

<NMI service routine>

<INTSER0 service routine>

RETI

FINT
RETI OR RETRBI

INTSER0

NMI input
<4>

<5>

EI

FINT
RETI OR RETRBI
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(2) INT

o Is always acknowledged if EI is set to 1 (interrupt enable state).

o Is specified the lowest priority level when multiple interrupts occur.

o Is not subject to the multiple interrupt servicing controller.

<Main routine>

<1> When INT occurs in the interrupt enable state (EI), INT servicing is started.

<2> When the INT is acknowledged, interrupts are automatically disabled (DI).  If another INT occurs, it is not

acknowledged.

<3> Even when EI is set to 1 (interrupt enable state) during INT servicing, multiple servicing of INT is performed

if another INT occurs.

<4> When INT and INTTB (specified priority level 6) occur at the same time, the INT which has the lowest priority

level is not acknowledged, and INTTB servicing is started.

<5> If INT is inactive after INTTB servicing is completed, the INT interrupt is not acknowledged.

RETI

<1>   INT input
<INT service routine>

<2>   INT input

<INT service routine>

<INTTB service routine>INT input

INTTB
<4>

<5>

EI

RETI

<3>   INT input

EI

FINT
RETI
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(3) Interrupts subject to multiprocessing control

o Multiple servicing is performing according to the priority levels.

<Main routine>

<1> INTTB (specified priority level 6) occurs in the interrupt enable state (EI) and INTTB servicing is started.

<2> When the INTTB is acknowledged, interrupts are disabled (DI).  Although INTSR0 (specified priority level 4)

occurs and is higher than the INTTB priority level, it is not acknowledged.

<3> The FINT instruction must be executed for interrupts subject to priority level control when returning control

from the interrupt.

<4> When INTTB servicing is completed and interrupts are enabled (EI), pending INTSR0 servicing is started.

<5> INTST1 (specified priority level 5) occurs in the interrupt enable state (EI).  Since INTSR0 interrupt

servicing is being performed and INTST1 has a lower priority level than INTSR0, the INTST1 is not

acknowledged.

<6> INTP2 (specified priority level 3) occurs.  Because it has a higher priority level than INTSR0, INTP2 is

acknowledged and INTP2 servicing is started.

<7> INTP2 servicing is completed.  When pending INTSR0 servicing is also completed and a return is made,

INTST1 is acknowledged.

<1>   INTTB

<INTSR0 service routine>

<6>  INTP2

<INTP2 service routine>

<INTTB service routine>

<INTST1 service routine>

FINT
RETI OR RETRBI

<4>

EI

<3>   FINT
     RETI

FINT
RETI OR RETRBI

FINT
RETI OR RETRBI

<5>  INTST1
EI

<2>  INTSR0

<7>
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(4) Macro service interrupt

o Is acknowledged regardless of the interrupt enable (EI) or disable (DI) state.

o Multiple servicing is performed according to the priority levels as with the interrupts subject to multiple

servicing control.

<Main routine>

<1> When a macro service interrupt (specified priority level 2) occurs during servicing of INTP0 (specified priority

level 3), macro service servicing is performed even though interrupts are disabled (DI).

<2> Macro service interrupts (specified priority levels 5 and 3) occur during servicing of INTP0 placed in the

interrupt enable state (EI).  The macro service interrupt priority levels are lower than the INTP0 priority level,

and therefore interrupts are held pending.

<3> When the INTP0 servicing is completed, the pending macro service interrupts are acknowledged according

to their priority levels.

INTP0

<INTP0 service routine>

<3>

<1>  Macro service
        (level 2)

<2>

<Macro service (level 2) servicing>

<Macro service (level 5) servicing>

<Macro service (level 3) servicing>

    Macro service
    (level 5)

    Macro service
    (level 3)

EI

FINT
RETI OR RETRBI

EI
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(5) Macro service interrupt priority levels for other interrupts

o A macro service interrupt is also acknowledged during NMI servicing.

<Main routine>

<1> Even if interrupts are disabled (DI) during NMI servicing, macro service servicing is performed when a

macro service interrupt occurs.

<2> When interrupts are disabled (DI) during NMI servicing, even if an interrupt subject to multiple servicing

control (INTD0) or INT occurs, it is not acknowledged.

<3> When the NMI servicing is completed, the pending INTD0 is acknowledged.

<4> If INT is active at the completion of INTD0 servicing, INT is acknowledged.

NMI input

<INTD0 service routine>

     INT input

<NMI service routine>

<3>

EI

FINT
RETI OR RETRBI

     INTD0

<1>  Macro service
        (level 6)

<4>

RETI

<2>

RETI

<Macro service (level 6) servicing>

<INT service routine>
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(6) Multiple interrupt servicing

o INT and other interrupts subject to multiple servicing control, and macro service interrupts

<Main routine>

<1> Because INT is acknowledged and interrupts are disabled (DI), INTST1 (specified priority level 5) occurs,

but is not acknowledged.

<2> When a macro service interrupt (specified priority level 4) occurs, macro service servicing is performed.

<3> When EI is set to 1 (interrupt enable state), pending INTST1 servicing is started.

<4> If interrupts are enabled (EI) during INTST1 servicing, INT servicing is started when INT occurs.

INT input

<INT service routine>

EI

<2>  Macro service
        (level 4)

RETI

<Macro service (level 4) servicing>
<1>  INTST1

EI

<3>
<INTST1 service routine>

<INT service routine>
<4>  INT input

EI

FINT
RETI OR RETRBI

RETI
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(7) Priority levels of external interrupts

o If an external interrupt for INTP0 or INTP1 input occurs during servicing of an INT interrupt service

routine, the interrupt is acknowledged if the interrupt flag is in the EI state.

<Main routine>

<1> Because the INT is acknowledged and the interrupt disable state (DI) is in effect, if interrupt requests for

INTP0 or INTP1 occur they are not acknowledged.

<2> When the interrupt flag is in the enable state (EI), servicing is started for the pending INTP0 or INTP1

interrupt.

o If an INT input occurs during execution of an INTP0 or INTP1 interrupt, the INT input is acknowledged at any

time when the interrupt flag is in the EI state.

<Main routine>

INT input

<INT service routine>
EI

RETI

<1> INTP0 OR INTP1

EI

<2>
<INTP0 OR INTP1 service routine>

FINT
RETI

INTP0 OR INTP1

<INTP0 OR INTP1 service routine>
EI

RETI

INT input
<INT service routine>

FINT
RETI
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4.16  Hardware Interrupt Response Time

4.16.1  V25’s interrupt response time (number of system clock cycles)

Note Macro service transfer processing time (number of system clock cycles)

N : Remaining number of execution clock cycles for the instruction being executed by the CPU at this time

y : Number of wait cycles for memory when PC, PS, and PSW are saved on a stack

z : Number of wait cycles for memory when vector PC or vector PS is read

m : Number of wait cycles for memory when the first instruction of interrupt service routine is fetched (when

two bytes are fetched, instruction execution is started)

Caution Refresh cycle, hold request, DMA request, other interrupt requests, etc., are not considered.

Internal interrupt request occurs

(INTTUn, INTSTn, INTSRn, INTSERn, INTDn, INTTB)

External interrupt request occurs

(INTPn)

0 clock cycles 6 clock cycles

Set interrupt request flag (IF)

Start interrupt service microprogram (acknowledge cycle)

11 to (27 + N) clock cycles

(58 + 6y + 4z) clock cycles

Set vector address in PC

(7 + 2m) clock cycles

Execute first instruction
of interrupt

service routine

(Register bank switching)

27 clock cycles

Set VPC address in PC

(7 + 2m) clock cycles

Execute first instruction
of interrupt

service routine

Note

Start execution of
next instruction

(containing fetch cycle)

Note

Start execution of
next instruction

(containing fetch cycle)

(Macro service/normal
mode)

(Macro service/character
search mode)

(Vectored interrupt)
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Normal mode (unit:  clock cycles)

Byte transfer Word transfer

On-chip RAM On-chip RAM On-chip RAM On-chip RAM

access anabled access disabled access enabled access disabled

Memory to SFR 24 + t 19 + t 26 + 2t 21 + 2t

SFR to memory 22 + t 20 + t 22 + 2t 22 + 2t

Character search mode (unit:  clock cycles)

Byte transfer

On-chip RAM On-chip RAM

access enabled access disabled

Memory to SFR 27 + t 27 + t

SFR to memory 37 + t 34 + t

t:  Number of wait cycles for memory used for data transfer
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4.16.2  V25’s NMI response time (number of system clock cycles)

N : Remaining number of execution clock cycles for the instruction being executed by the CPU at this time

y : Number of wait cycles for memory when PC, PS, and PSW are saved on a stack

z : Number of wait cycles for memory when vector PC or vector PS is read

m : Number of wait cycles for memory when the first instruction of interrupt service routine is fetched (when

two bytes are fetched, instruction execution is started)

NMI input

(18 + N) clock cycles

Start NMI service microprogram (acknowledge cycle)

(58 + 6y + 4z) clock cycles

Set vector address in PC

(7 + 2m) clock cycles

Execute first instruction of NMI service routine
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4.16.3  V25’s INT response time (number of system clock cycles)

N : Remaining number of execution clock cycles for the instruction being executed by the CPU at this time

y : Number of wait cycles for memory when PC, PS, and PSW are saved on a stack

z : Number of wait cycles for memory when vector PC or vector PS is read

m : Number of wait cycles for memory when the first instruction of interrupt service routine is fetched (when

two bytes are fetched, instruction execution is started)

INT input

(8 + N) clock cycles

Start INT service microprogram (acknowledge cycle)

(62 + 6y) clock cycles

Set vector address in PC

(7 + 2m) clock cycles

Execute first instruction of INT service routine
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Normal mode (unit:  clock cycles)

Byte transfer Word transfer

On-chip RAM On-chip RAM On-chip RAM On-chip RAM

access enabled access disabled access enabled access disabled

Memory to SFR 25 + t 20 + t 25 + t 20 + t

SFR to memory 22 + t 21 + t 22 + t 21 + t

Character search mode (unit:  clock cycles)

Byte transfer

On-chip RAM On-chip RAM

access enabled access disabled

Memory to SFR 28 + t 28 + t

SFR to memory 38 + t 35 + t

t:  Number of wait cycles for memory used for data transfer
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4.16.4  V35’s interrupt response time (number of system clock cycles)

Note Macro service transfer processing time (number of system clock cycles)

N : Remaining number of execution clock cycles for the instruction being executed by the CPU at this time

y : Number of wait cycles for memory when PC, PS, and PSW are saved on a stack

z : Number of wait cycles for memory when vector PC or vector PS is read

m : Number of wait cycles for memory when the first instruction of interrupt service routine is fetched (when

two bytes are fetched, instruction execution is started)

Caution Refresh cycle, hold request, DMA request, other interrupt requests, etc., are not considered.

Internal interrupt request occurs

(INTTUn, INTSTn, INTSRn, INTSERn, INTDn, INTTB)

External interrupt request occurs

(INTPn)

0 clock cycles 6 clock cycles

Set interrupt request flag (IF)

Start interrupt service microprogram (acknowledge cycle)

11 to (27 + N) clock cycles

(53 + 3y + 2z) clock cycles

Set vector address in PC

(7 + m) clock cycles

Execute first instruction
of interrupt

service routine

(Register bank switching)

27 clock cycles

Set VPC address in PC

(7 + m) clock cycles

Execute first instruction
of interrupt

service routine

Note

Start execution of
next instruction

(containing fetch cycle)

Note

Start execution of
next instruction

(containing fetch cycle)

(Macro service/normal
mode)

(Macro service/character
search mode)

(Vectored interrupt)
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4.16.5  V35’s NMI response time (number of system clock cycles)

N : Remaining number of execution clock cycles for the instruction being executed by the CPU at this time

y : Number of wait cycles for memory when PC, PS, and PSW are saved on a stack

z : Number of wait cycles for memory when vector PC or vector PS is read

m : Number of wait cycles for memory when the first instruction of interrupt service routine is fetched (when

two bytes are fetched, instruction execution is started)

NMI input

(18 + N) clock cycles

Start NMI service microprogram (acknowledge cycle)

(53 + 3y + 2z) clock cycles

Set vector address in PC

(7 + m) clock cycles

Execute first instruction of NMI service routine
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4.16.6  V35’s INT response time (number of system clock cycles)

N : Remaining number of execution clock cycles for the instruction being executed by the CPU at this time

y : Number of wait cycles for memory when PC, PS, and PSW are saved on a stack

z : Number of wait cycles for memory when vector PC or vector PS is read

m : Number of wait cycles for memory when the first instruction of interrupt service routine is fetched (when

two bytes are fetched, instruction execution is started)

INT input

(8 + N) clock cycles

Start INT service microprogram (acknowledge cycle)

(57 + 3y) clock cycles

Set vector address in PC

(7 + m) clock cycles

Execute first instruction of INT service routine
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[MEMO]
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CHAPTER 5  BUS CONTROL

The V25 and V35 have the bus control pins listed in parts (a) and (b) of Table 5-1.

When using the functions of the shared pins, the desired function must be selected by setting the port mode

control register (PMCn).

Table 5-1.  Bus Control Pin Functions

(a)  V25

Pin name I/O Function Remark

A0 to A19 O Address bus

D0 to D7 I/O Data bus

R/W O Read/write identification

MREQ O Indicates memory cycle

MSTB O Memory read/memory write strobe signal

IOSTB O I/O cycle strobe signal

REFRQ O Indicates memory refresh cycle

HLDRQ I Bus hold request signal Also used for P27

HLDAK O Bus hold acknowledge signal Also used for P26

DMARQ0 I DMA request signal Also used for P20

DMARQ1 I DMA request signal Also used for P23

DMAAK0 O Indicates DMA acknowledge cycle Also used for P21

DMAAK1 O Indicates DMA acknowledge cycle Also used for P24

READY I Wait insertion in bus cycle from external source Also used for P17

INTAK O Indicates interrupt acknowledge cycle Also used for P13

and INTP2

The V25’s MSTB signal becomes active 1/2 clock cycles behind the MREQ signal and becomes inactive

simultaneously with the MREQ signal.  When generating a memory access signal, using the MREQ signal instead

of the MSTB signal enables the memory access signal to become active 1/2 clock cycles faster.
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(b)  V35

Pin name I/O Function Remark

A0 O Used for address LSB output and low-order memory bank

selection

A9/A1 to O 19-bit address output by multiplexing

A16/A8,

A17/A18,A19

A18/UBE O Address bit 18 output and high-order memory bank selection

signal output by multiplexing

D0 to D15 I/O Data bus

R/W O Read/write identification

MREQ O Indicates that a bus cycle has started.  High-order address

strobe signal

MSTB O Memory read/memory write strobe signal.  Low-order

address strobe signal

IOSTB O I/O cycle strobe signal. Low-order address strobe signal

REFRQ O Indicates memory refresh cycle

HLDRQ I Bus hold request signal Also used for P27

HLDAK O Bus hold acknowledge signal Also used for P26

DMARQ0 I DMA request signal Also used for P20

DMARQ1 I DMA request signal Also used for P23

DMAAK0 O Indicates DMA acknowledge cycle Also used for P21

DMAAK1 O Indicates DMA acknowledge cycle Also used for P24

READY I Wait insertion in bus cycle from external source Also used for P17

INTAK O Indicates interrupt acknowledge cycle Also used for P13

and INTP2

Because the V35 manages the memory addresses for each byte and has a 16-bit external data bus, memory is

separated into high-order and low-order banks for connection.  Figure 5-1 shows an outline of the memory bank

structure.

The high-order 19 bits (all except A0) of physical addresses are input to the memory address pins of each of the

high-order and low-order banks.  The A0 signal is used to select the low-order memory banks, and the A18/UBE

signal is used to select the high-order memory bank.
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The V35’s memory cycle consists of three states—T1, T2, and T3 (see section 5.5  Bus Timings).

In the T1 state, the first address (high-order address) of a 20-bit address is output onto the external address bus.

In the T2 state, the second address (low-order address) of a 20-bit address is output onto the external address bus.

In the T3 state, data is read and written.

Wait state TW is inserted between the T2 and T3 states of a read cycle.  It is inserted between the T1 and T2

states of a write cycle.

From the T1 state to the T3 state, the least significant bit of a physical address is output from the A0 pin.  From

the A18/UBE pin, the 18th bit of a physical address is output in the T1 state, and the UBE signal is output in the state

following the T1 state.

Table 5-2 describes the relationship between the A0 and UBE signals.

Table 5-2.  V35 Data Access

Access UBE A0 Number of bus cycles

Word at even address 0 0 1

0 1

1 0

Byte at even address 1 0 1

Byte at odd address 0 1 1

The I/O read/write cycle timing is the same as the memory read/write cycle timing except that IOSTB rather than

MSTB is activated.

In a memory refresh cycle, the MREQ and MSTB signals are inactive.

To access the external memory or I/O, the V35 outputs a 20-bit physical address from a total of 12 pins (11

address pins and the A18/UBE pin) in time-division multiplexing, as listed in Table 5-3.

Figure 5-1.  Memory Bank Structure

A1 to A19 Address bus (19)

High-order memory bank 
512 Kbytes

19

BSEL

MSTB
UBE

8 D8 to D15

Low-order memory bank 
512 Kbytes

19

BSEL

8 D0 to D7

A0

D0 to D15 Data bus (16)

Word at odd address 2
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Table 5-3.  Address Time-Division Multiplexing Output (V35)

Memory cycle I/O cycle

First Second First Second

A0 A0 A0 A0 A0 “0”

A9/A1 A9 A1 A9 A1 A0

A10/A2 A10 A2 A10 A2 A1

A11/A3 A11 A3 A11 A3 A2

A12/A4 A12 A4 A12 A4 A3

A13/A5 A13 A5 A13 A5 A4

A14/A6 A14 A6 A14 A6 A5

A15/A7 A15 A7 A15 A7 A6

A16/A8 A16 A8 “0” A8 A7

A17/A18 A17 A18 “0” “0” A8

A19 A19 A19 “0” “0” “0”

A18/UBE A18 UBE “0” UBE “0”

REFRQ “1” “1” “1” “1” “0”

Pin name Refresh cycle
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5.1  Programmable Wait Function

For the V25 and 35, wait state insertion in a bus cycle (except a memory refresh cycle) can be specified by

software.  It is specified for each of the eight 128-Kbyte blocks of the 1-Mbyte memory space and the I/O space by

setting the wait control register (WTC) as shown in Figure 5-2.  However, the same value is set for memory space

block 6 (C0000H to DFFFFH) and block 7 (E0000H to FFFFFH).

Wait state specification can be selected among four types listed in Table 5-4 as desired for each block.  When

READY pin control is used, port 1 mode control register (PCM1) bit 7 must be set to 1 because the READY pin is

also used for P17.  When PMC1 bit 7 is set to 0, the READY state is always set; that is, two wait states are specified.

When READY pin control is selected, two wait states of TAW are inserted regardless of the READY pin state.  The

READY pin is sensed by its level.  Wait states are inserted when the pin is low.

Access to the internal data area is not affected by the programmable wait function.  These settings are applied

to all external area access except for memory refresh.

When RESET is input, the WTC register contents are initialized to FFFFH.

Figure 5-2.  WTC

I/O

space

15 14

BLOCK

7, 6

13 12

BLOCK

5

11 10

BLOCK

4

9 8

BLOCK

3

7 6

BLOCK

2

5 4

BLOCK

1

3 2

BLOCK

0

1 0 When reset R/W

FFFFH R/W

BLOCK0 00000H to 1FFFFH

BLOCK1 20000H to 3FFFFH

BLOCK2 40000H to 5FFFFH

BLOCK3 60000H to 7FFFFH

BLOCK4 80000H to 9FFFFH

BLOCK5 A0000H to BFFFFH

BLOCK6,7 C0000H to FFFFFH

I/O space 0000H to FFFFH
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Table 5-4.  Wait State Settings

BLOCKn, I/O space Wait state

00 0 states

01 1 state

10 2 states

2 states + inserted state(s)

depending on READY pin

When wait control with the READY pin is selected in the wait control register (WTC), the CPU in the V25 or V35

automatically inserts two wait states (TAWs), as described below.  Figure 5-3 shows the wait for the READY pin in

the V25 and Figure 5-4 shows the wait for the READY pin in the V35.

V25:  between T1 and T2 states

V35:  between T2 and T3 states

The V25 and V35 sample the READY pin state in the first TAW.  At that time, wait state (TW) insertion is enabled

or disabled depending on the READY pin’s state.

(1) When READY pin is high

This disables wait state (TW) insertion after the automatically inserted TAW.  Only set the READY pin high

when disabling wait state insertion; otherwise, set it low.

(2) When READY pin is low

This adds wait states (TW) after the automatically inserted TAW.  TW is inserted as many times as the

READY pin is sampled when low.  If the READY pin is high during the first TAW, a READY wait state (TW)

will not be inserted afterward even if the next TAW is low.

The V25 and V35 differ in their output timing of control signals MREQ, MSTB, and IOSTB.  The READY signal

timing in these products is defined as follows.

V25: During the memory read/write cycle, it is defined by the MREQ signal.

During the I/O read/write cycle, it is defined by the IOSTB signal.

V35: During the memory read/write cycleNote, it is defined by the MREQ signal.

During the I/O read/write cycle, it is defined by the MREQ and IOSTB signals.

Note In the V35, the memory read cycle and memory write cycle use different MSTB output timing.

Caution No refresh cycle is inserted in the wait state.  Accordingly, when the DRAM is refreshed using

the refresh function, if the wait state is prolonged, refresh is not executed at that time and the

DRAM contents may not be retained.

11
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Figure 5-3.  Wait via READY Pin (V25) (1/8)

(a)  No addition of wait state to memory read cycle

MREQ

CLKOUT

R/W

MSTB

IOSTB

READY

Bus cycle flow

T1 TAW TAW T2

T1 state
Automatically
inserted wait

state (1)

Automatically
inserted wait

state (2)
T2 state

T

tHCRY0

tSCRY0

H

When operation frequency is 8 MHz

T = 125 ns

tSCRY0 = T – 100 (Max.) = 25 ns

tHCRY0 = T (Min.) = 125 ns
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Figure 5-3.  Wait via READY Pin (V25) (2/8)

(b) Addition of two wait states to memory read cycle

MREQ

CLKOUT

R/W

MSTB

IOSTB

READY

Bus cycle flow

T1 TAW TAW TW

T1 state
Automatically
inserted wait

state (1)

Automatically
inserted wait

state (2)
T2 state

T

H

TW T2

tSCRY0

(n = 4)

tSCRY

(n = 4)

tHCRY1

(n = 4)

tHCRY

(n = 4)

Wait state
(1) via READY

Wait state
(2) via READY

When operation frequency is 8 MHz

T = 125 ns

Assign 4 to n because the total number of wait states is four.

tSCRY0 = T – 100 (Max.) = 25 ns

tHCRY1 = (n – 2) T (Min.) = 250 ns

tSCRY = (n – 1) T – 100 (Max.) = 275 ns

tHCRY = (n – 1) T (Min.) = 375 ns
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Figure 5-3.  Wait via READY Pin (V25) (3/8)

(c)  No addition of wait state to memory write cycle

MREQ

CLKOUT

R/W

MSTB

IOSTB

READY

Bus cycle flow

T1 TAW TAW T2

T1 state
Automatically
inserted wait

state (1)

Automatically
inserted wait

state (2)
T2 state

T

tHCRY0

tSCRY0

H

When operation frequency is 8 MHz

T = 125 ns

tSCRY0 = T – 100 (Max.) = 25 ns

tHCRY0 = T (Min.) = 125 ns
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Figure 5-3.  Wait via READY Pin (V25) (4/8)

(d)  Addition of two wait states to memory write cycle

MREQ

CLKOUT

R/W

MSTB

IOSTB

READY

Bus cycle flow

T1 TAW TAW TW

T1 state
Automatically
inserted wait

state (1)

Automatically
inserted wait

state (2)
T2 state

T

H

TW T2

tSCRY

(n = 4)

tHCRY1

(n = 4)

tHCRY

(n = 4)

Wait state
(1) via READY

Wait state
(2) via READY

tSCRY0

When operation frequency is 8 MHz

T = 125 ns

Assign 4 to n because the total number of wait states is four.

tSCRY0 = T – 100 (Max.) = 25 ns

tHCRY1 = (n – 2) T (Min.) = 250 ns

tSCRY = (n – 1) T – 100 (Max.) = 275 ns

tHCRY = (n – 1) T (Min.) = 375 ns
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Figure 5-3.  Wait via READY Pin (V25) (5/8)

(e)  No addition of wait state to I/O read cycle

MREQ

CLKOUT

R/W

MSTB

IOSTB

READY

Bus cycle flow

T1 TAW TAW T2

T1 state
Automatically
inserted wait

state (1)

Automatically
inserted wait

state (2)
T2 state

T

tHCRY0

tSCRY0

H

H

When operation frequency is 8 MHz

T = 125 ns

tSCRY0 = T – 100 (Max.) = 25 ns

tHCRY0 = T (Min.) = 125 ns
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Figure 5-3.  Wait via READY Pin (V25) (6/8)

(f)  Addition of two wait states to I/O read cycle
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CLKOUT

R/W

MSTB

IOSTB

READY

Bus cycle flow

T1 TAW TAW TW

T1 state
Automatically
inserted wait

state (1)

Automatically
inserted wait
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T

TW T2

tSCRY0

tSCRY

(n = 4)

tHCRY1

(n = 4)

tHCRY

(n = 4)
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(1) via READY

Wait state
(2) via READY

H

H

When operation frequency is 8 MHz

T = 125 ns

Assign 4 to n because the total number of wait states is four.

tSCRY0 = T – 100 (Max.) = 25 ns

tHCRY1 = (n – 2) T (Min.) = 250 ns

tSCRY = (n – 1) T – 100 (Max.) = 275 ns

tHCRY = (n – 1) T (Min.) = 375 ns
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Figure 5-3.  Wait via READY Pin (V25) (7/8)

(g)  No addition of wait state to I/O write cycle
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Bus cycle flow
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T
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H

When operation frequency is 8 MHz

T = 125 ns

tSCRY0 = T – 100 (Max.) = 25 ns

tHCRY0 = T (Min.) = 125 ns
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Figure 5-3.  Wait via READY Pin (V25) (8/8)

(h)  Addition of two wait states to I/O write cycle
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READY

Bus cycle flow

T1 TAW TAW TW
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inserted wait
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T
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(2) via READY

H

H
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When operation frequency is 8 MHz

T = 125 ns

Assign 4 to n because the total number of wait states is four.

tSCRY0 = T – 100 (Max.) = 25 ns

tHCRY1 = (n – 2) T (Min.) = 250 ns

tSCRY = (n – 1) T – 100 (Max.) = 275 ns

tHCRY = (n – 1) T (Min.) = 375 ns
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Figure 5-4.  Wait via READY Pin (V35) (1/8)

(a)  No addition of wait state to memory read cycle
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Bus cycle flow
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T

H
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When operation frequency is 8 MHz

T = 125 ns

tSCRY0 = 2T – 100 (Max.) = 150 ns

tHCRY0 = 2T (Min.) = 250 ns
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Figure 5-4.  Wait via READY Pin (V35) (2/8)

(b)  Addition of two wait states to memory read cycle
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H

When operation frequency is 8 MHz

T = 125 ns

Assign 4 to n because the total number of wait states is four.

tSCRY0 = 2T – 100 (Max.) = 150 ns

tHCRY1 = (n – 1) T (Min.) = 375 ns

tSCRY = nT – 100 (Max.) = 400 ns

tHCRY = nT (Min.) = 500 ns
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Figure 5-4.  Wait via READY Pin (V35) (3/8)

(c)  No addition of wait state to memory write cycle
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Figure 5-4.  Wait via READY Pin (V35) (4/8)

(d)  Addition of two wait states to memory write cycle
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Assign 4 to n because the total number of wait states is four.

tSCRY0 = 2T – 100 (Max.) = 150 ns

tHCRY1 = (n – 1) T (Min.) = 375 ns

tSCRY = nT – 100 (Max.) = 400 ns

tHCRY = nT (Min.) = 500 ns
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Figure 5-4.  Wait via READY Pin (V35) (5/8)

(e)  No addition of wait state to I/O read cycle
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Figure 5-4.  Wait via READY Pin (V35) (6/8)

(f)  Addition of two wait states to I/O read cycle
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Figure 5-4.  Wait via READY Pin (V35) (7/8)

(g)  No addition of wait state to I/O write cycle
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T3 stateT2 state

Automatically
inserted wait

state (2)

H

tHSRY0

tSSRY0

When operation frequency is 8 MHz

T = 125 ns

tSCRY0 = 2T – 100 (Max.) = 150 ns

tHCRY0 = 2T (Min.) = 250 ns

tSSRY0 = T – 100 (Max.) = 25 ns

tHSRY0 = T (Min.) = 125 ns
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Figure 5-4.  Wait via READY Pin (V35) (8/8)

(h)  Addition of two wait states to I/O write cycle

CLKOUT

MREQ

R/W

MSTB

IOSTB

READY

Bus cycle flow

T1 T2 TAW TAW T3TW TW

Bus cycle flow T1 state
Automatically
inserted wait

state (1)
T3 stateT2 state

Automatically
inserted wait

state (2)
Wait state

(2) via READY
Wait state

(1) via READY

T

tHCRY1

(n = 4)

tSCRY

(n = 4)

tHCRY

(n = 4)

tSCRY0

H

tSSRY0

tHSRY1

tSSRY

tHSRY

When operation frequency is 8 MHz

T = 125 ns

Assign 4 to n because the total number of wait states is four.

tSCRY0 = 2T – 100 (Max.) = 150 ns

tHCRY1 = (n – 1) T (Min.) = 375 ns

tSCRY = nT – 100 (Max.) = 400 ns

tHCRY = nT (Min.) = 500 ns

tSSRY0 = T – 100 (Max.) = 25 ns

tHSRY1 = (n – 2) T (Min.) = 250 ns

tSSRY = (n – 1) T – 100 (Max.) = 275 ns

tHSRY = (n – 1) T (Min.) = 375 ns
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5.2  Bus Hold Function

The V25 and V35 each have a bus hold function.  High pulse input from an external device to the HLDRQ pin

indicates that an external device has used the bus. When detecting that the HLDRQ pin is high, the V25 or V35 sets

high-impedance output from A0 to A19, D0 to D7 (D0 to D15), REFRQ, MREQ, MSTB, IOSTB, and R/W and sets

the HLDAK pin low to inform the external device that the buses are released.  Then the V25 or V35 enters the hold

mode.  During the hold mode, operations such as instruction execution and prefetch interrupt acknowledgment are

stopped and only the on-chip peripheral hardware which does not use the buses is operated.  During the hold mode,

the V25 or V35 checks the HLDRQ pin and sets the sets the HLDAK signal high when HLDRQ is detected as low

to inform the external device that the buses are not released.  After one clock, the V25 or V35 restarts execution of

instructions.

A bus hold request can also be acknowledged during the HALT mode (see section 12.2).  When the hold mode

is released (if the HLDRQ signal is low), a return is made to the HALT mode.

During execution of a block transfer instruction that has a repeat prefix added, a bus hold request can be

acknowledged after each bus cycle.

Bus hold requests are not acknowledged when one instruction following BUSLOCK Note prefix is being executed

or when an interrupt acknowledgment operation is being performed.

In the hold mode, the V25 or V35 can insert a memory refresh cycle by setting refresh mode (RFM) register HLDRF

(bit 6).  At every refresh timing, the V25 or V35 forcibly sets the HLDAK signal high and checks that HLDRQ goes

low, then executes a refresh cycle.  After this, if the HLDRQ signal goes high, the V25 or V35 again enters the hold

mode.  If the HLDRQ signal remains low, the hold mode is released and the V25 or V35 restarts execution of

instructions.

The HLDRQ pin is also used for P27, and the HLDAK pin is also used for P26.  To use the bus hold function, set

port 2 mode control register (PMC2) bits 6 and 7 to 1.

Note BUSLOCK

REP

MOVBK

No bus hold requests are acknowledged during block servicing instruction execution in such a program.

5.2.1  Response time from HLDRQ to HLDAK (unit:  clock cycles)

The response time from HLDRQ to HLDAK is shown below.  However, the following cases are exceptions to this.

• When an interrupt acknowledge cycle is generated by an external interrupt controller

• When a BUSLOCK instruction is executed

• When in STOP mode

MIN. MAX.

V25 3 7 + 2W

V35 3 6 + W

W:  Number of wait states
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5.3  Refresh Functions

The V25 and V35 each have functions for refreshing DRAM and pseudo SRAM.  These functions include:

• Periodical refresh cycle insertion function in a series of bus cycles

• Refresh address and refresh pulse output function to refresh DRAM and pseudo SRAM

• Pseudo SRAM power-down self-refresh mode support function

• Refresh cycle generation function during hold mode or HALT mode

• Wait state insertion function in a refresh cycle

5.3.1  Refresh mode register (RFM)

The refresh mode register (RFM) is an 8-bit register that controls the refresh function.  The register can be written

or read by making an 8-bit or 1-bit memory access.

When RESET is asserted, the RFM register contents are initialized to FCH.

The RFM register format is shown below.  The bit functions are described as follows.

RFT0 and RFT1 :  Refresh cycle specification bits

Refresh cycle can be selected out of output taps 3 to 6 of the time base counter (see CHAPTER 10).  A refresh

cycle is generated at intervals listed in Table 5-5.

Table 5-5.  Refresh Cycles

When fCLK = 8 MHz

RFT RFT

1 0

0 0 24/fCLK (2.0 ms)

0 1 25/fCLK (4.0 ms)

1 0 26/fCLK (8.0 ms)

1 1 27/fCLK (16.0 ms)

RFW0 and RFW1 :  Bits specifying the number of wait states to be inserted in a refresh cycle

The number of wait states inserted in a refresh cycle is specified by setting RFW0 and RFW1 as shown in Table

5-6 rather than the programmable wait function described in section 5.1 above.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

RFT0RFT1RFW1 RFW0RFENHLTRFHLDRFRFLV

Refresh cycles
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Table 5-6.  Number of Wait States Inserted in Refresh Cycle

RFW RFW

1 0

0 0 0 states

0 1 1 state

1 0 2 states

1 1 2 states

RFEN :  Bit to enable automatic refresh cycle insertion

When this bit is set to 1, automatic refresh cycle insertion is enabled.  When set to 0, automatic refresh cycle

insertion is disabled.  REFRQ pin output is controlled by the RFLV bit contents (for details, see the RFLV bit

description below).

HLTRF :  Bit to enable automatic refresh cycle insertion during the HALT mode

When this bit is set to 1, automatic refresh cycle insertion during HALT mode is enabled.  When set to 0, it is

disabled.  However, when the RFEN bit is set to 0, the automatic refresh cycle insertion is disabled regardless

of the HLTRF bit contents.

HLDRF :  Bit to enable automatic refresh cycle insertion during the hold mode

When this bit set is to 1, automatic refresh cycle insertion during hold mode is enabled.  When set to 0, it is

disabled.

When it is enabled, HLDAK output is forcibly set high at every refresh timing and a refresh cycle is

automatically

inserted.

RFLV  :  REFRQ signal output level specification bit

Figure 5-5 shows the control circuit that depends upon the RFLV bit contents.  Output is determined according

to the logic listed in Table 5-7.  When the RFLV bit is read, it becomes the master RFLV output.  When this bit

is written, it is written into slave RFLV.  Master RFLV is written into when the refresh timing is generated.

The pseudo SRAM power-down self-refresh mode can be supported by using the RFLV bit.

Figure 5-5.  Control Circuit Depending on the RFLV Bit Contents

Wait states

RD WR

Data line

Slave
RFLV

Master
RFLV

Refresh timing

REFRQ

RFEN
Refresh cycle
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Table 5-7.  REFRQ Signal Output Levels

RFLV RFEN REFRQ state

0 0 0

0 1 0

1 0 1

1 1 Refresh pulse output

A refresh cycle is inserted at the refresh timing when the RFEN bit is set to 1.  At that time, MREQ, MSTB, and

IOSTB go high, a refresh address is output to A0 to A8, low level is output to A9 to A19 (for the V25; see Table 5-

3 for the V35), and a refresh pulse is output from the REFRQ pin.

Even if the RFLV bit is written, it does not become read data until the next refresh timing.
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Refresh cycle specification (fCLK = 8 MHz)

When reset R/W

FCH R/W

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

RFT1 Refresh cycle

RFT0RFT1RFW1 RFW0RFENHLTRFHLDRFRFLV

RFT0

0 24/fCLK (2.0   s)0

0 25/fCLK (4.0   s)1

1 26/fCLK (8.0   s)0

1 27/fCLK (16.0   s)1

µ

µ

µ

µ

Wait state number specification

RFW1 Wait statesRFW0

0 0 states0

0 1 state1

1 2 states0

1 2 states1

Specification of refresh cycle auto insertion during HALT mode

HLTRF

0 Auto insertion disabled

1 Auto insertion enabled

Refresh cycle auto insertion

Specification of refresh cycle auto insertion during hold mode

HLDRF

0 Auto insertion disabled

1 Auto insertion enabled

Refresh cycle auto insertion

Specification of REFRQ signal output level

RFLV RFEN

0 00

0 01

1 10

1 Refresh pulse output1

REFRQ state

Figure 5-6.  RFM
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A0 to A14

D0 to D7

WER/W

EN

A0 to A19

MREQ CE

OE/(RFSH)

D0 to D7

REFRQ

Address decoder (HC138)

15

8

20

   PD42832µ

5.3.2  Connection to pseudo SRAM

Figure 5-7 shows a circuit example connecting pseudo SRAM equivalent to the mPD42832.

Figure 5-7.  mPD42832 Connection Circuit Example

In this connection example, two modes can be used:  pulse refresh mode and power-down self-refresh mode. In

the pulse refresh mode, pulses are given to the OE/(RFSH) pin from the REFRQ pin when the CE pin is high. In the

power-down self-refresh mode, the REFRQ pin is set low by software which resets bit 7 (RFLV) to 0 in the refresh

mode register (RFM).

The power-down self-refresh mode is used when the CPU is in the standby (STOP) mode and cannot perform

pulse refresh operations.  Thus, the RFLV bit is reset to 0 just before the CPU enters the standby mode.  When the

CPU is restored from the standby mode, the RFLV bit is set to 1 so that pulse refresh operations can be performed.

Caution When reset (RESET pin = 0), the REFRQ pin goes to high-impedance.
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5.3.3  Connection to DRAM

Figure 5-8 shows a circuit examples connecting the mPD41256 (256 Kbytes ¥ 1-bit structure).

Figure 5-8.  mPD41256 Connection Circuit Example (when 5 MHz)

A0 to A19

S

A
BY A0 to A8

EN

RAS

MREQ

REFRQ

MSTB CAS

R/W WE

Dn

(n = 0 to 7)

DIN

DOUT

Multiplexer (HC157)

Address decoder

(HC138)

delay

   PD41256×8µ

In this connection example, refresh operations are performed by RAS only refresh using the 9-bit refresh address

output to the address bus in synchronization with a pulse output from the REFRQ pin.
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5.4  Bus Mastership

The bus mastership priority levels for the V25 and V35 follow the order shown below.

(1) Refresh cycle (see section 5.3)

Whenever refresh cycle insertion is enabled, a refresh cycle is generated.  However, during the hold mode,

the HLDAK signal is forcibly set high and a wait is made for the HLDRQ signal to go low before a refresh cycle

is executed.

No refresh cycle is started while wait cycles are inserted by the READY pin.

(2) Hold mode (see section 5.2)

The transition to the hold mode is made except during execution of one instruction following a BUSLOCK

prefix or interrupt acknowledge cycle.

(3) DMA cycle (see Chapter 6)

(4) Other bus cycles

However, when an INTAK cycle is being executed, refresh cycles, hold modes, and DMA cycles are temporarily

held pending.  DMA cycles are also held pending during operations of interrupt acknowledgment for internal

interrupts.  See section 4.16  Hardware Interrupt Response Time for description of time required for interrupt

acknowledgment.

In the STOP mode, the buses do not operate.  (See Table 12-2 for the bus state).

Data transfer (block transfer, DMA transfer, macro service, etc.) can be used at the same time with the same

program, but simultaneous execution is not possible because the data transfer uses a single bus.
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CLKOUT

A0 to 19

D0 to 7

MREQ

MSTB

R/W

T1 TAW T2

CLKOUT

A0 to 15

D0 to 7

IOSTB

R/W

T1 T2

CLKOUT

A0 to 19

D0 to 7

MREQ

MSTB

R/W

T1 T2

5.5  Bus Timings

Figures 5-9 to 5-30 show the main bus timings (except for DMA).

When no bus access is made, the control pins are deactivated and both data bus output and address bus output

are undefined.

5.5.1  Bus timing of V25

Figure 5-11.  I/O Read Cycle

Figure 5-13. Memory Read Cycle

(when one wait

state is inserted)

CLKOUT

A0 to 19

D0 to 7

MREQ

MSTB

R/W

T1 T2

CLKOUT

A0 to 15

D0 to 7

IOSTB

R/W

T1 T2

CLKOUT

A0 to 19

D0 to 7

MREQ

MSTB

R/W

T1 TAW TAW T2

Figure 5-14. Memory Write Cycle

(when two wait

states are inserted)

Figure 5-12.  I/O Write Cycle

Figure 5-9.  Memory Read Cycle Figure 5-10.  Memory Write Cycle

Remark The broken line indicates high-impedance.
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CLKOUT

HLDAK

A0 to 8

REFRQ

HLDRQ

T1 T2

Figure 5-15.  Memory Write Cycle

(during READY pin operation)

Figure 5-16. Refresh Cycle (when one

wait state is inserted)

CLKOUT

A0 to 19

READY

D0 to 7

MREQ

MSTB

R/W

T1 TAW TAW TW TW T2

Remark The broken line indicates high-impedance.

Figure 5-17. Bus Hold Acknowledgment

Release Timing

CLKOUT

A0 to 19

MREQ

MSTB

R/W

T2

D0 to 7

HLDRQ

T1

IOSTB

REFRQ

HLDAK

Remark The broken line indicates high-impedance.

Figure 5-18. Refresh Cycle in Hold Mode

(0 wait state)

Remark The broken line indicates high-impedance.

CLKOUT

A0 to 8

REFRQ

T1 TAW T2
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CLKOUT

A0 to 19

R/W

IOSTB

MREQ

MSTB

D0 to 7

HLDRQ

HLDAK

During HALT During hold During HALT

Figure 5-19.  Bus Hold Acknowledgment Release Timing during HALT Mode

Remark The broken line indicates high-impedance.
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Figure 5-20.  Memory Read Cycle Figure 5-21.  Memory Write Cycle

Figure 5-22.  I/O Read Cycle Figure 5-23.  I/O Write Cycle
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Hi-Z Hi-Z
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A9/A1 to A16/A8,
A17/A18, A19
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Second address
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R/W
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5.5.2  Bus timing of V35
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CLKOUT

A9/A1 to A16/A8,
A17/A18, A19

A0

A18/UBE

D0 to D15

Second address

T1 T2 TAW

First
address

LSB of address

UBE signal

MREQ

R/W

MSTB

18th bit of
address

T3

Hi-Z Hi-Z

CLKOUT

A9/A1 to A16/A8,
A17/A18, A19

A0

A18/UBE

D0 to D15

Second address

T1 T2 TAW

First
address

LSB of address

UBE signal

Hi-Z

MREQ

R/W

MSTB

18th bit of
address

TAW T3

Hi-Z

Figure 5-24.  Memory Read Cycle (when one wait state is inserted)

Figure 5-25.  Memory Write Cycle (when two wait states are inserted)
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CLKOUT

A9/A1 to A16/A8,
A17/A18, A19

A0

A18/UBE

R/W

MREQ

MSTB

READY

D0 to D15

First
address Second address

LSB of address

18th bit of
address UBE signal

Hi-Z

T1 T2 TAW TAW TW T3

Hi-Z

CLKOUT

A9/A1 to A16/A8,
A17/A18

A0

A18/UBE

R/W

REFRQ

Refresh address (9 bits)

T1 T2 TAW T3

MSTB

MREQ

Figure 5-26.  Memory Write Cycle (during READY pin operation)

Figure 5-27.  Refresh Cycle (when one wait state is inserted)
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CLKOUT

A9/A1 to A16/A8,
A17/A18, A19

A18/UBE

R/W

MREQ

MSTB

T3 T1

Hi-Z

Hi-Z
A0

Hi-Z

Hi-Z

Hi-Z
D0 to D15

Hi-Z

Hi-Z

Hi-Z

REFRQ
Hi-Z

HLDRQ

HLDAK

IOSTB

CLKOUT

HLDAK

HLDRQ

A9/A1 to A16/A8,
A17/A18 

REFRQ

Hi-Z
Refresh address (9 bits)

Hi-Z

Figure 5-28.  Bus Hold Acknowledgment Release Timing

Figure 5-29.  Refresh Cycle in Hold Mode
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CLKOUT

A9/A1 to A16/A8,
A17/A18, A19

A18/UBE

MREQ

MSTB

Hi-Z

Hi-Z
A0

Hi-Z

Hi-Z

Hi-Z

Hi-Z

Hi-Z

Hi-Z

R/W

IOSTB

HLDRQ

HLDAK

D0 to D15
During HALT During hold During HALT

Figure 5-30.  Bus Hold Acknowledgment Release Timing during HALT Mode
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CHAPTER 6  DMA CONTROLLER

The V25 and V35 each contain a two-channel DMA controller to enable direct addressing of the 1-Mbyte memory

space.

6.1  Pin Functions

The following pins are provided for the DMA controller.  Because all of these pins are also used as ports, the

corresponding bits of the port 2 mode control register (PMC2) must be set to 1 to use these pins for the DMA controller.

(1) DMARQ0 and DMARQ1 (P20 and P23)

These are active-high DMA request input pins.

(2) DMAAK0 and DMAAK1 (P21 and P24)

These are active-low DMA response output pins.

However, the signals are not output during DMA transfer between memory and memory (burst mode or single-

step mode).

(3) TC0 and TC1 (P22 and P25)

These are active-low DMA completion output pins.

Output occurs when TC0 or TC1 in the DMA service channel is set to 0.

6.2  DMA Operation

The V25 and V35 each have four DMA transfer modes.  Table 6-1 lists the transfer mode functions, etc.

In DMA transfer, the internal data area cannot be accessed.  When any address corresponding to the internal data

area is accessed, the external memory location at the same address as the internal data area is accessed.
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174 Table 6-1.  Transfer Mode Functions

Mode name Transfer between Function DMA start Stop method Interrupt During HALT DMA request during DMA operation

Single step Memory and When one DMA request occurs, • On the DMARQ By software All are acknowledged DMA transfer is Channel 1 DMA is pending or stopped

memory executions of one instruction rising edge (clear EDMA bit) executed and channel 0 DMA is executed.

and one DMA transfer are repeated • When the DMA consecutively as

alternately as many times as control register’s many  times as

specified. TDMA bit is set specified.

Burst Memory and When one DMA request occurs, • On the DMARQ None • Not acknowledged DMA transfer is All other DMA is held pending until

memory DMA transfer is executed rising edge during DMA transfer executed DMA transfer terminates.

consecutively as many times as • When DMA control consecutively as

specified. register TDMA bit many times

is set specified.

One transfer Memory and I/O Each time a DMA request occurs, • On the DMARQ By software All are acknowledged As usual After one DMA transfer, requested

one DMA transfer is executed. rising edge (clear EDMA bit) DMA is executed.

Demand release Memory and I/O While the DMARQ pin remains • When DMARQ is • By setting • All except NMI As usual Channel 1 DMA is pending or stopped

high, DMA transfer is executed. set high DMARQ low are not acknowledged and channel 0 DMA is executed.

during DMA during DMA transfer

• By software • All are acknowledged

in other cases except during DMA

(clear EDMA bit) transfer
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In DMA transfer between memory and memory, the DMAAK signal is not asserted.  In DMA transfer between

memory and I/O, the DMAAK signal is asserted for each DMA cycle.  Use the DMAAK signal instead of the IOSTB

signal to access I/O during DMA transfer.

The programmable wait function (see section 5.1) is effective even during DMA transfer.  During DMA transfer

between memory and memory, the specified number of wait states are inserted for each destination and source.

During DMA transfer between memory and I/O, one transfer is completed with each bus cycle, thus the specified

number of wait states are inserted for memory or I/O, whichever is slower.

The bus hold function and refresh function are also effective during DMA transfer, and DMA transfer is temporarily

stopped when either of these functions is executed.

If DMA transfer is requested, it is also executed when a block servicing (transfer, comparison, or retrieval input/

output) instruction with a repeat prefix is being executed.  At that time, execution of the block servicing instruction

is temporarily stopped.

Likewise, DMA transfer is also executed if a BUSLOCK prefix is added.

During DMA transfer, no interrupts are acknowledged and all are held pending.

During the HALT mode, if DMA transfer is requested, it is executed.  A return is made to the HALT mode when

DMA transfer terminates.  If a DMA transfer completion interrupt occurs after a return is made to the HALT mode,

the HALT mode is released.

If DMA requests occur at the same time, channel 0 takes precedence over channel 1.

When DMA transfer terminates, the following operations occur.

• Output to the TC pin goes low.

• The EDMA bit is cleared (reset to 0).

• A DMA completion interrupt request occurs.
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Example 1.  When in demand release mode:  held pending by DMA request

DMAAK0

DMARQ0

DMAAK1

DMARQ1

Hold

Example 2.  When in demand release mode:  held pending by DMA request

DMAAK1

DMAAK0

DMARQ1

DMARQ0

Hold

Example.  When in demand release mode:  stopped by DMA request

HALT

DMAAK0

DMARQ0

DMARQ1

DMAAK1
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6.3  DMA Control Registers

DMA mode registers and DMA control registers are provided for DMA transfer mode specification, etc.  Also, DMA

service channels that specify the transfer destination, transfer source, and number of transfers are assigned to the

on-chip RAM area.  DMA interrupt request control registers are also provided.  These registers are provided for each

channel.

6.3.1  DMA mode registers (DMAM0 and DMAM1)

The DMA mode registers are 8-bit registers that specify the DMA transfer mode, etc.  The registers can be written/

read by making an 8-bit or 1-bit memory access.  DMAM0 and DMAM1 correspond to channels 0 and 1, respectively.

When RESET is asserted, the DMAMn register contents are initialized to 00H.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

00EDMA TDMAWMD0MD1MD2

MD2 ,  MD1 , and  MD0  :  Transfer mode specification bits

MD2 MD1 MD0 Transfer mode

0 0 0 Single-step mode

0 0 1 Demand release mode (I/O to memory)

0 1 0 Demand release mode (memory to I/O)

0 1 1 Setting prohibited

1 0 0 Burst mode

1 0 1 One transfer mode (I/O to memory)

1 1 0 One transfer mode (memory to I/O)

1 1 1 Setting prohibited

W : Bit specifying whether transfer processing is performed in byte or word units

When this bit is set to 0, byte transfer is specified; when set to 1, word transfer is specified.

EDMA : DMA transfer enable/disable specification bit

Set this bit to 1 to enable DMA transfer and to 0 to disable DMA transfer.  When set to 0 (disable), DMA requests

are ignored and are not held pending.  When the DMA service channel terminal counter (TC) is set to 0H, this

bit is automatically cleared (reset to 0).
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TDMA : Transfer start bit

This bit is valid only in the single-step or burst mode.  DMA transfer is started by writing 1 for this bit, as long

as the EDMA bit is set to 1.  The bit read level is always 0.  This bit has no meaning in the demand release mode

or one transfer mode.

Figure 6-1.  DMAM0 and DMAM1

When reset R/W

00H R/W

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

EDMA Transfer start

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

00EDMA TDMAWMD0MD1MD2

TDMA

0 DMA disable state×

1 State hold0

1 DMA transfer start1

EDMA DMA transfer enable/disable

0 DMA disable state

1 DMA enable state

W Transfer processing mode

0 Byte transfer

1 Word transfer

MD2 Transfer mode

0 Single-step mode

MD1 MD0

0 0

0 Demand release mode (I/O to memory)0 1

0 Demand release mode (memory to I/O)1 0

0 Setting prohibited1 1

1 Burst mode0 0

1 One transfer mode (I/O to memory)0 1

1 One transfer mode (memory to I/O)1 0

1 Setting prohibited1 1
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6.3.2  DMA control registers (DMAC0 and DMAC1)

The DMA control registers are 8-bit registers that specify the source address and destination address update

modes.  The registers can be written/read by making an 8-bit or 1-bit memory access.

The DMACn register contents are maintained even when RESET is asserted.

As shown in Figure 6-2, the source address offset value update mode is specified by setting DMACn register

bits 1 and 0 (PS1 and PS0) and the destination address offset value update mode is specified by setting bits 5

and 4 (PD1 and PD0).

Figure 6-2.  DMAC0 and DMAC1

PS1/PD1 Address offset value update modePS0/PD0

0 Increments address offset value1

1 Decrements address offset value0

0
No update

0

When reset R/W

Undefined R/W

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

PS0PS10 0PD0PD100

1 1
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6.3.3  DMA interrupt request control registers (DIC0 and DIC1)

The DMA interrupt request control registers are 8-bit registers that control interrupts which occur upon

completion of a DMA transfer.  The interrupt occurs when the terminal counter (TC) is set to 0H.

The registers can be written/read by making an 8-bit or 1-bit memory access, in which case one wait state is

inserted.

When RESET is asserted, the DICn register contents are initialized to 47H.

These interrupts do not support the macro service function.  Channel 0 (INTD0) and channel 1 (INTD1) DMA

transfer completion interrupts make up one group and channel 0 is specified a higher interrupt priority level than

channel 1.  INTD0 is controlled by setting the DIC0 register and the vector becomes 20.  INTD1 is controlled by

setting the DIC1 register and the vector becomes 21.  (See section 3.5.5  Vector table area.)

Interrupt priority levels:  DF0 > DF1

Figure 6-3.  DIC0 and DIC1

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

PR0PR10 PR2ENCS0DMK0DF0

110 1ENCS0DMK1DF1

Caution DIC1 register bits 2 to 0 are fixed to 1.

The DIC1 register interrupt request priority level conforms to the settings of DIC0 register bits

PR2 to PR0.

The DF0/DF1 bit is a DMA transfer completion interrupt request flag.  The DMK0/DMK1 bit is a DMA transfer

completion interrupt mask bit.

See section 4.8  Interrupt Request Control Register for details of other bit fields.
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6.4  DMA Service Channels

DMA service channels specify the transfer source, transfer destination to be used for DMA transfers, along with

the number of transfers.  They are assigned in on-chip RAM as shown below.  These areas are assigned to the

same areas as macro service channels 0 and 1 and register bank 0.

• For channel 0:  ¥¥E00H to ¥¥E07H

• For channel 1:  ¥¥E08H to ¥¥E0FH

Remark ¥¥ indicates the IDB register contents.

The addresses for the DMA source and destination are the same as for normal memory access and are specified

by the offset between segments.  However, only the high-order eight bits can be used to specify the segments, and

the low-order eight bits are fixed to 0.  When the address is updated by a DMA transfer, only this offset is updated.

Memory addresses are output during DMA transfers.  Use DMAAK to access I/O.

Figure 6-4 shows the structure of the DMA service channel and Figure 6-5 shows the DMA address generation

methods.

Remark Address specification for I/O access has no meaning in the demand release mode or one transfer

mode.

Figure 6-4.  Structure of DMA Service Channel

SAR

15 8 7 0

DAR

SARH

TC

DARH

• SAR (+0H) : Specifies address offset (low-order 16 bits) for DMA transfer source.

• DAR (+2H) : Specifies address offset (low-order 16 bits) for DMA transfer destination.

• DARH (+4H) : Specifies high-order eight bits of segment value for DMA transfer destination address.  The

segment value’s low-order eight bits are fixed to 0.

• SARH (+5H) : Specifies high-order eight bits of segment value for DMA transfer source address.  The

segment value’s low-order eight bits are fixed to 0.

• TC (+6H) : Specifies the number of DMA transfers.

Remark The values shown in parentheses are the offset from the DMA service channel’s start address.
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Figure 6-5.  DMA Address Generation Methods

SARH (8) 0 0 0

12 bits

Segment (16)

Corresponding address (20)

SAR (16)0
+)

DARH (8) 0 0 0

12 bits

Segment (16)

Corresponding address (20)

DAR (16)0
+)

Source Destination

The DMA service channel is automatically updated during DMA operation.  The terminal counter (TC) is

decremented (–1) once per DMA transfer (whether for byte data or word data).

The address offset value is updated according to the mode specified by the DMA control register (DMACn).  If

using byte data, the value is offset by ±1 or remains unchanged.  If using word data, the value is offset by ±2

or remains unchanged.
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6.5  DMA Transfer Timings

Figures 6-6 to 6-13 show the main DMA transfer timings.

6.5.1  DMA transfer timing of V25

Figure 6-6 shows the burst mode timing with no wait state insertion for the source memory bank and 1-wait state

insertion for the destination when DMA is started by the DMARQ signal with TC = 2.

When word transfer is specified for the V25, two DMA cycles are started for each DMA request.

Figure 6-6.  When in Burst Mode

Note The active period of TC0 is 1 + W clock cycles (W:  number of wait states).

Remark The broken lines indicate high impedance.

CLKOUT

T1 T2 T1 T2 T1 TAW T2 T1 T2 T1 TAW T2 T1

A0 to A19

D0 to D7

MREQ

MSTB

DMAAK0

DMARQ0

IOSTB

R/W

TC0 Note

Instruction
execution DMA transfer Dummy cycle DMA transfer (when TC = 0)

Instruction
execution
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Figure 6-7.  When in Single-Step Mode (V25)

CLKOUT

T1 T2 T1

A0 to A19

D0 to D7

MREQ

MSTB

IOSTB

DMARQ0

DMAAK0

R/W

Instruction
execution

Instruction
execution

DMA
transfer

Hi-Z

Remark The broken lines indicate high impedance.

Figure 6-8. One Transfer Mode on Figure 6-9. Demand Release Mode (I/O to memory, I/O:

V25 (memory to I/O with one wait state insertion, memory:  no wait

no wait state insertion) state insertion)

CLKOUT

T1 T2 T1 T2 T1 T1 T2

A0 to A19

D0 to D7

MREQ

MSTB

R/W

IOSTB

DMAAK0

T2

Instruction
execution DMA transfer

Execution of
one instruction

Instruction
executionDMA transfer

CLKOUT

T1 TAW T2 T1 TAW T2 T1

A0 to A19

D0 to D7

MREQ

MSTB

IOSTB

R/W

DMARQ0

DMAAK0

Hi-Z

Instruction
execution DMA transfer DMA transfer

Instruction
execution

Dummy
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6.5.2  DMA transfer timing of V35

Figure 6-10 shows the burst mode (byte transfer) timing with no wait state insertion for the source memory bank

and one wait state insertion for the destination when DMA is started by the DMARQ signal with TC = 2.

Figure 6-10.  When in Burst Mode (byte transfer)

Note The active period of TC0 is 1 + W clock cycles (W:  number of wait states).

Remark The broken lines indicate high impedance.

T3 T1 T2 T3 T1 T2 TAW T3

CLKOUT

A9/A1 to A16/A8,
A17/A18, A19

A0

A18/UBE

D0 to D15
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DMAAK0

DMARQ0

IOSTB

R/W

TC0

T1 T2 T3 T1 T2 TAW T3 T1

DMA transfer

Note

Instruction
execution

Dummy
cycle DMA transfer

Instruction
execution

“H”
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Figure 6-11.  When in Single-Step Mode (V35)

Remark The broken lines indicate high impedance.
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Figure 6-12.  One Transfer Mode on V35 (memory to I/O with no wait state insertion)

A18/UBE
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T1

CLKOUT

T2 T3
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Figure 6-13.  Demand Release Mode (I/O to memory, I/O:  one wait

state insertion, memory:  no wait state insertion)

A18/UBE

MREQ

MSTB

T1

CLKOUT

T2 TAW T3 T1 T2 TAW T3

A9/A1 to A16/A8,
A17/A18, A19

A0

D0 to D15
Hi-Z

DMA transfer
Instruction
executionDMA transfer

Dummy
cycle

Instruction
execution

IOSTB

R/W

DMARQ0

DMAAK0

In DMA transfer between I/O and memory, the IOSTB signal is not output (IOSTB = high) and the DMAAK signal

is output (DMAAK = low).

Therefore, the DMAAK signal is used for I/O access decision.  In DMA transfer between memory and memory,

the DMAAK signal is not output.

The delay time of MREQ  and DMAAK  during memory to I/O cannot be specified.  Design the circuit by

considering a case where DMAAK  is delayed for MREQ .

Figure 6-14 shows a circuit example in which the IORD and IOWR signals are generated from the R/W, IOSTB,

DMAAK and MREQ signals.

Figure 6-14.  Example of IORD and IOWR Signal Generation Circuit

R/W
IOWR

IORD

DMAAK

MREQ
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6.6  DMA Execution Time

6.6.1  V25’s DMA execution time (number of system clock cycles)

Remark W : Number of wait cycles per DMA bus cycle

n : DMA transfer count

N : Number of clock cycles still to be executed for instruction being executed

Cautions 1. Refresh cycles, hold requests, interrupt requests, and other DMA requests are not

considered.

2. When a DMA request occurs during acknowledgment of an interrupt, DMA is held pending

until the interrupt acknowledgment terminates (that is, until the interrupt service routine’s

starting address is loaded into the PC).  See section 4.16  Hardware Interrupt Response Time

for description of the time required for interrupt acknowledgment.  Depending upon the

internal timing, DMA start may precede interrupt acknowledgment when an interrupt occurs

between DMARQ  and DMAAK Ø.

DMA request input by DMARQ

Start microprogram for DMA processing

(14 + N) clock cycles

Start transfer (start bus cycle)

(Burst mode) (One transfer mode) (Demand release mode)

13 clock cycle cycles 13 clock cycles
TC ≠ 0: 15 clock cycles
TC = 0: 14 clock cycles 13 clock cycles

Execute next instruction

TC ≠ 0 
  Word: (12 + 4W) clock cycles 
  Byte: (8 + 2W) clock cycles

TC = 0
  Word: (15 + 4W) clock cycles 
  Byte: (11 + 2W) clock cycles

Execute next instruction

Word: (14 + 2W) (n – 1) + (16 + 2W) clock cycles
Byte: (10 + 2W) (n – 1) + (12 + 2W) clock cycles

Execute next instruction

TC ≠ 0 
  Word: (4 + 2W) clock cycles 
  Byte: (2 + W) clock cycles

TC = 0
  Word: (8 + 2W) clock cycles 
  Byte: (6 + W) clock cycles

Execute next instruction

Word: (15 + 2W) (n – 1) + (8 + 2W) clock cycles
Byte: (13 + W) (n – 1) + (6 + W) clock cycles

(Single-step mode)
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6.6.2  V35’s DMA execution time (number of system clock cycles)

Remark W : Number of wait cycles per DMA bus cycle

n : DMA transfer count

N : Number of clock cycles still to be executed for instruction being executed

Cautions 1. Refresh cycles, hold requests, interrupt requests, and other DMA requests are not

considered.

2. When a DMA request occurs during acknowledgment of an interrupt, DMA is held pending

until the interrupt acknowledgment terminates (that is, until the interrupt service routine’s

starting address is loaded into the PC).  See section 4.16  Hardware Interrupt Response Time

for description of the time required for interrupt acknowledgment.  Depending upon the

internal timing, DMA start may precede interrupt acknowledgment when an interrupt occurs

between DMARQ  and DMAAK Ø.

DMA request input by DMARQ

Start microprogram for DMA processing

(14 + N) clock cycles

Start transfer (start bus cycle)

(Burst mode) (One transfer mode) (Demand release mode)

13 clock cycles 13 clock cycles
TC ≠ 0: 15 clock cycles
TC = 0: 14 clock cycles 13 clock cycles

Execute next instruction

TC ≠ 0: (10 + 2W) clock cycles
TC = 0: (13 + 2W) clock cycles 

Execute next instruction

(12 + 2W) (n – 1) + (14 + 2W) clock cycles

Execute next instruction

TC ≠ 0: (3 + W) clock cycles
TC = 0: (7 + W) clock cycles 

Execute next instruction

(14 + W) (n – 1) + (7 + W) clock cycles

(Single-step mode)
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CHAPTER 7  PORT FUNCTIONS

7.1  Ports 0 to 2

7.1.1  Hardware structure

Ports 0 to 2 in the V25 and V35 basically consist of three-state bidirectional ports such as shown in Figure 7-1.

When RESET is input, the port mode register bits are set to 1, specifying the input port mode.  All of the port pins

become high impedance.  The output latch contents are not affected by RESET input.

Figure 7-1.  Structure of Ports 0 to 2
In

te
rn

al
 b

us

PMXn
latch

WRPM

Output
latch

WRPORT

RDOUT

RDIN

Output buffer

PXn pin

X = 0, 1, 2
n = 0 to 7

Remark PMXn latch:  port mode register PMX’s bit n.
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(1) When output port mode is specified (PMXn = 0)

The output latch becomes valid, and data can be transferred between the output latch and general-purpose

register by executing a transfer instruction.

The output latch contents can be set as desired by executing a logical operation instruction.  The data once

written into the output latch is retained until a new port handling instruction is executed.

When reading port data, the output latch value is read rather than the output pin’s state.

Figure 7-2.  Port Set to Output Port Mode
In

te
rn

al
 b

us

WRPORT

Output
latch PXn 

RDOUT

(2) When input port is specified (PMXn = 1)

The port pin level can be loaded into the general-purpose register by executing a transfer instruction.  In

this case, data can be written into the output latch, and the data transferred from the general-purpose

register by executing a transfer instruction is all stored in the output latch regardless of input or output port

mode specification.  However, since the output buffer of the bit set to the input port mode becomes high

impedance, no output is made to the port pin.  (When the bit set to the input port mode is changed to the

output port mode, the output latch contents are output to the port pin.)  The output latch contents of the bit

set to the input port mode cannot be loaded into the general-purpose register.

Figure 7-3.  Port Set to Input Port Mode
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WRPORT
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latch PXn 

RDIN
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(3) When control mode is specified (PMCXn = 1)

Ports 0 to 2 can be used as control signal input or output bit-wise by setting the port mode control register

(PMCX) bits to 1 regardless of how the port mode register (PMX) is set.  When using the pins as control

signals, the control signal state can be read by executing a port access instruction.

Figure 7-4.  Port Set to Control Mode

RD

Internal bus

PMXn = 1

PMXn = 0

Control
(output)

Control
(input)

PXn 

X = 0 to 2
n = 0 to 7

(a) When port is used as a control signal output

If a port read instruction is executed when the port mode register (PMXn) is set to 1, the control signal

pin state can be read.

If a port read instruction is executed when the port mode register is reset to 0, the internal control signal

state can be read.

(b) When port is used as control signal input

If a port read instruction is executed only when the port mode register is set to 1, the control signal pin

state can be read.
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7.1.2  Port functions

(1) P00 to P07 (port 0) ... three-state input/output

Port 0 is an 8-bit special I/O port.  It also functions as a system clock output pin (also used for P07) as well

as a general purpose I/O port for which the input or output mode can be selected bit-wise.  The function can

be selected bit-wise by setting the port 0 mode register (PM0) and port 0 mode control register (PMC0).

Table 7-1.  Operation of Port 0 (n = 0 to 7)

PMC0n = 1 PMC0n = 0

PM0n = 1 PM0n = 0

P00 Input port Output port

P01 Input port Output port

P02 Input port Output port

P03 — Input port Output port

P04 Input port Output port

P05 Input port Output port

P06 Input port Output port

P07 CLKOUT outputNote Input port Output port

Note See section A.6  Limitation on CPU Deadlock Due to CLKOUT Output.

(a) Port 0 mode control register (PMC0)

The port 0 mode control register (PMC0) is an 8-bit register that selects the port or system clock output

mode bit-wise for port 0.  This register can only be written by making an 8-bit memory access.  If the

corresponding bit of the PMC0 register is set to 1, the system clock output mode (P07) is selected; if it

is reset to 0, the port mode is selected.

When RESET is input, all of the PMC0 register bits are reset to 0, selecting the port mode.

Figure 7-5.  PMC0

When reset R/W

00H W

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

000 0000
PMC0

7

0 P0n = port mode

P07 = system clock output1
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(b) Port 0 mode register (PM0)

The port 0 mode register (PM0) is an 8-bit register that selects the input or output mode bit-wise for

port 0.  This register can only be written by making an 8-bit memory access.  When the corresponding

bit of PMC0 is 0, PM0 becomes valid.

When RESET is input, all of the PM0 bits are set to 1 and port 0 becomes an input port.

Figure 7-6.  PM0

(2) P10 to P17  (port 1) ... three-state input/output

Port 1 is an 8-bit special I/O port.  It also functions as various control pins as well as a general purpose

I/O port for which the input or output mode can be selected bit-wise like port 0.  The function can be

selected bit-wise by setting the port 1 mode register (PM1) and port 1 mode control register (PMC1).

The pin levels for P10 to P13 can be read by directly reading port 1 (P1).

The P10 pin cannot be used as a general-purpose input port.

Table 7-2.  Operation of Port 1 (n = 0 to 7)

PMC1n = 1 PMC1n = 0

PM1n = 1 PM1n = 0

P10 NMI input

P11 — INTP0 input —

P12 INTP1 input

P13 INTAK output INTP2 input

Input port

(POLL input)

P15 TOUT output Input port Output port

P16 SCK0 output Input port Output port

P17 READY input Input port Output port

P14 INT input Output port

When reset R/W

FFH W

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

PMC0

7

PMC0

=0

P0n = output

P0n = input

0

1

(n = 0 to 7)

PM0

6

PM0

5

PM0

4

PM0

3

PM0

2

PM0

1

PM0

0
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(a) Port 1 mode control register (PMC1)

The port 1 mode control register (PMC1) is an 8-bit register that selects the port or control signal input/

output mode bit-wise for port 1.  This register can only be written by making an 8-bit memory access.  If

the corresponding bit of the PMC1 register is set to 1, the control signal input/output mode is selected;

if it is reset to 0, the port mode is selected.  When RESET is input, all PMC1 register bits are reset to

0, selecting the port mode.  However, P10 to P12 are fixed to the port mode.

Figure 7-7.  PMC1

When reset R/W

00H W

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

000
PMC1

7

0 P1n = port mode

P1n = control mode1

PMC1

6

PMC1

5

PMC1

4

PMC1

3

(n = 0 to 7)

(b) Port 1 mode register (PM1)

The port 1 mode register (PM1) is an 8-bit register that selects the input or output mode bit-wise for port

1.  This register can only be written by making an 8-bit memory access.  When the corresponding bit of

the PMC1 register is set to 0, PM1 becomes valid.  When RESET is input, all the PM1 bits are set to 1,

selecting the input mode.

Figure 7-8.  PM1

When reset R/W

FFH W
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PM1

7

PMC1
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P1n = output

P1n = input
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PM1

4
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(3) P20 to P27 (port 2) ... three-state input/output

Port 2 is an 8-bit special I/O port.  It also functions as various control pins as well as a general purpose I/O

port for which the input or output mode can be selected bit-wise like port 0.  The function can be selected bit-

wise by setting the port 2 mode register (PM2) and port 2 mode control register (PMC2).

Table 7-3.  Operation of Port 2 (n = 0 to 7)

PMC2n = 1 PMC2n = 0

PM2n = 1 PM2n = 0

P20 DMARQ0 input Input port Output port

P21 DMAAK0 input Input port Output port

P22 TC0 output Input port Output port

P23 DMARQ1 input Input port Output port

P24 DMAAK1 output Input port Output port

P25 TC1 output Input port Output port

P26 HLDAK output Input port Output port

P27 HLDRQ input Input port Output port

(a) Port 2 mode control register (PMC2)

The port 2 mode control register (PMC2) is an 8-bit register that selects the port or control signal input/

output mode bit-wise for port 2.

This register can only be written by making an 8-bit memory access.

If the corresponding bit of the PMC2 register is set to 1, the control signal input/output mode is selected;

if it is reset to 0, the port mode is selected.  When RESET is input, all PMC2 register bits are reset to

0, selecting the port mode.

Figure 7-9.  PMC2

When reset R/W
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(b) Port 2 mode register (PM2)

The port 2 mode register (PM2) is an 8-bit register that selects the input or output mode bit-wise for port

2.  This register can only be written by making an 8-bit memory access.

When the corresponding bit of the PMC2 register is set to 0, the various PM2 bits become valid.

When RESET is input, all of the PM2 bits are set to 1, selecting input mode.

Figure 7-10.  PM2

(4) Cautions

The following cautions should be observed when using the above pins as output ports after a reset is input.

• Power-on reset

Because the contents of the output latch are undefined, when using these pins as an output port, first write

the values to be output to the port, then switch the port mode register from input mode to output mode.

If the mode is switched before setting the port, undefined values will be output from the port pins.

• System reset

Because the output latch value prior to reset is retained, switching the port mode register from input mode

to output mode causes the output latch value prior to reset to be output from the port pins.

When reset R/W
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7.2  Port T (PT0 to PT7)

Port T is an 8-bit input port that enables the threshold voltage (reference voltage) to be changed among 16

stages.  Comparator operation is performed according to the analog input.

7.2.1  Hardware structure

Port T consists of comparator input for PT0 to PT7,  the VTH pin (reference voltage input), the multiplexer (MPX)

that selects the comparison voltage (VREF) among 16 types (from 1/16 ¥ VTH to 16/16 ¥ VTH), the port mode T register

(PMT) that controls the MPX, and eight latches, as shown in Figure 7-11.

The comparator compares VREF, selected by setting PMT, with PT0 to PT7 input and the result is latched in the

port T input latches.

VREF > PTn Æ 0

VREF < PTn Æ 1

Figure 7-11.  Block Diagram of Port T

Caution The VTH pin is connected via high resistance to the GND pin.  Therefore, if voltage is applied to

the VTH pin in the standby mode, the consumption current will increase.
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7.2.2  Port T mode register (PMT)

The port T mode register (PMT) is an 8-bit register that selects the comparator’s comparison voltage (VREF)

among the 16 types shown in Figure 7-12.

This register can be written/read by making an 8-bit or 1-bit memory access.

When RESET is input, all of the PMT bits are reset to 0.

Figure 7-12.  PMT

When reset R/W

00H R/W

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

VREF

3

VREF

2

VREF

1

VREF

0
– – – –

VREF

3

VREF

2

VREF

1

VREF

0
VREF

0 0 0 0 VTH × 16/16

0 0 0 1 VTH × 1/16

0 0 1 0 VTH × 2/16

0 0 1 1 VTH × 3/16

0 1 0 0 VTH × 4/16

0 1 0 1 VTH × 5/16

0 1 1 0 VTH × 6/16

0 1 1 1 VTH × 7/16

1 0 0 0 VTH × 8/16

1 0 0 1 VTH × 9/16

1 0 1 0 VTH × 10/16

1 0 1 1 VTH × 11/16

1 1 0 0 VTH × 12/16

1 1 0 1 VTH × 13/16

1 1 1 0 VTH × 14/16

1 1 1 1 VTH × 15/16
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7.2.3  Port T reception

The comparison operation for PT0 to PT7 is executed in the following two stages.

First stage : PT pin voltage is detected.

Second stage : voltage detected at first stage is compared with voltage set by PMT register.

The comparison period, which is the sum of the execution times for the first and second stages, is 64 clocks.

The first and second stages are always executed alternately.  The start timing cannot be controlled by software

or hardware.  Therefore, to obtain an accurate comparison result after the PT pin’s input voltage or comparison

voltage has been changed, wait until 128 clock cycles have elapsed before reading the PT register value.  During

this period, make sure that the PT pin’s input voltage is stable.

Max. 128 clock cycles

PT port change PT register value: NG PT register value: OK

Detection of PT
pin’s input voltage

Comparison

64 clock cycles

PT port’s latching
of comparison result

PT port’s latching
of comparison result

t
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CHAPTER 8  CLOCK GENERATOR

The clock generator supplies various clocks to the CPU and peripheral hardware and also controls the CPU

operation mode.

8.1  Clock Generator Structure

Figure 8-1 shows a block diagram of the clock generator.

Figure 8-1.  Block Diagram of Clock Generator
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The clock generator clock oscillates using a crystal or ceramic resonator connected to the X1 and X2 pins.

The clock oscillator output frequency is divided by two for wave form shaping.  The dividing ratio is selected for

use as a system clock (CLK).

The CLK dividing ratio can be selected among 1/2, 1/4, and 1/8 of the oscillation frequency (fX) by setting

processor control register (PRC) bits 0 and 1 (PCK0 and PCK1).

As CLK is set to low speed, the system clock frequency becomes low, and long operation is possible even when

the voltage is lowered in a battery-driven system.

External clocks can also be input.

Figure 8-2.  Clock Generator External Circuit

(a) Crystal or ceramic oscillation (b) External clock input

(c) External clock input (X2:  open)

X2X1

HCMOS inverter

X2X1

HCMOS inverter

OPEN

Cautions 1. Put the external components as close as possible to the X1 and X2 pins.

2. Do not pass any other signal through the area indicated with dotted lines.

X2X1

C1 C2
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Table 8-1.  Recommended Ceramic Resonators

Recommended constants

C1 [pF] C2 [pF]

Kyocera KBR-10. 0M 33 33

Murata CSA7.37MT040 100 100

CSA10.0MT

CSA11.0MT

CSA16.0MX040 30 30

TDK FCR10.0M2S 30 30

FCR16.0M2S 15 6

FCR16.0M2G 22 10

Table 8-2.  Recommended Crystal Resonators

Recommended constants

C1 [pF] C2 [pF]

Kinseki HC-49/U (KR-100) 22 22

HC-49/U (KR-160) 22 22

Remark Be sure to check with the resonator manufacturer regarding resonator characteristics, etc.

Manufacturer Product name

Manufacturer Product name

47 47
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8.2  Processor Control Register (PRC)

The processor control register (PRC) is an 8-bit register that controls CPU and internal system control items such

as the CPU operation clock, time base interrupt intervals, and enabling of internal RAM memory references.

This register can be written/read by making an 8-bit or 1-bit memory access.

When RESET is input, the PRC contents are initialized to 4EH.

The system clock dividing ratio is specified by setting the PCK0 and PCK1 bits.  The oscillation frequency is

divided by the value specified in PCK0 and PCK1, and the result is used as the system clock (CLK).

The time base interrupt intervals are specified by setting the TB0 and TB1 bits.  One of four long interval time

types can be selected in the TB0 and TB1 bits.

Enabling of internal RAM memory references is controlled by setting the RAMEN bit.  When the RAMEN bit is set

to 0 (memory reference disable), address judgment of internal RAM is not made and external memory is always

accessed.

When RAM is referenced as a register, internal RAM is always accessed.

Figure 8-3.  PRC

When reset R/W

4EH R/W

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

PCK0PCK1TB1 TB000RAMEN0

PCK1 System clock (CLK) dividing ratio specificationPCK0

0 fCLK = oscillation frequency (fX) × 1/20

0 fCLK = oscillation frequency (fX) × 1/41

1 fCLK = oscillation frequency (fX) × 1/80

1 Setting prohibited1

TB1 Time base interrupt interval specificationTB0

0 Interrupt generation at intervals of 210/fCLK0

0 Interrupt generation at intervals of 213/fCLK1

1 Interrupt generation at intervals of 216/fCLK0

1 Interrupt generation at intervals of 220/fCLK1

RAMEN Internal RAM enable specification

0 Internal RAM disable

1 Internal RAM enable
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CHAPTER 9  TIMER UNIT

The timer unit in the V25 and V35 can be used as an interval timer, a one-shot timer, or a square wave output.

9.1  Timer Unit Structure and Operation

The timer unit consists of two 16-bit timer registers, two 16-bit modulo/timer registers, and one 8-bit timer control

register.  The structure and operation of each operation mode are explained below.

(1) Interval timer mode

When the timer unit is set to the interval timer mode, timers 0 and 1 can be used as shown in Figure 9-1.

Figure 9-1.  Timer Unit Structure during Interval Timer Mode

fCLK/6

S
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r

fCLK/128

MD0 (16)Timer 0

OUTPUT
control TOUT

Preset

TMF0 setting

TM0 (16)

fCLK/6

S
el

ec
to

r

fCLK/128

MD1 (16)Timer 1

Preset

TMF2 setting
(interrupt request)

TM1 (16) TMF1 setting

When the interval timer mode is specified in the timer control register (TMC0) and the TS0 bit is set to 1,

the MD0 register value is set in the TM0 register and the clock specified in the TCLK0 bit is counted down.  If

the timer value is set to 0 during the countdown, the MD0 register value is again set in the TM0 register and the

clock is counted down.  (Count value = setting value + 1)

A similar count operation is also performed for the timer 1 registers.
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(2)  One-shot timer mode

When the timer unit is set to the one-shot timer mode, timer 0 is used as shown in Figure 9-2.  However, timer

1 can also be operated as an interval timer at the same time.

Figure 9-2.  Timer Unit Structure during One-shot Timer Mode
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(interrupt request) 
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fCLK/128
TM0 (16) TMF0 setting

OUTPUT
control TOUT

Timer 0

When the one-shot timer mode is specified in the timer control register (TMC0) and the TS0/MS0 bit is set to 1,

the clock specified in the TCLK0/MCLK0 bit is counted down in the TM0/MD0 register.  When the timer value is set

to 0 during the countdown, the count operation stops.  At that time, 0000H is retained in the TM0/MD0 register.
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9.2  Timer Control Registers (TMC0 and TMC1)

The TMC0 register is an 8-bit register that controls TM0 and MD0 register operations.  The TMC1 register is an

8-bit register that controls TM1 and MD1 register operations.

The registers can be written/read by making an 8-bit or 1-bit memory access, in which case up to six wait states

are inserted.

When RESET is input, the contents of each register are initialized to 00H.  The TMC0 and TMC1 registers differ

in format as shown below.

(Interval timer mode, one-shot timer mode)

(Interval timer mode)

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

000 000TCLK1TS1TMC1

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

MOD0MOD1ENTO ALVMCLK0MS0TCLK0TS0TMC0

The operation mode of timer 0 consisting of TM0 and MD0 (or timer 1 consisting of TM1 and MD1) is specified

by setting TMC0 (or TMC1) register bits 0 and 1 (MOD0 and MOD1).

MOD0  and  MOD1 :  Timer 0 (or timer 1) operation mode specification bits

Set both MOD0 and MOD1 to 0 to select interval timer operation mode.  Set MOD0 to 1 and MOD1 to 0 to select

one-shot timer operation mode.  In the interval timer operation mode, TM0 (or TM1) serves as a timer register

for counting down the setup value and MD0 (or MD1) serves as a modulo register for retaining the interval

setup value.  In the one-shot timer operation mode, both TM0 and MD0 serve as timer registers for counting

down the setup value.  TMC1 bits 0 and 1 are fixed to 0 and timer 1 operates only as an interval timer.

Therefore, timer 0 consisting of TM0 and MD0 operates as a 16-bit interval timer or 16-bit one-shot timer.

Timer 1 consisting of TM1 and MD1 operates as a 16-bit interval timer.

Timer 0 can also output a square wave to the TOUT pin.  Square wave output to the TOUT pin is controlled by

setting the TMC0 register.   However, because the TOUT pin is also used for P15, set port 1 mode control register

bit 5 (PMC15) to 1 to set the pin to the control mode before outputting a square wave to the TOUT pin.  At this

time, square wave output to the TOUT pin depends on the CPU’s internal timing and does not depend on

CLKOUT output.
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  ALV   :  Active level specification bit of TOUT pin output

When the ENTO bit is reset to 0, the TOUT pin output becomes active-low when the ALV bit is set to 1 and

active-high when the ALV bit is reset to 0.

 ENTO  :  Bit specifying operation of square wave output to TOUT pin

When the ENTO bit is reset to 0, the TOUT pin level becomes inactive as specified in the ALV bit when in interval

timer mode.

During one-shot timer mode, the following changes occur according to the setup value in the ALV bit.

ALV Timing of change TOUT pin

TS0 = 1 1

TMF0 = 1 0

TS0 = 1 0

TMF0 = 1 1

When the ENTO bit is set to 1, the TOUT pin level is inverted according to the timing whereby the timer unit

interrupt request flag (TMF0) is set to 1.

Figure 9-3.  Output State of TOUT Pin (during One-shot Timer Mode)

0

1

Timer start

Count value = 0

Timer start

Count value = 0

Timer start

Count value = 0

TOUT pin

<1><2><1><2><1><2><1>

<1>

<2>

: ALV = 1, ENTO = 0

: ALV = 0, ENTO = 1

When the timer counter is started, <2> is set.

After completion of the countdown (after inversion of TOUT output), set as shown for <1>.
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Other bits in the TMC0 and TMC1 registers are explained below for each operation mode.

(1) Interval timer mode (MOD0 = 0, MOD1 = 0):  Timers 0 and 1

TCLK0  and  TCLK1 :  Count clock specification bits in TM0 and TM1 registers

Table 9-1 lists the reference values when the system clock frequency (fCLK) is 8 MHz.

TS0 and TS1 :  Operation control bits for timers 0 and 1

When the TS0 (or TS1) bit is set to 1, the MD0 (MD1) register value is set in the TM0 (TM1) register and the

TM0 (TM1) register starts counting down.  When the TS0 (TS1) bit is reset to 0, the TM0 (TM1) register

retains the contents of the TM0 (TM1) and MD0 (MD1) registers and stops counting down.

If the timer value is set to 0 or if the TS0 (or TS1) bit is again set to 1 during the countdown, the MD0 (MD1)

register value is again set in the TM0 (TM1) register and the TM0 (TM1) register again starts counting down.

Table 9-1.  TMn Count Time in Interval Timer Mode (n = 0 or 1)

When fCLK = 8 MHz

TCLKn Count clock Resolution Full count

0 fCLK/6 0.75 ms 49.1 ms

1 fCLK/128 16 ms 1.04 s

(2) One-shot timer mode (MOD0 = 1, MOD1 = 0):  Timer 0 only

TCLK0  :  TM0 register count clock specification bit

Table 9-2 lists the reference values when the system clock frequency (fCLK) is 8 MHz.

TS0     :  TM0 register operation control bit

When the TS0 bit is set to 1, the countdown is started from the retained TM0 register contents.  When the

timer value is set to 0, the TS0 bit is reset to 0 and count operation is stopped.  When the TS0 bit is reset

to 0, the TM0 register retains the current value and stops counting.

MCLK0  :  MD0 register count clock specification bit

Table 9-2 lists the reference values when the system clock frequency (fCLK) is 8 MHz.  When the interval

timer mode is set, the MCLK0 bit does not affect the count operation.
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Count clock Resolution Full count

MS0 :  MD0 register count operation control bit

When the MS0 bit is set to 1, the countdown is started from the retained MD0 register contents.  When the

timer value is set to 0, the MS0 bit is reset to 0 and the count operation is stopped.  When the MS0 bit is reset

to 0, the MD0 register retains the current value and stops counting.

When the interval timer mode is set, the MS0 bit does not affect the count operation.

Table 9-2.  TM0 and MD0 Count Time in One-shot Timer Mode

When fCLK = 8 MHz

TCLK0/
MCLK0

0 fCLK/12 1.5 ms 98.3 ms

1 fCLK/128 16 ms 1.04 s

Caution The TM0 register count clock when the interval timer mode is set differs from that when the

one-shot timer mode is set.
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Figure 9-4.  TMC0

Specification

6 5 4 3 2 1 0

TS

0

TCLK

0

MS

0

MCLK

0
ENTO ALV

MOD

1

MOD

0

Operation mode specification

When reset R/W

00H R/W

0 Interval timer mode

MOD
1Note

MOD
0

0

0 One-shot timer mode1

1 Setting prohibited×

Active level specification of TOUT pin

0 Active level of TOUT pin is low

1 Active level of TOUT pin is high

TOUT pin operation specification

0 TOUT pin level is fixed to inactive level of the ALV bit

1 TOUT pin level is inverted at the TMF0 setting timing

MD0 register clock source specification
(in one-shot timer mode)

0

1

fCLK/12 is specified as MD0 register count clock

fCLK/128 is specified as MD0 register count clock

MD0 register operation control (in one-shot timer mode)

0 Countdown stop (MD0 retained)

1 MD0 countdown start

TM0 register clock source specification

0 fCLK/6 is specified as TM0 count clock

1 fCLK/128 is specified as TM0 count clock

In interval
timer
mode

0 fCLK/12 is specified as TM0 count clock

1 fCLK/128 is specified as TM0 count clock

In
one-shot

timer
mode

TM0 register operation control

0 Countdown stop (TM0 and MD0 retained)
In interval

timer
mode

0 Countdown stop (TM0 retained)

1 TM0 countdown start

In
one-shot

timer
mode

1
MD0 contents are loaded into TM0 and TM0
countdown is started

7

Note Be sure to write “0” into MOD1.
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Figure 9-5.  TMC1
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When reset R/W

00H R/W

0 fCLK/6 is specified as count clock
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7

TM1 register operation control

0 Count stop (TM1 and MD1 retained)

1
MD1 contents are loaded into TM1 and TM1
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9.3  Timer Unit Interrupt Requests

Three interrupt requests (TMF0 to TMF2) occur from the timer unit.  Their occurrence conditions vary depending

on the timer operation mode specification.

When the interval timer mode is set, TMF0 is set to 1 when the TM0 register value is set to 0 by counting down,

and TMF1 and TMF2 are set to 1 when the TM1 register value is set to 0 by counting down.  (See Figure 9-6 (a).)

When the TM0 and MD0 registers are set to the one-shot timer mode, TMF0 is set to 1 when the TM0 register

value is set to 0 by counting down, and TMF1 is set to 1 when the MD0 register value is set to 0 by counting down.

In this case, TMF2 is set to 1 when the value of the TM1 register operating as interval timer changes to 0 by counting

down.

Figure 9-6.  Interrupt Requests Occurring from Timer Unit

(a) When TM0 and MD0 are set to interval timer mode

TMF0 set signal

TMF1 set signal

TMF2 set signal

TM0

MD0

MD1

TM1

(b) When TM0 and MD0 are set to one-shot timer mode

TMF0 set signal

TMF2 set signal

TM0

MD0

MD1

TM1

TMF1 set signal

TMF0 to TMF2: Timer unit interrupt request flags 0 to 2
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9.3.1  Timer unit interrupt request control registers (TMIC0, TMIC1, and TMIC2)

The TMICn register (n = 0 to 2) is an 8-bit register that controls the corresponding three interrupt requests that

occur from the timer unit.  These three interrupt requests make up one group and the priority level is programmable

as a timer unit interrupt request group.  The priority levels in the group are fixed as follows.

TMF0>TMF1>TMF2

Figure 9-7.  TMIC0, TMIC1, and TMIC2

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

PR0PR10 PR2ENCSMS/INTTMMK0TMF0TMIC0

110 1ENCSMS/INTTMMK1TMF1TMIC1

110 1ENCSMS/INTTMMK2TMF2TMIC2

Caution Bits 2 to 0 of TMIC1 and TMIC2 are fixed to 1.  The TMIC1 and TMIC2 interrupt request priority

levels conform to the TMIC0 PR2 to PR0 settings.

For details of the TMICn register bits, see section 4.8  Interrupt Request Control Register.

The registers can be written/read by making an 8-bit or 1-bit memory access, in which case one wait state is

inserted.

When RESET is input, the TMICn register contents are initialized to 47H.

9.3.2  Timer unit macro service control registers (TMMS0, TMMS1, and TMMS2)

The TMMS0 to TMMS2 registers are 8-bit registers that control macro service which is started when three types

of interrupt requests occur from the timer unit.

The TMMS0 register is used to control the macro service that is started when the TMF0 flag is set.

The TMMS1 register is used to control the macro service that is started when the TMF1 flag is set, and the TMMS2

register is used to control the macro service started when the TMF2 flag is set.

The registers can be written/read by making an 8-bit or 1-bit memory access, in which case one wait state is

inserted.

Figure 9-8.  TMMS0, TMMS1, and TMMS2

For details of the TMMSn register bits, see section 4.5.4  Macro service control register.
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CHAPTER 10  TIME BASE COUNTER

The V25 and V35 each contain a long interval timer function for its watch function.

10.1  Time Base Counter Structure

Figure 10-1 shows the structure of the time base counter.

The time base counter consists of 20 frequency dividers that divide the system clock (CLK).  The low-order part

of the frequency divider tap output is used as a 16-bit timer count clock, a baud rate generator input clock, and for

refresh timing generation and refresh address generation.  Output taps at tap output bits 10, 13, 16, and 20 are

used for time base interrupts.

When RESET is input, the time base counter contents are initialized to 00000H.  After this, the time base

counter continues to be incremented.

Figure 10-1.  Time Base Counter Structure

CLK

16-bit timer Baud rate generator Refresh timing Refresh address Time base
interrupt request

Time base counter (20 bits = 21 to 220)

fCLK/210,
213, 216, 220

fCLK/20 fCLK/21to 29 fCLK/24 to 27 fCLK/25 to 216
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10.2  Time Base Interval Specification

The interval time of an interrupt request occurring from the time base counter can be selected among the four

types shown in Figure 10-2 by setting processor control register (PRC) bits 2 and 3 (TB0 and TB1).

Figure 10-2.  PRC

When reset R/W

4EH R/W

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

PCK0PCK1TB1 TB000RAMEN0

TB1 Interval timeTB0

0 210/fCLK (128   s)0

0 1

1 0

1 1

When fCLK = 8 MHz

µ

213/fCLK (1.02 ms)

216/fCLK (8.19 ms)

220/fCLK (131 ms)

Caution The time immediately following setting of the TB0 and TB1 bits and until the first interrupt

request occurs is undefined.
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10.3  Time Base Interrupt Request Control Register (TBIC)

The TBIC register is an 8-bit register for mask control of interrupt requests occurring from the time base counter.

The TBIC register can be written/read by making an 8-bit or 1-bit memory access, in which case one wait state

is inserted.

When RESET is input, the TBIC contents are initialized to 47H.

Figure 10-3.  TBIC

When reset R/W

47H R/W

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

110 100TBMKTBF

When the time base counter output tap specified in the processor control register (PRC) goes high, the interrupt

request flag (TBF) is set to 1, causing an interrupt request to occur.

TBIC bits 4 and 5 are fixed to 0.  The time base counter interrupts do not support the register bank switching

function or macro service function.  TBIC bits 0 to 2 are fixed to 1 and the time base interrupt (INTTB) priority

level is fixed to 7.  It is fixed to the lowest priority level even when another interrupt having priority level “7” occurs.

However, the time base interrupt is subjected to multiple servicing control.
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CHAPTER 12  STANDBY FUNCTION

The V25 and V35 each contain the following two operation clock control modes for the standby function intended

for low power consumption.

• HALT mode .... Stops CPU operation clock only.  The CPU status and the data contents and internal RAM

contents are all retained.  Peripheral hardware operation is continued.

Total system power consumption can be lowered by intermittent operation using the HALT mode

in combination with the normal operation mode.

• STOP mode ... Stops the oscillator and the entire internal circuitry.

The internal RAM contents and output data on ports are retained by consuming very low power.

The HALT or STOP mode is set by executing the HALT or STOP instruction.

12.1  Standby Control Register (STBC)

The standby control register (STBC) is an 8-bit register which contains a standby flag (SBF).  The high-order seven

bits are fixed to 0.

The SBF flag is used to decide a return from the STOP mode.

The SBF flag is set to 1 only by executing an instruction.  The flag is cleared (to 0) only when the supply voltage

(VDD) rises from 0 V; it is not cleared by executing any instruction.

Therefore, the SBF flag can be tested to determine a reset start when the power is turned on (SBF = 0) or a return

from the STOP mode (SBF = 1Note).

The STBC register is not initialized when the RESET signal is input.

Note Preset the SBF flag to 1 before entering the STOP mode.

Figure 12-1.  STBC

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

SBF00 00000

Set to 0 at VDD power on from 0 V

Set to 1 at STBC manipulate instruction
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12.2  HALT Mode

The HALT mode stops the CPU operation clock.

The entire system’s power consumption can be reduced by setting the HALT mode at the CPU idle time.  The

HALT mode is set by executing the HALT instruction.

In the HALT mode, the CPU clock stops and program execution is stopped, but the contents of all registers and

on-chip RAM just before the HALT mode is entered are retained.  Table 12-2 lists the hardware states.  Also, see

section A.5  Limitations on Instruction Slips during HALT Mode.

12.2.1  HALT mode release

The HALT mode is released when a nonmaskable interrupt (NMI) or an unmasked maskable interrupt request

occurs or when RESET is input.  (See Figure 12-2.)

If an unmasked interrupt request, macro service request, or DMA request occurs just after the transition to

the HALT state is made by executing the HALT instruction, the instruction that immediately follows the HALT

instruction is executed.  Therefore, place one or more NOP instructions immediately after the HALT instruction.

When a macro service request or DMA request occurs, the HALT mode is released and macro service or DMA

processing is started (see Figure 12-3.)  When the macro service or DMA processing terminates, a return is again

made to the HALT mode.  However, the HALT mode is released when the condition described in Table 12-1 arises

during the macro service or DMA processing.

(1) HALT mode release when an interrupt occurs

(a) When interrupt service routine sets HALT mode

The HALT mode is released when a nonmaskable interrupt request or an unmasked maskable interrupt

request having a higher priority level than the interrupt being serviced occurs.

(b) Other than (a)

The HALT mode is released when a nonmaskable interrupt request or an unmasked maskable interrupt

request occurs regardless of the priority level.

(2) HALT mode release when RESET is input

Same as the normal reset operation.
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Figure 12-2.  HALT Mode Release when Interrupt Request Occurs

Table 12-1.  Operation after HALT Mode Is Released when Interrupt Request Occurs

Release source EI state DI state

Nonmaskable A branch is taken to the vector address A branch is taken to the vector address

interrupt request after the HALT mode is released. after the HALT mode is released.

Maskable interrupt A branch is taken to the vector address The next instruction is executed after

request after the HALT mode is released. the HALT mode is released.

Macro service If the macro service is started and the If the macro service is started and the

request macro service counter is set to 0H or a macro service counter is set to 0H or a
transfer data match is found in the transfer data match is found in the

character search mode, a branch is taken character search mode, the HALT mode is

to the vector address.  If the macro service released and the next instruction is

counter is not set to 0H or a transfer data executed.

match is not found in the character search

mode, the HALT mode is entered again.

DMA request If DMA is started and the terminal counter If DMA is started and the terminal counter

is set to 0H, a branch is taken to the vector is set to 0H, the HALT mode is released

address.  If the terminal counter is not set and the next instruction is executed.

to 0H, the HALT mode is entered again.

CPU HALT operation Normal
operation mode

HALT instruction
execution

Interrupt request

CLK

Figure 12-3.  Macro Service or DMA Start during HALT Mode

CPU HALT operationHALT instruction
execution

Macro service or
DMA request 

CLK

HALT mode
Macro service

or DMA
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12.3  STOP Mode

The STOP mode stops the oscillator.

The STOP mode is useful when the entire application system stops.  This mode enables very low power

consumption.  The STOP mode is set by executing the STOP instruction.  In the STOP mode, all clocks stop.  Although

program execution is stopped, the contents of all registers and on-chip RAM just before the STOP mode is set are

retained.  Table 12-2 lists the hardware states.

Caution In the STOP mode, the X1 and X2 pin levels are fixed.  Therefore, do not use the STOP mode

when using an external clock.  Use a crystal or ceramic resonator when using the STOP mode.

12.3.1  STOP mode release

The STOP mode is released when an NMI request occurs or when RESET is input.

(1) STOP mode release when NMI request occurs (Figure 12-4)

When a valid edge is input to the NMI pin, the oscillator restarts oscillation.  The time base counter (TBC)

also starts operation.  After the STOP mode is released, the clock is not immediately supplied.  Instead, clock

supply is started after the oscillation stabilization time is counted by the TBC.  To count the oscillation

stabilization time, the TBC uses a half of the interval time specified in the processor control register (PRC)

bits 2 and 3 (TB0 and TB1).  (However, any interrupt request occurring from the TBC at the time is disabled.)

Set half of the interval time as 30 ms or more.

(2) STOP mode release when RESET is input

Same as normal reset operation.

Figure 12-4.  STOP Mode Release by Input to NMI Pin

CPU STOP operationSTOP instruction
execution

NMI pin input
interrupt request

CLK

Oscillator stop
Time base counter

count time

Normal operation
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Table 12-2.  HALT Mode and STOP Mode

Item HALT mode STOP mode

Oscillator Operation

Internal system clock Stop

16-bit timer

Time base counter

HOLD circuit

Serial interface

Interrupt request controller

DMA controller

I/O line Retention Retention

A0 to A19 Retention Retention

D0 to D15 High impedance High impedance

R/W output High High

Refresh operation Operation or stop Stop

Data retention All internal data, such as CPU status All internal data, such as CPU status

and RAM contents, is retained. and RAM contents, is retained.

Release method • Nonmaskable interrupt request • Nonmaskable interrupt request

• Maskable interrupt request • RESET input

• RESET input

• Macro service requestNote

• DMANote

Note After the macro service or DMA processing terminates, a return is again made to the HALT mode.

Stop

Operation

Bus line
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CHAPTER 13  RESET FUNCTION

When a low pulse is input to the RESET input pin, the system is reset and the hardware devices are placed in

the state listed in Table 13-1.  When the low-to-high transition of the RESET input is made, the reset state is released

and program execution is started.  Initialize the register contents within the program as required.

Table 13-1.  Hardware States after Reset (1/2)

AddressNote State after

Program counter PC — 0000H

Program status word PSW — F002H

Data memory — — Undefined

AW, CW, DW, BW,

SP, BP, IX, IY

DS1, SS, DS0 EEEH, EEAH, EE8H 0000H

PS EECH FFFFH

P0, P1, P2 F00H, F08H, F10H

PT F38H

Ports PM0, PM1, PM2 F01H, F09H, F11H FFH

PMT F3BH 00H

Port mode control registers PMC0, PMC1, PMC2 F02H, F0AH, F12H 00H

Timer registers TM0, TM1 F80H, F88H Undefined

Modulo/timer registers MD0, MD1 F82H, F8AH Undefined

Timer unit Timer control registers TMC0, TMC1 F90H, F91H 00H

Interrupt request control registers TMIC0 to TMIC2 F9CH to F9EH 47H

Macro service control registers TMMS0 to TMMS2 F94H to F96H Undefined

DMA mode registers DMAM0, DMAM1 FA1H, FA3H 00H

DMA control registers DMAC0, DMAC1 FA0H, FA2H Undefined

Interrupt request control registers DIC0, DIC1 FACH, FADH 47H

Serial mode registers SCM0, SCM1 F68H, F78H 00H

Serial control registers SCC0, SCC1 F69H, F79H 00H

Baud rate generator register BRG0, BRG1 F6AH, F7AH 00H

Receive buffer registers RxB0, RxB1 F60H, F70H Undefined

Note ¥¥ in the high-order eight bits of an address is a value specified in the IDB register.

Hardware (symbol)

Undefined

(Low-order 12 bits: ¥¥    H) reset

General purpose registers EFEH to EF0H Undefined

Segment registers (bank 7 only)

Port registers

Port mode registers

On-chip

RAM

DMA

controller

Serial

interface
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Hardware (symbol)

Table 13-1.  Hardware States after Reset (2/2)

AddressNote 1 State after

Transmit buffer registers TxB0, TxB1 F62H, F72H Undefined

Serial error registers SCE0, SCE1 F6BH, F7BH 00H

(Error) SEIC0, SEIC1 F6CH, F7CH

Interrupt request control registers (Reception) SRIC0, SRIC1 F6DH, F7DH 47H

(Transmission) STIC0, STIC1 F6EH, F7EH

(Reception) SRMS0, SRMS1 F65H, F75H

(Transmission) STMS0, STMS1 F66H, F76H

Timer base interrupt request control register TBIC FECH 47H

User flag register FLAG FEAH 00H

Internal data area base register IDB FFFH FFH

Processor control register PRC FEBH 4EH

Wait control register WTC FE8H FFFFH

Refresh mode register RFM FE1H FCH

Standby control register STBC FE0H RetentionNote 2

External interrupt mode register INTM F40H 00H

Interrupt request control registers EXIC0 to EXIC2 F4CH to F4EH 47H

Macro service control register EMS0 to EMS2 F44H to F46H Undefined

Interrupt priority register ISPR FFCH 00H

Notes 1. ¥¥ in the high-order eight bits of an address is a value specified in the IDB register.

2. After power on reset:  00H

(Low-order 12 bits: ¥¥    H) reset

Macro service control registers Undefined

Serial

interface

External

interrupt
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CHAPTER 14  ADDRESS GENERATION

14.1  Instruction Address

In addition to automatic address incrementation each time an instruction is executed, a number of instruction

execution order control modes can be used, as described below.

14.1.1  Direct addressing

Two-byte or four-byte immediate data among the instruction’s bytes is directly loaded into the PC or both the

PS and PC to become a branch address.

This mode is used to execute the following instructions.

CALL far-proc

CALL memptr16

CALL memptr32

BR far-label

BR memptr16

BR memptr32

14.1.2  Relative addressing

One-byte or two-byte immediate data among the instruction’s bytes is added to the PC as a signed

displacement value to become a branch address.

When eight-bit displacement is given, a sign extension is made and the resulting 16-bit data is added to the PC.

The PC contents when the addition is made indicate the starting address of the next instruction.

This mode is used to execute the following instructions.

CALL near-proc

BR near-label

BR short-label

Conditional branch instruction short-label
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14.1.3  Register addressing

The contents of any desired 16-bit register specified in the 3-bit register specification field among the

instruction’s bytes are loaded into the PC as a branch address.

Unlike data, all eight of the 16-bit registers (AW, BW, CW, DW, IX, IY, SP, and BP) can be used.

This mode is used to execute the following instructions.

Description example

CALL regptr16 CALL AW

BR regptr16 BR BW

14.1.4  Register indirect addressing

The word or double word contents of the memory addressed by the 16-bit register (IX, IY, or BW) specified in

the register specification field among the instruction’s bytes are loaded into the PC or both the PC and PS as a

branch address.

Description example

CALL memptr16 CALL WORD PTR [IX]

CALL memptr32 CALL DWORD PTR [IY]

BR memptr16 BR WORD PTR [BW]

BR memptr32 BR DWORD PTR [IX]

Remark When WORD PTR is described, memptr16 opcode is generated by the assembler.  When DWORD

PTR is described, memptr32 opcode is generated by the assembler.

14.1.5  Index addressing

One-byte or two-byte immediate data among the instruction’s bytes is the signed displacement value, and is

added to the 16-bit register (IX or IY) which serves as an index register.  The word or double word contents of the

memory addressed by the result are loaded into the PC as a branch address.

This mode is used to execute the following instructions.

Description example

CALL memptr16 CALL var [IX] [2]

CALL memptr32 CALL var [IY]

BR memptr16 BR var [IY]

BR memptr32 BR var [IX+4]

Remark If variable var has a word attribute, memptr16 opcode is generated by the assembler.  If it has a

double word attribute, memptr32 opcode is generated by the assembler.
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14.1.6  Based addressing

One-byte or two-byte data among the instruction’s bytes is the signed displacement value and is added to

the 16-bit register (BP or BW) which serves as a base register.  The word or double word contents of the memory

addressed by the result are loaded into the PC as a branch address.

This mode is used to execute the following instructions.

Description example

CALL memptr16 CALL var [BP+2]

CALL memptr32 CALL var [BP]

BR memptr16 BR var [BW] [2]

BR memptr32 BR var [BP]

Remark If variable var has a word attribute, memptr16 opcode is generated by the assembler.  If it has a

double word attribute, memptr32 opcode is generated by the assembler.

14.1.7  Based index addressing

One-byte or two-byte data among the instruction’s bytes is used as a signed displacement value.  This

value, the contents of the 16-bit register (BP or BW) which serves as a base register, and the contents of the

16-bit register (IX or IY) which serves as an index register are added together.  The word or double word

contents of the memory addressed by the result are loaded into the PC as a branch address.

This mode is used to execute the following instructions.

Description example

CALL memptr16 CALL var [BP] [IX]

CALL memptr32 CALL var [BW+2] [IY]

BR memptr16 BR var [BW] [2] [IX]

BR memptr32 BR var [BP+4] [IY]

Remark If variable var has a word attribute, memptr16 opcode is generated by the assembler.  If it has a

double word attribute, memptr32 opcode is generated by the assembler.
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14.2  Memory Operand Address

A number of addressing modes for registers and memory to be handled when executing instructions can

be used, as described below.

14.2.1  Register addressing

The register to be handled is addressed by the contents of the register specification field (reg = 3-bit field

or sreg = 2-bit field) among the instruction’s bytes.

One of eight word registers (AW, BW, CW, DW, BP, SP, IX, and IY) and eight byte registers (AL, AH, BL, BH,

CL, CH, DL, and DH) is specified in a combination of reg and one bit (W) among the instruction’s bytes that

specifies a word or byte.

One of four segment registers (PS, SS, DS0, and DS1) is specified in sreg.

The opcode of an instruction may specify a particular register.

This mode is used to execute instructions having the following operand identifiers.

Identifier Description

reg AW, BW, CW, DW, SP, BP, IX, IY,

AL, AH, BL, BH, CL, CH, DL, DH

reg16 AW, BW, CW, DW, SP, BP, IX, IY

reg8 AL, AH, BL, BH, CL, CH, DL, DH

sreg PS, SS, DS0, DS1

acc AW, AL

Description example

MOV When reg, reg'

MOV BP, SP

MOV AL, CL

14.2.2  Immediate addressing

One-byte or two-byte immediate data among the instruction’s bytes is to be handled as it is.

This mode is used to execute instructions having the following operand identifiers.

Identifier Description

imm 8-bit or 16-bit immediate data

imm16 16-bit immediate data

imm8 8-bit immediate data

pop-value 16-bit immediate data

For imm, 8-bit or 16-bit data is determined by the assembler which decides the imm value described in

the operand or another operand attribute described at the same time.  Word/byte specification bit W is also

determined.

Description example

MOV When reg, imm

MOV AL, 5; byte

MUL When reg16, reg16', imm16

MUL AW, BW, 1000H
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14.2.3  Direct addressing

Immediate data among the instruction’s bytes addresses the memory to be manipulated.

This mode is used to execute instructions having the following operand identifiers.

Identifier Description

mem 16-bit variable specifying 8-bit or 16-bit memory data

dmem 16-bit variable specifying 8-bit or 16-bit memory data

imm4 4-bit variable indicating the bit field data’s bit length

Description example

MOV When mem, imm

MOV WORD_VAR, 2000H

MOV When acc, dmem

MOV AL, BYTE_VAR

14.2.4  Register indirect addressing

The 16-bit register (IX, IY, or BW) specified in the memory specification field (mod or mem) among the

instruction’s bytes addresses the memory to be handled.

This mode is used to execute instructions having the following operand identifiers.

Identifier Description

mem [IX], [IY], [BW]

Description example

SUB When mem, reg

SUB [IX], AW

14.2.5  Automatic increment/decrement addressing

This mode belongs to register indirect addressing.  After the default register contents address the memory to

be manipulated, the register contents are automatically incremented or decremented (by one for byte

processing or by two for word processing).

In other words, this addressing function enables automatic address updating for the next processing of a byte

or word operand.

The direction flag (DIR) specifies increment or decrement addressing.  If DIR = 0, increment addressing is

specified; if DIR = 1, decrement addressing is specified.

This addressing mode is always applicable to default registers, and is used to execute instructions having

the following operand identifiers.

Identifier Default register

dst-block IY

src-block IX

The addressing mode and the counter which counts the number of byte/word operand processing repetitions

(CW) are used in combination for block data processing control.
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14.2.6  Index addressing

One-byte or two-byte immediate data among the instruction’s bytes is the signed displacement value, which is

added to the 16-bit register (IX or IY) that serves as an index register, and the result addresses the memory

operand to be manipulated.

This addressing mode is useful for accessing array-type data.  The displacement indicates the array start

address and the index register contents determine the array element location.

This mode is used to execute instructions having the following operand identifiers.

Identifier Description

mem var [IX], var [IY]

mem16 var [IX], var [IY]

mem8 var [IX], var [IY]

Description example

TEST When mem, imm

TEST BYTE_VAR [IX], 7FH

TEST BYTE_VAR [IX+8], 7FH

TEST WORD_VAR [IX] [8], 7FFFH

Remark When variable var has a byte attribute, byte operand is specified and when it has a word attribute,

word operand is specified.  In either case, the corresponding opcode is generated by the assembler.

14.2.7  Based addressing

One-byte or two-byte immediate data among the instruction’s bytes is the signed displacement value,

which is added to the 16-bit register (BP or BW) that serves as a base register, and the result addresses

the memory operand to be manipulated.

This addressing mode is useful for accessing structure-type data stored in a number of memory locations.  The

base register indicates the structure start address and the displacement selects one element in the structure.

This mode is used to execute instructions having the following operand identifiers.

Identifier Description

mem var [BP], var [BW]

mem16 var [BP], var [BW]

mem8 var [BP], var [BW]

Description example

SHL When mem, 1

SHL BYTE_VAR [BP], 1

SHL WORD_VAR [BP+2], 1

SHL BYTE_VAR [BP] [4], 1

Remark When variable var has a byte attribute, byte operand is specified and when it has a word attribute,

word operand is specified.  In either case, the corresponding opcode is generated by the assembler.
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14.2.8  Based index addressing

One-byte or two-byte immediate data among the instruction’s bytes is the signed displacement value.

This value is added to the contents of the 16-bit register (BP or BW) which serves as a base register and the

contents of the 16-bit register (IX or IY) which serves as an index register.  The result addresses the memory

operand to be manipulated.

This addressing can point to one data unit by changing both the base register contents and index register

contents, and thus is very useful for accessing structure-type data that contains array-type data.  In other

words, the base register indicates the structure’s starting address, the displacement value indicates the offset

from the structure’s starting address to the starting address of the array-type data, and the index register

indicates the array data element location.

This mode is used to execute instructions having the following operand identifiers.

Identifier Description

mem var [base register] [index register]

mem16 var [base register] [index register]

mem8 var [base register] [index register]

Description example

PUSH When mem16

PUSH WORD_VAR [BP] [IX]

PUSH WORD_VAR [BP+2] [IX+6]

PUSH WORD_VAR [BP] [4] [IX] [8]
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14.2.9  Bit addressing

Three-bit or four-bit immediate data among the instruction’s bytes or the low-order three or four bits of the CL

register specifies one bit of the 8-bit or 16-bit register or the memory to be manipulated.

If an instruction using this addressing mode is executed, only a particular bit of the specified register or memory

can be tested (to determine 0 or 1), set, cleared, or inverted without considering other bit contents.  This means that

byte or word data need not be provided for one-bit manipulation such as set or reset when using the AND or OR

instruction.

This mode is used to execute instructions having the following operand identifiers.

Identifier Description

imm4 Word operand bit number

imm3 Byte operand bit number

CL CL

Description example

TEST1 reg8, CL

TEST1 AL, CL

NOT1 reg8, imm3

NOT1 CL, 5

CLR1 mem16, CL

CLR1 WORD_VAR [IX], CL

SET1 mem16, imm4

SET1 WORD_VAR [BP], 9

14.2.10  Special function register addressing

One-byte immediate data among the instruction’s bytes addresses the special function register to be

manipulated as offset (unsigned) from the top of the special function register area.

This addressing mode is applicable only to the BTCLR instruction.

Identifier Description

sfr 8-bit variable specifying 8-bit special function register

Description example

BTCLR EXIC, 7, 45

Remark The special function registers are mapped in memory space (between addresses ¥¥F00H and

¥¥FFFH where ¥¥ is the IDB register value).  For details, see section 3.5.3  Special function register

area.
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CHAPTER 15  OPERATION STATE TRANSITION

The V25 and V35 perform state transitions among various operation modes (macro service, DMA, refresh, hold,

HALT, and STOP) under the conditions and via the flow shown in Figure 15-1.
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258 Figure 15-1.  Operation State Transition Diagram
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APPENDIX A  LIMITATIONS

A.1  Limitation on Conflict between Macro Service and INT

A.1.1  Description of limitation

If an INT request occurs while a macro service request is held pending under interrupt priority control, the macro

service which should be pending may instead be executed first.

A.1.2  Avoidance methods

If this symptom adversely affects your system when using the macro service function, do not use the macro

service function and INT input at the same time.

If this symptom adversely affects your system when an external interrupt controller (mPD71059) is connected and

the macro service function is used, perform interrupt servicing as shown below.

Do not use the INT pins

Connect an external interrupt controller to INTP0, INTP1,  or INTP2.

Perform polling for the external interrupt controller by 
software during interrupt servicing.
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A.2  Cautions on Use of the MOVSPA Instruction

A.2.1  Device operation description (symptom)

In applications where register banks before and after switching use contiguous stack areas when register bank

switching is performed in an asynchronously occurring interrupt, the MOVSPA instruction can be used to copy SS

and SP between the register banks before and after switching.  In this case, the stack areas used before and after

register bank switching can be made contiguous by executing the MOVSPA instruction at the beginning of program

processing of the register bank after switching.  (See Figure A-1.)

Figure A-1.  Normal Operation

If an NMI request occurs just after response interrupt INT¥¥ is acknowledged by register bank switching, NMI is

acknowledged before the INT¥¥ service routine is executed.  Thus, when NMI is acknowledged, PS, PC, and PSW

are saved in the stack area indicated by SS and SP in the new register bank.

Main routine
(register bank 7)

EI

Interrupt servicing
(register bank 2)

MOVSPA

DI state

Interrupt request
(switching register bank
: bank 2)

Interrupt
response cycle

RETRBI

NMI request

NMI servicing

RETI

NMI
response
cycle

SS

SP

Register bank 7 Memory area

SS

SP

Register bank 2

Stack area
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Therefore, in applications where the stack areas of the register banks before and after switching are made

contiguous by the MOVSPA instruction, if an NMI request occurs just after response interrupt by register bank

switching is acknowledged, the NMI is acknowledged before SS and SP are copied and an undefined memory area

is accessed (written) as the stack area.  (See Figure A-2.)

Figure A-2.  Abnormal Operation

Main routine
(register bank 7)

EI

Interrupt servicing
(register bank 2)

MOVSPAInterrupt request
(switching register bank
: bank 2)

Interrupt
response cycle

RETRBI

NMI request

NMI servicing

RETI

NMI
response
cycle

SS

SP

Register bank 7 Memory area

SS

SP

Register bank 2

DI state

Addresses are undefined during NMI servicing that 
precedes execution of the MOVSPA instruction

Stack area
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A.2.2  Avoidance methods

When using response interrupt and NMI at the same time by register bank switching, avoid the symptom

described above by either of the following methods.

(1) Do not use the MOVSPA instruction and set a separate stack area for each switched register bank when

an interrupt occurs.

(2) Prevent the stack area from being undefined by providing a spare stack to avoid the symptom described

above.

(a) Reserve the area used as the spare stack and preset SS and SP of the switch register bank when an

interrupt occurs in the area during the initialization routine.Note

(b) Set the values set in (a) just before the register bank is restored from the new register bank to the

former register bank.

Note If (b) is not performed, the stack area becomes undefined again when the second or subsequent

interrupt occurs.
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A.3 Limitations on Send Data Missing by Transmission Disable Operation
during Serial Transmission

A.3.1  Device operation description (symptom)

If the transmission enable state is changed by making the high-to-low transition of CTS input or by setting

the TxRDY flag to 1 between the acknowledgment of a transmission completion interrupt request and the next

write operation to the transmit buffer (TxB) on the on-chip serial interface, an extra transmission completion

interrupt request occurs.  (This also applies when macro service is used.)  As a result, the send data (one character)

written just before may be skipped by the interrupt service routine (or macro service) which overwrites into TxB.

CTS
(or TxRDY)

STF
(interrupt flag)

Instruction
execution by CPU

Abnormal
interrupt

Set CTS↓ , TxRDY

Disable period

TxBn
write

TxBn
write

Interrupt servicing
(including macro service)

Interrupt servicing
(including macro service)

TxB
(transmit buffer)

Data
(2)

Data
(3)

Data
(1)

Overwriting

TxB
Data
(2)

Data
(3)

Data
(0)

Data
(1)

Data
(3)

Transmit shift
clockNote

TxD
(send data)

Note When one character consists of 11 bits for transfer (for example, eight data bits, two stop bits, and no

parity bit)
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A.3.2  Avoidance methods

Perform the following two steps.

(a) When using a transmission completion interrupt (including macro service), perform send/receive

handshaking as described below, without using the CTS input pin.

• Handshaking by polling general purpose ports

• Handshaking by send character

To perform handshaking using CTS input, do not use transmission completion interrupts but instead process the

transmission by polling via the steps described below.  This process is shown in Figure A-3.

1) After system initialization, set the TxRDY flag (with the transmission completion interrupt masked).

2) Perform program polling of the STF flag.  If the STF flag has been set, clear the TxRDY flag.

3) Write the send data into transmit buffer TxB and clear the STF flag.

4) Set the TxRDY flag.

Figure A-3.  Example of Avoidance Process Flow
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(b) For transmission completion interrupt servicing (including interrupt servicing in which nesting is

enabled for transmission completion interrupt servicing), do not execute an instruction to set the

TxRDY flag before writing the send data to the transmit buffer TxB.

Setting the TxRDY flag is an operation that should be done only when starting transmission.  There is

usually no need to set or reset the TxRDY flag during the transmission operation.
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A.4  Cautions on Interrupt Priority Levels and Servicing Sequence

When the CPU state transits from DI to EI, an interrupt having a lower programmable priority among the

pending interrupts in the DI state may be acknowledged before an interrupt having a higher programmable priority.

(Because the generation timing depends only on the internal timing, the generation timing cannot be externally

limited.)

However, if an EI instruction is executed during servicing of an interrupt that has a lower priority level, interrupts

that have higher priority levels can be consecutively acknowledged under the multiple servicing control according

to the priority levels.  For the interrupt that has a lower priority level, execute an EI instruction at the beginning of

interrupt servicing to enter the EI state during servicing.

The state should be EI to service the interrupt having the lower priority level.  If the DI state is prolonged while

servicing the interrupt having the lower priority level, the interrupt requests having higher priority levels that occur

in the meantime are held pending during the period, and therefore the priority setting is insignificant.  Execute an EI

instruction as soon as possible while servicing the interrupt having the lower priority level.

Example of normal interrupt servicing under multiple servicing control

Main routine

INTSR0
(priority 0)

INTP0
(priority 4)

(DI)
EI

FINT
RETI

INTP0 service routine
(priority 4)

(DI)
EI

FINT
RETI

INTSR0 service routine
(priority 0)

INTTU0 service routine
(priority 6)

(DI)
EI

FINT
RETI

INTTU0
(priority 6)

EI

DI
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A.5  Limitations on Instruction Slips during HALT Mode

A.5.1  Description of limitation

Immediately after execution of the HALT instruction, if there is a request for an NMI, vectored interrupt, register

bank switching interrupt, macro service, or DMA, the instruction immediately after the HALT instruction is executed

after completion of the HALT instruction.  After that, the requested service is executed.

A.5.2  Avoidance method

During HALT mode, when a request occurs for any of the above interrupts, macro service, or DMA, immediately

after the HALT instruction add an instruction (such as an NOP instruction) that does not affect program operation.

A.6  Limitation on CPU Deadlock Due to CLKOUT Output

A.6.1  Description of limitation

When the P07/CLKOUT pin is at low-level output (when bit 7 = 0 in the P0 register and PM0 register) or when

it is in the input state (high impedance state:  bit 7 = 1 in the PM0 register), changing the PMC0 register’s bit 7 from

0 to 1 will cause a system clock to be output from the P07/CLKOUT pin, which may cause a CPU deadlock.

A.6.2  Avoidance method

This symptom can be avoided via the following two methods.

• Avoidance using hardware

Externally connect a pull-up resistor to the P07/CLKOUT pin.

• Avoidance using software

Before switching the P07/CLKOUT pin to control mode, set it for high level output as an output port.
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A.7  Caution on Starting Timer Countdown

A.7.1  Device operation description (symptom)

If a countdown is started when the timer register TM value is 0, the following symptoms may occur just after the

countdown is started.

• Occurrence of timer interrupt request

• Inversion of TOUT pin level (when ENTO bit = 1)

If such symptoms occur when the interval timer is used, the timer register TM which is counting down can be

stopped by clearing (to 0) the TS bit of the TMC register.  At that time, if the timer stop timing overlaps with the

timing at which TM is set to 0, similar symptoms will occur just after the next countdown is started (the TMC

register’s TS bit is set to 1).

A.7.2  Avoidance method

After stopping the countdown of the TM timer register (by clearing the TS bit), write word data other than 0000H

into the TM register.  This will suppress any unnecessary occurrence of TOUT pin inversion or a timer interrupt

request just after the countdown start and the operation will proceed normally.

Example

MOV TMC0, 00H

MOV TMIC0, 00H

MOV MD0, 0FE0H

MOV TMC0, 88H Start countdown

MOV TMC0, 00H Stop countdown

MOV TM0, 0001H Write a value other than 0000H into TM register

MOV TMC0, 88H Start countdown
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When avoidance method is not performed

When avoidance method is performed

INTT00 INTT00 INTT00 INTT00

TM value

TOUT
output

Program flow

TM ≠ 0

Countdown stop Countdown start Countdown stop Countdown start

TM ← 0001H

INTT00

INTT00 INTT00 INTT00 INTT00

TM value

TOUT
output

Program flow

TM ≠ 0 TM = 0

Countdown stop Countdown start Countdown stop Countdown start

INTT00 INTT00
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A.8  Limitations on Macro Service Masks

A.8.1  Device operation description (symptom)

Immediately before execution of interrupt A (macro service A) that was set as a macro service response, if

an instruction is executed to set macro service A’s IMK flag, the IMK flag will be set during execution of the

subsequent macro service A.  At that time, abnormal execution of macro service A may occur, such as the

symptoms described below.

• When macro service counter (MSC) • 0

Because the IF flag is not cleared after execution of macro service A, macro service A is executed again

after the mask is released, even if no interrupt request has occurred.

• When macro service counter (MSC) = 0

Because the MS/INT flag is not cleared after execution of macro service A, a completion interrupt does not

occur for macro service A and macro service A is executed again after the mask is released.  As a result,

MSC is decremented from 0 to 0FFH and macro service is executed each time an interrupt occurs until

MSC = 00H.

IF flag for
interrupt A

MS/INT flag for
interrupt A

IMK flag for
 interrupt A

Clear MS/INT (MSC ≠ 0)
IF clear signal (MSC = 0)

CPU (internal)

Interrupt request A occurs

(When MSC ≠ 0)

(When MSC = 0)

Previous
operation

Previous
operation

IMK ← 1 Execution of macro service for interrupt A Next instruction
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A.8.2  Avoidance method

Follow the steps shown below when setting or resetting the mask flag set for macro service.

 • Set

DI

CLR1 ¥¥IC, 05H ; Reset MS/INT flag

NOP

NOP

NOP

NOP

SET1 ¥¥IC, 06H ; Set IMK flag

EI

• Reset

DI

SET1 ¥¥IC, 05H ; Set MS/INT flag

CLR1 ¥¥IC, 06H ; Reset IMK flag

EI

Be sure to insert at least four NOP instructions.
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A.9  Limitations on CVTBD/CVTDB Instructions

A.9.1  Device operation description (symptom)

When the CVTBD or CVTDB instruction is executed immediately after executing one of the instructions

listed in Table A-1, data will not be written correctly during the last memory write operation of the instruction

(from Table A-1).  Instead, undefined data will be written.  At that time, only the write data will change and flags

will operate normally.

However, this symptom will not occur if internal RAM access is enabled (RAMEN = 1) or if the number of

waits for the memory being accessed by the instruction (from Table A-1) is less than two clocks (for the V25)

or less than one clock (for the V35).

A.9.2  Avoidance method

Do not execute the CVTBD or CVTDB instruction immediately after executing one of the instructions listed in

Table A-1.  Instead, execute one or more NOP instructions immediately before the CVTBD or CVTDB instruction.

Example OR mem, reg

NOP Be sure to insert at least one NOP instruction.

CVTBD
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Table A-1.  Instructions Subject to Limitations Concerning CVTBD and CVTDB Instructions

Instruction group Mnemonic Operand Instruction group Mnemonic Operand

Data transfer instructions MOV mem, reg Bit manipulate instructions CLR1 mem16, CL

mem, imm mem8, imm3

mem16, sreg mem16, imm4

XCH mem, reg SET1 mem8, CL

reg, mem mem16, CL

Primitive block transfer MOVBK dst_block, src_block mem8, imm3

instructions STM dst_block mem16, imm4

Input/output instructions OUT imm8, acc Shift instructions SHL mem, 1

DW, acc mem, CL

Primitive input/output instructions OUTM DW, src_block mem, imm8

Add and subtract instructions ADD mem, reg SHR mem, 1

mem, imm mem, CL

ADDC mem, reg mem, imm8

mem, imm SHRA mem, 1

SUB mem, reg mem, CL

mem, imm mem, imm8

SUBC mem, reg Rotate instructions ROL mem, 1

mem, imm mem, CL

BCD operation instructions ROL4 mem8 mem, imm8

ROR4 mem8 ROR mem, 1

Increment and decrement INC mem mem, CL

instructions DEC mem mem, imm8

Complement operation NOT mem ROLC mem, 1

instructions NEG mem mem, CL

Logical operation instructions AND mem, reg mem, imm8

mem, imm RORC mem, 1

OR mem, reg mem, CL

mem, imm mem, imm8

XOR mem, reg Stack manipulate instructions PUSH mem16

mem, imm reg16

Bit manipulate instructions NOT1 mem8, CL sreg

mem16, CL PSW

mem8, imm3 R

mem16, imm4 imm

CLR1 mem8, CL POP mem16
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[MEMO]
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APPENDIX B  SETTING EXAMPLES

B.1  Ports

Shown below is an example of port 1 initialization executed after a power-on reset.

When reset

P1 (undefined) PM1 (input) PMC1 (port mode)

¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

After setup

P1 PM1 PMC1

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

(Output) (Input) Control mode

;*********************************************************************************************************************************************

;*** Special function register setting ***

;*********************************************************************************************************************************************

;

.

.

.
MOV P1, 11000000B

MOV PM1, 00011111B

MOV PMC1, 00100000B ; TOUT output
.
.
.

P10 to P14 : Changes when data is input via input port

P15 : TOUT output occurs when in control mode

P16 and P17 : “1” is output from the output port

7 0 7 0 7 0

7 0 7 0 7 0
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B.2  Programmable Wait, Processor Control, and Refresh Function

Mode setting method for wait insertion, refresh, etc.

;*********************************************************************************************************************************************

;*** Initialization of special function register ***

;*********************************************************************************************************************************************

;

.

.

.
MOV PRC, 01001000B ; <1>

MOV WTCH, 00011010B ; <2>

MOV WTCL, 01010101B ; <2>

MOV RFM, 11110101B ; <3>
.
.
.

MOV STBC, 00000001B ; <4>
.
.
.

HALT

;*********************************************************************************************************************************************

;
.
.
.

MOV RFM, 00000000B ; <5>

STOP
.
.
.

<1> PRC (Processor control register)

1/2 specified as system clock dividing ratio

7 0

001 00010

Time base interrupt interval specification (interrupts occur at
interval of 216/fCLK)

On-chip RAM access enable
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These can be organized as shown below.

MOV WTC, 1A55H

Relation between memory and wait states

Memory location Capacity Block(s) Wait state(s)

00000H to 07FFFH 32 Kbytes Block 0 1 state

40000H to 47FFFH 32 Kbytes Block 2 1 state

80000H to BFFFFH 256 Kbytes Blocks 4 and 5 2 states

F8000H to FFFFFH 32 Kbytes Blocks 6 and 7 1 state

<2> WTC (Wait control register)

Separate wait insertions for 8-block memory space and I/O space

Block 0: 00000H to 1FFFFH (1 wait insertion)

1010101001011000

07815

Block 1: 20000H to 3FFFFH (1 wait insertion)

Block 2: 40000H to 5FFFFH (1 wait insertion)

Block 3. 60000H to 7FFFFH (1 wait insertion)

Block 4: 80000H to 9FFFFH (2 wait insertions)

Block 5: A0000H to BFFFFH (2 wait insertions)

Blocks 6 and 7: C0000H to FFFFFH (1 wait insertion)

I/O space (0 wait insertions)
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<3> RFM (Refresh mode register)

Inserts a refresh cycle into a series of bus cycles.

Enable refresh cycle automatic insertion

7 0

100 11111

Enable refresh cycle automatic insertion during HALT mode

Enable refresh cycle automatic insertion during hold mode

Output refresh pulse from REFRQ pin to execute pseudo
SRAM refresh

<4> STBC (Standby control register)

Controls return from STOP mode.

Enable return from STOP mode

7 0

100 00000

<5> RFM (Refresh mode register)

Sets REFRQ pin low to use power-down self-refresh function for pseudo SRAM.

Set REFRQ pin low

7 0

000 00000
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B.3  Register Bank Switching

B.3.1  Register bank switching by interrupt request

In response to INTTU0 (timer unit 0’s interrupt), switches from register bank 7 to register bank 6.

;*********************************************************************************************************************************************

;*** Timer interrupt setting (register bank switching) ***

;*********************************************************************************************************************************************

;

.

.

.
MOV REGBANK. BK6. BVPC,OFFSET INTTU0Note ; <1>  Vector PC initialization

MOV REGBANK. BK6. BPS, SEG INTTU0 ; <1>  PS

MOV REGBANK. BK6. BDS0, 0 ; <1>  DS0

MOV REGBANK. BK6. BDS1, 0 ; <1>  DS1

;

MOV TMIC0, 00010110B ; <2>

MOV MD0, 0FFH ;

MOV TMC0, 80H ; <3>

;

EI
.
.
.

;===============================================================================================

;=== Processing of register bank 6 ===

;===============================================================================================

INTTU0:

MOVSPA ; <4>
.
.
.

FINT ; <5>  Return from register bank

RETRBI ; <5>

Note The structure field identifier for the assembler (RA70116-I) indicates the location of the vector PC in the

on-chip RAM area’s register bank 6.

If the above format is not used, add the starting address (¥¥E00H) of the on-chip RAM area (register bank 0) to

register bank 6’s offset address (00C0H) and the vector PC’s offset address (0002H) to determine the location

of the vector PC (¥¥ECH) in register bank 6.

Remark “¥¥” indicates the high-order eight bits of the internal data area base address.
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<1> The PS and vector PC for register bank 6 to be switched to must be already initialized.

When necessary, initialize other registers such as DS0 and DS1.

<2> TMIC0 (Timer unit 0’s interrupt request control register)

Register bank number (priority level) specification

7 0

010 11000

Specify register bank switching

Do not use macro service

Mask release

<3> TMC0 (Timer control register 0)

<4> Transfers contents of SS and SP in register bank 7 prior to switching to SS and SP in register bank 6

to be switched to.

<5> When interrupt servicing from the peripheral hardware terminates, the FINT instruction must be

executed before the RETI instruction or RETRBI instruction.  Use the RETRBI instruction to return from

register bank switching.

When the countdown results in a count value of 0, an interrupt request (INTTU0) occurs.

Interval timer mode

7 0

000 00001

Fix TOUT pin output low

Specify fCLK/6 as TM0’s count clock

Load MD0 contents into TM0 and start TM0 countdown
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B.3.2  Register bank switching by instruction (BRKCS or MOVSPA instruction)

Switch from register bank 7 to register bank 5.

;*********************************************************************************************************************************************

;*** Switch using BRKCS reg16 and MOVSPA ***

;*********************************************************************************************************************************************

;

.

.

.
MOV REGBANK. BK5. BVPC,OFFSET BANK5 ; <1> Initialization of vector PC

MOV REGBANK. BK5. BPS, SEG BANK5 ; <1>  PS

MOV REGBANK. BK5. BDS0, 0 ; <1>  DS0

MOV REGBANK. BK5. BDS1, 0 ; <1>  DS1

;

MOV AW, 5 ;

BRKCS AW ; <2>

;

EI
.
.
.

;===============================================================================================

;=== Processing of register bank 5 ===

;===============================================================================================

;

BANK5:

MOVSPA ; <3>
.
.
.

RETRBI ; <4>

<1> Set PS and PC for interrupt routine to PS and vector PC of register bank 5.

Set registers other than DS0 and DS1 as required.

<2> Execute BRKCS instruction to switch to register bank indicated by value set to reg16.

In this case, set “5” as the register in order to switch to register bank 5.

<3> Transfer contents of SS and SP in register bank 7 prior to switching to SS and SP in the register bank to

be switched to (register bank 5).

<4> Return from new register bank.  In this case, it is not necessary to execute a FINT instruction.
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B.3.3  Register bank switching by instruction (MOVSPB or TSKSW instruction)

Switch from register bank 7 to register bank 6.

;*********************************************************************************************************************************************

;***  Switch using MOVSPB reg16 and TSKSW reg16 ***

;*********************************************************************************************************************************************

;
.
.
.

MOV REGBANK. BK6. BPC, OFFSET BANK6 ; <1>  Initialization of PC save

MOV REGBANK. BK6. BPSW, 0E002H ; <1>  PSW save

MOV REGBANK. BK6. BPS, SEG BANK6 ; <1>  PS

MOV REGBANK. BK6. BDS0, 0 ; <1>  DS0

MOV REGBANK. BK6. BDS1, 0 ; <1>  DS1

;

MOV AW, 6 ;

MOVSPB AW ; <2>

TSKSW AW ; <3>
.
.
.

;

;===============================================================================================

;=== Processing of register bank 6 ===

;===============================================================================================

;

BANK6:
.
.
.

MOV AW, 7 ; <4>

TSKSW AW
.
.
.

<1> To execute the TSKSW instruction, the PS, PC save area, SS, SP, and PSW save area in the register

bank to be selected must be previously initialized.  (In section B.3.3, this is done for the SS and SP by

using the MOVSPB instruction.)  When using the TSKSW instruction, the selected register bank’s

PSW save area and PC save area values are loaded.

<2> Use the MOVSPB instruction to set the SS and SP values before switching to the SS and SP

switching destinations.  In this case, you are switching to register bank 6, so set these values to register

bank 6’s AW register.

<3> Use the TSKSW instruction to select register bank 6 as the register bank to be switched to and load

the previously stored PC save area contents into the PC for a branch.

Execute the MOVSPB instruction and TSKSW instruction to switch to register bank 6.

<4> If, as in <1>, initialization was required before register bank switching, the TSKSW instruction would be

executed to select register bank 7 for a branch.  However, in this case, you are not using the MOVSPB

instruction and so the stack cannot be used continuously.

Cautions 1. If the TSKSW instruction is used during register bank switching caused by a BRKCS

instruction or an interrupt request occurrence, the contents of the PSW save area are

destroyed and a return to the previous bank cannot be made.  However, there is no

problem if it is used during register bank switching caused by the TSKSW instruction.

2. The values for RB0, RB1, and RB2 in the PSW save area to be switched to must match the

number of the register bank to be switched to.
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B.4  Access to Internal Data Area

Indicates access when the internal data area (consisting of on-chip RAM and special function registers) is

from 0FE00H to 0FFFFH.  However, this is when setup of assembler (RA70116-I) pseudo instructions such as

ASSUME and ASGNSFR has been completed.

;*********************************************************************************************************************************************

;***  Initialization of register ***

;*********************************************************************************************************************************************

;

START:

SETIDB 0FHNote ;Set physical address base address (0F00H) in IDB register

MOV AW, DATA ;Set DATA (0000H) in segment register

MOV DS0, AW ;

;

;===============================================================================================

;=== Initialization of special function register ===

;===============================================================================================

;

MOV P0, 00001111B ;Set to output 1 from port 0 (P00 to P03) and

MOV PM0, 00000000B ;to output 0 from P04 to P07

MOV PMC0, 00000000B ;

;

MOV PRC, 01000100B ;On-chip RAM access enable (set bit 6 to 1)
.
.
.

MOV AL, [FE00] ;Fetch one byte of on-chip RAM contents
.
.
.

MOV AL, P0 ;Read P0 contents to AL
.
.
.

Note This pseudo instruction indicates the internal data area address in the assembler (RA70116-I).  The

assembler generates the following instructions corresponding to this pseudo instruction description.

PUSH DS0

PUSH 0FFFFH

POP DS0

MOV DS0 : BYTE PTR [0FH], ¥¥

POP DS0

“¥¥” is set as the expression value (0FH) description for the operand.

;AL¨[0FE00]
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B.5  Timer Unit

The interval timer (timer 1) and one-shot timer (timer 0) are used when timer unit interrupts occur.

(1) Interval timer mode

.

.

.
;*********************************************************************************************************************************************

;*** Interval timer mode setting (about 4.9 ms) ***

;*********************************************************************************************************************************************

;
.
.
.

MOV TMIC2, 00000111B ; <1>

MOV TMC1, 00000000B ; <2>

MOV MD1, 0FF0H ; <3>
.
.
.
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(2) One-shot timer mode

.

.

.
;*********************************************************************************************************************************************

;*** One-shot timer mode setting (about 9.8 ms) ***

;*********************************************************************************************************************************************

;
.
.
.

MOV TMIC0, 00000001B ; <4>
MOV TMC0, 00001001B ; <5>
MOV MD0, 0FF0H ; <6>

.

.

.

.

.

.
;===============================================================================================

;=== Vector address No. 28 (INTTU0) setting ===

;===============================================================================================

;

MOV IY, 28*4
MOV WORD PTR[IY], OFFSET INTTU0
MOV WORD PTR[IY+2], SEG INTTU0

.

.

.
;

;===============================================================================================

;=== Vector address No. 30 (INTTU1) setting ===

;===============================================================================================

;

MOV IY, 30*4
MOV WORD PTR[IY], OFFSET INTTU1
MOV WORD PTR[IY+2], SEG INTTU1

;
EI
SET1 TMC1, 7 ; <7>

.

.

.

;===============================================================================================

;===  Timer start ===

;===============================================================================================

;

SET1 TMC0, 5 ; <8>
.
.
.

;===============================================================================================

;=== Timer unit interrupt servicing ===

;===============================================================================================

;

INTTU0:
.
.
.

FINT
RETI ;Return from interrupt

;
INTTU1:

.

.

.
FINT
RETI ;Return from interrupt

;
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Fixed

7 0

110 10000

Use vectored interrupt

Release interrupt mask

(1) Interval timer mode

<1> TMIC2 (timer unit interrupt request control register 2)

<2> TMC1 (timer control register 1)

Set count clock to fCLK/6

7 0

000 00000

<3> MD1

Sets the count value (FF0H).  Interrupts occur at an interval of about 4.9 ms.
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(2) One-shot timer mode

<4> TMIC0 (timer unit interrupt request control register 0)

Set 1 as priority level

7 0

100 00000

Use vectored interrupt

Release interrupt mask

<5> TMC0 (timer control register 0)

Set count clock to fCLK/12

7 0

101 00000

<6> MD0

Sets the count value (FF0H).  One interrupt occurs after an interval of about 9.8 ms.

<7> TMC1 (timer control register 1)

<8> TMC0 (timer control register 0)

Start countdown of MD0

7 0

––– ––1––

Start countdown

7 0

000 000–1
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B.6  I/O Interface Mode

The I/O interface mode (reception) is used with vectored interrupts.

;++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

;+++ Special function register setting +++

;++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

;

MOV SCM0, 00000000B ; <1>

MOV SCC0, 00000011B ; <2>

MOV BRG0, 130 ; <2>

;

MOV SEIC0, 01000011B ; <3>

MOV SRIC0, 10000111B ; <3>

;

MOV P1, 11111111B ;Set port 1 (P16) to control mode and execute SCK0 output

MOV PM1, 01000000B ;

MOV PMC1, 00000000B ;

;

SET1 SCM0, 6 ; <4>
.
.
.

EI ;SRIC0 (setting bit 7 to 1) enables interrupts and

;reception completion interrupt occurs.

;*********************************************************************************************************************************************

;*** Serial data reception processing (reception completion interrupt being serviced) ***

;*********************************************************************************************************************************************

;

INTSR0:
.
.
.

MOV AL, RXB0 ;Fetch receive data from receive buffer (RxB0) and load to AL.

.

.

.

FINT

RETI

<1> SCM0 (serial mode register channel 0)

.

.

.

I/O interface mode

7 0

000 00000

Reception using external clock
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<3> SEIC0 (serial error interrupt request control register 0)

<2> SCC0 (serial control register 0)

Set n = 3 (fCLK/16)

7 0

110 00000

Fixed

Set G = 130

7 0

130

Set priority level for group interrupt

7 0

110 00010

Mask interrupt request

BRG0 (baud rate generator register 0)

SRIC0 (serial reception interrupt request control register 0)

Set priority level for group interrupt

7 0

110 10001

Use vectored interrupt

Release interrupt request mask

Reception enable state

7 0

000 00010

<4> SCM0 (serial mode register channel 0)
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B.7  Macro Service

Shown below is an example in which (BAR_CODE) is the starting address of the memory space where the send

data are stored and (REGBANK) is the starting address of macro service channel 0.

B.7.1  Normal mode (serial interface UART transmission)

.

.

.
;++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

;+++ Special function register setting +++

;++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

;

MOV SCM0, 00001001B ; <1>

MOV SCC0, 00000011B ; <2>

MOV BRG0, 130 ; <2>

;

MOV SEIC0, 01000011B ; <3>

MOV STIC0, 00110111B ; <4>

;

;*********************************************************************************************************************************************

;*** Initialization of macro service (channel 2) normal mode ***

;*********************************************************************************************************************************************

;

MOV STMS0, 00000010B ; <5>

;

MOV IY, OFFSET REGBANK+8*2 ; <6>

MOV BYTE PTR [IY], 15 ; <7>

MOV BYTE PTR [IY+1], LOW TXB0 ; <8>

MOV WORD PTR[IY+4], OFFSET BAR_CODE ; <9>

MOV WORD PTR[IY+6], SEG BAR_CODE ; <10>

;

;*********************************************************************************************************************************************

;*** Register bank 3 setting ***

;*********************************************************************************************************************************************

; ;See section B.3

;*********************************************************************************************************************************************

;

SET1 SCM0, 7 ;  <11>
.
.
.
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<1> SCM0 (serial mode register channel 0)

<2> SCC0 (serial control register 0)

Asynchronous mode

7 0

101 00000

1 stop bit

Character length = 8 bits

No parity

Reception disable

Transmission disable

Set n = 3 (fCLK/16)

7 0

110 00000

Fixed

BRG0 (Baud rate generator register 0)

Set G = 130

7 0

130

<3> SEIC0 (serial error interrupt request control register 0)

Set group interrupt priority level

7 0

110 00010

Mask interrupt request
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<4> STIC0 (serial transmission interrupt request control register 0)

Set group interrupt priority level

7 0

110 11100

Macro service response 
Register bank response to macro service completion interrupt

Release interrupt request mask

<5> SRMS0 (macro service control register 0)

Set to macro service channel 2

7 0

010 00000

Transfer from memory to SFR

Specify normal mode

<6> Set the starting offset address of macro service channel 2 to the index register (IY).

<7> MSC [IY + 0]:  Set number of transfers (15) using macro service.

<8> SFRP [IY + 1]:  Set low-order byte of special function register (TxB0) address.

LOW:  (RA70116-I) assembler’s byte separator operand; return value of low-order byte in expression.

<9> MSP [IY + 4]:  Set offset value of memory address to which data is sent by macro service.

<10> MSS [IY + 6]:  Set segment value of memory address to which data is sent by macro service.

The memory address to which data is sent is MSS ¥ 16 + MSP.

The n value in brackets ([+ n]) indicates the offset from each macro service channel’s start address.

<11> SCM0 (serial mode register channel 0)

Transmission enable state when CTSn pin is low

7 0

101 00001
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B.7.2  Character search mode (serial interface UART reception)

.

.

.
;++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

;+++ Special function register setting +++

;++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

;

MOV SCM0, 01001001B ; <1>

MOV SCC0, 00000010B ; <2>

MOV BRG0, 130 ;

;

MOV SEIC0, 01000011B ; <3>

MOV SRIC0, 00110111B ; <3>

MOV STIC0, 01000111B ; <3>

;

;*************************************************************************************************************************************************

;*** Initialization of macro service (channel 2) character search mode ***

;***********************************************************************************************************************************************

;

MOV SRMS0, 10000010B ; <4>

;

MOV IY, OFFSET REGBANK+8*2 ; <5>

MOV BYTE PTR [IY], 15 ; <6>

MOV BYTE PTR [IY+1], LOW RXB0 ; <7>

MOV BYTE PTR [IY+2], 0AH ; <8>

MOV WORD PTR [IY+4], OFFSET BAR_CODE ; <9>

MOV WORD PTR [IY+6], SEG BAR_CODE ; <10>

<1> SCM0 (serial mode register channel 0)

Asynchronous mode

7 0

101 00010

1 stop bit

Character length = 8 bits

No parity

Reception enable

Transmission disable
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Fixed

7 0

110 11100

Register bank switching upon completion of macro service

Interrupt request enable

1

<2> SCC0 (serial control register 0)

Set n = 2 (fCLK/8)

7 0

010 00000

Fixed

Set G = 130

7 0

130

Set group interrupt priority level

7 0

110 00010

Mask interrupt request

BRG0 (Baud rate generator register 0)

<3> SEIC0 (serial error interrupt request control register 0)

SRIC0 (serial reception interrupt request control register 0)

Fixed

7 0

110 10010

Mask transmission completion interrupt request

1

STIC0 (serial transmission interrupt request control register 0)
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<4> SRMS0 (macro service control register 0)

Set macro service channel 2

7 0

010 00001

Transfer from memory to SFR

Specify character search mode

<5> Set the starting of macro service channel 2 to the index register (IY).

<6> MSC [IY + 0]:  Set number of transfers (15) using macro service.

<7> SFRP [IY + 1]:  Set low-order byte of special function register (RxB0) address.

LOW:  (RA70116-I) assembler’s byte separator operand; return value of low-order byte in expression.

<8> SCHR [IY + 2]:  Set 8-bit data (0AH) to be compared during character search mode.

<9> MSP [IY + 4]:  Set offset value of memory address to which data is sent by macro service.

<10> MSS [IY + 6]:  Set segment value of memory address to which data is sent by macro service.

The memory address to which data is sent is MSS ¥ 16 + MSP.

The n value in brackets ([+ n]) indicates the offset from each macro service channel’s start address.
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B.8  DMA Controller

Shown below is an example in which (MSG_TBL_SAR) is the starting address of the memory space where

the source data to be transferred is stored and (MSG_TBL_DAR) is the starting address of the transfer

destination (data storage memory).

B.8.1  Demand release mode

;
;*********************************************************************************************************************************************

;*** Initialization of DMA controller (channel 0) ***

;*********************************************************************************************************************************************

;
MOV DMAM0, 01001100B ; <1>
MOV DMAC0, 00000001B ; <2>

;
MOV IY, OFFSET REGBANK+8*0 ; <3>
MOV WORD PTR [IY], OFFSET MSG_TBL_ADR ; <4>
MOV AW, SEG MSG_TBL_ADR ; <5>
MOV BYTE PTR [IY+5], AH
MOV WORD PTR [IY+6], 3600 ; <6>

;
.
.
.

Remark Set the low-order eight bits of the segment address to 0.

<1> DMAM0 (DMA mode register 0)

DMA transfer start

7 0

001 10010

Byte transfer

Demand release mode (memory to I/O)

<2> DMAC0 (DMA control register 0)

<3> Set the starting address of DMA service channel 0 to index register (IY).

<4> SAR [IY]:  Set offset (low-order 16 bits) of source address for DMA transfer.

<5> BARH [IY + 5]: Set segment (high-order eight bits) of source address for DMA transfer.

However, the low-order eight bits are fixed to 0.

<6> TC [IY + 6]: Set DMA transfer count (3,600 times)

Because this is byte transfer, 3,600 bytes of data are required.

Increment offset value of source address

7 0

100 00000
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B.8.2  Single step mode

;
;*********************************************************************************************************************************************

;*** Initialization of DMA controller (channel 0) ***

;*********************************************************************************************************************************************

;
MOV DMAM0, 00001000B ; <1>
MOV DMAC0, 00010001B ; <2>

;
MOV IY, OFFSET REGBANK+8*0 ; <3>
MOV WORD PTR [IY], OFFSET MSG_TBL_SAR ; <4>
MOV WORD PTR [IY+2], OFFSET MSG_TBL_DAR ; <5>
MOV AW, SEG MSG_TBL_DAR ; <6>
MOV BYTE PTR [IY+4], AH
MOV AW, SEG MSG_TBL_SAR ; <7>
MOV BYTE PTR [IY+5], AH
MOV WORD PTR [IY+6], 3600 ; <8>

;
.
.
.

SET1 DMAM0, 2 ;DMA transfer start
.
.
.

Remark Set the low-order eight bits of the segment address to 0.

<1> DMAM0 (DMA mode register 0)

Hold DMA transfer enable state

7 0

001 00000

Byte transfer

Single step mode

<3> Set the starting address of DMA service channel 0 to index register (IY).

<4> SAR [IY]:  Set offset (low-order 16 bits) of source address for DMA transfer.

<5> DAR [IY + 2]:  Set offset (low-order 16 bits) of destination address for DMA transfer.

<6> DARH [IY + 4]: Set segment (high-order eight bits) of destination address for DMA transfer.

However, the low-order eight bits are fixed to 0.

<7> SARH [IY + 5]: Set segment (high-order eight bits) of source address for DMA transfer.

However, the low-order eight bits are fixed to 0.

<8> TC [IY + 6]: Set DMA transfer count (3,600 times)

Because this is byte transfer, 3,600 bytes of data are required.

7 0

100 01000

Increment offset values of source address and destination
address

<2> DMAC0 (DMA control register 0)
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B.8.3  Burst mode

;
;*********************************************************************************************************************************************
;*** Initialization of DMA controller (channel 0) ***
;*********************************************************************************************************************************************
;

MOV DMAM0, 10001000B ; <1>
MOV DMAC0, 00010001B ; <2>

;
MOV IY, OFFSET REGBANK+8*0 ; <3>
MOV WORD PTR [IY], OFFSET MSG_TBL_SAR ; <4>
MOV WORD PTR [IY+2], OFFSET MSG_TBL_DAR ; <5>
MOV AW, SEG MSG_TBL_DAR ; <6>
MOV BYTE PTR [IY+4], AH
MOV AW, SEG MSG_TBL_SAR ; <7>
MOV BYTE PTR [IY+5], AH
MOV WORD PTR [IY+6], 3600 ; <8>

;
...

SET1 DMAM0, 2 ;DMA transfer start
...

Remark Set the low-order eight bits of the segment address to 0.

<1> DMAM0 (DMA mode register 0)

<2> DMAC0 (DMA control register 0)

7 0

100 01000

Increment offset values of source address and destination
address

Hold DMA transfer enable state

7 0

001 00001

Byte transfer

Burst mode

<3> Set the starting address of DMA service channel 0 to index register (IY).

<4> SAR [IY]:  Set offset (low-order 16 bits) of source address for DMA transfer.

<5> DAR [IY + 2]:  Set offset (low-order 16 bits) of destination address for DMA transfer.

<6> DARH [IY + 4]: Set segment (high-order eight bits) of destination address for DMA transfer.

However, the low-order eight bits are fixed to 0.

<7> SARH [IY + 5]: Set segment (high-order eight bits) of source address for DMA transfer.

However, the low-order eight bits are fixed to 0.

<8> TC [IY + 6]: Set DMA transfer count (3,600 times)

Because this is byte transfer, 3,600 bytes of data are required.
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APPENDIX C  Q & A

C.1  Internal CPU Function ... 304
Q.1.1 In memory space

(1) If a word access is made to the offset address FFFFH in a segment, what does the real address

become? ... 304

(2) When the V25/V35 family is reset, the internal data area is located at FFE00H to FFFFFH.  Does it

overlap the special function register area and bootstrap address of the internal data area? ... 304

Q.1.2 What is the concept of the memory access time when the V25 family is interfaced with memory?

... 304

Q.1.3 In I/O space

(1) Addresses FF00H to FFFFH are a reserved area.  When is this area used? ... 305

(2) If an I/O space address is not decoded with respect to the high-order eight bits (A8 to A15), what

problem arises for its use? ... 305

Q.1.4 When using memory-mapped I/O

(1) When the CPU internal memory is accessed, is the IDB register rewritten by the CPU rather than by

the user? ... 305

(2) When using a register bank for hardware interrupts, is a write made directly into the register bank

area? ... 305

C.2  Interrupt Function ... 306
Q.2.1 Can multiple interrupts be made within the same group? ... 306

Q.2.2 For priority levels of external interrupts

(1) If an external interrupt request of INTP0 or INTP1 input is made while an INT interrupt is being

executed, is the external interrupt acknowledged? ... 307

(2) If interrupt requests are input to INTP0 and INTP1 at the same time that an INT interrupt is being

executed, how is the operation performed? ... 307

(3) If INT is input while an INTP0 or INTP1 interrupt is being executed, is the INT interrupt

acknowledged? ... 307

Q.2.3 Register bank switching function

(1) Is the same register bank used for multiple interrupts within the same group?  If so, can multiple

interrupt servicing be performed? ... 309

(2) What types of interrupts can the register bank switching function not be used for? ... 309

(3) Does the CPU automatically switch register banks?  If so, can the register bank contents before the

register banks are switched be saved and restored? ... 309

(4) Interrupt request registers PR0 to PR2 specify a new register bank.  Within the same group, the value

is fixed to 7 (PR0 to PR2 = 1, 1, 1) except for the highest priority.  Is it fixed to register bank 7 except

for the highest priority? ... 309

Q.2.4 The user’s manual says “FINT instruction is executed just before termination of interrupt

servicing except for NMI, INT, or software interrupts”.  However:

(1) Is the FINT instruction required for input/output instruction interrupts and FPO instruction

interrupts? ... 310

(2) May the FINT instruction be executed in any case other than just before termination of interrupt

servicing? ... 310

Q.2.5 When bit 7 (IF) of the interrupt request control register is set to 1 by software, how does the

V25/V35 family operate (EI state)? ... 310
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Q.2.6 The macro service function transfers data between the special function register area and memory

space according to an interrupt request.  However:

(1) Can block transfer be executed by the macro service function? ... 311

(2) Can data be transferred between I/O and memory without using any special function register? ... 311

(3) When data is transferred between a special function register and memory, are the address and bus

control signals externally output? ... 311

(4) What are application examples of the macro service function? ... 311

(5) What is the efficient use of macro service channels when a number of tasks are processed? ... 311

(6) When the MSC value (transfer count by macro service) is 0, what vector does an interrupt

occurrence go to? ... 311

Q.2.7 Can wait states be inserted into an INTAK cycle? ... 312

Q.2.8 To read or write one word in the V25 family, the word is divided into the low-order byte and high-

order byte.  When an interrupt request occurs between reading the low-order byte and reading the

high-order byte, is the interrupt acknowledged? ... 312

C.3  Bus Control ... 313
Q.3.1 Memory bank configuration of V35 family

(1) Why are the UBE and MSTB pins used to select a chip in memory bank selection?  Why is the UBE

pin required for the MSTB pin to read the low-order address? ... 313

(2) Are the A0 signal and UBE signal required in a read cycle? ... 313

(3) Why is the physical address of the A18 bit output in the second bus cycle of address time division

output in the memory cycle? ... 313

(4) Which of the high-order and low-order bits of an address are output first? ... 313

(5) Can a program be fetched in byte units? ... 313

Q.3.2 When the on-chip RAM area is accessed, can wait states be inserted into a bus cycle by setting

the wait control register (WTC)? ... 313

Q.3.3 READY signal input

(1) When the number of wait states is fixed to 0, 1, or 2, if the READY signal goes low, does the CPU

malfunction? ... 314

(2) With the V25, when two TAW states are inserted, the READY pin is set low, and one TW state is

inserted, what is the timing specification? ... 314

(3) If READY signal input is made asynchronous (when the tSCRY, tHCRY condition is not satisfied), does

the CPU malfunction? ... 314

(4) Is it possible to first deactivate the READY signal (low) and activate (high) only when a bus cycle is

escaped? ... 314

Q.3.4 In memory cycles

(1) What are the differences between the MREQ signal and MSTB signal in the V25 family? ... 315

(2) When the CPU accesses internal memory, are the MREQ and MSTB signals deactivated? ... 315

(3) In the V35 family, the MSTB signal is prolonged by wait insertion at the memory read timing.  Why

isn’t the MSTB signal prolonged by wait insertion in a memory write cycle? ... 315

Q.3.5 When moving from a DMA cycle to a CPU bus cycle (fetch or data access), is an idle cycle

entered? ... 315
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Q.3.6 In the V25 family user’s manual, data is read or written on the CLKOUT signal’s falling edge in

the I/O read/write cycle drawing.  When designing, is it necessary to make the same drawing as

in the user’s manual? ... 316

Q.3.7 In the V25 family memory read timing

(1) Is it necessary to satisfy tDADR, tDMRD, and tDMSD? ... 316

(2) Is speed within the data delay time tDMRD required from the MREQ signal’s falling edge? ... 316

(3) Is data read on the MREQ signal’s rising edge (tWMRL)? ... 316

Q.3.8 Are tDAIS and tDAMR prolonged by wait insertion at the V25 family memory and I/O read/write

cycle timing? ... 317

C.4  DMA Controller ... 318
Q.4.1 What is the MIN. value of the required time from DMARQ signal input to DMAAK signal output

at the V25/V25S DMA transfer timing? ... 318

Q.4.2 DMA mode register

(1) IF the EDMA bit is 0 when the DMARQ signal is input, is a DMA request acknowledged? ... 319

(2) Is there a specification for DMARQ signal input for register setting? ... 319

(3) Can temporary stop of DMA transfer be controlled by setting the EDMA bit? ... 319

Q.4.3 In the V25 family, how is an access to I/O determined in DMA transfer from memory to I/O? ... 319

Q.4.4 Differences between V25/V35 and V25+/V35+

(1) Do they differ in their DMA transfer addressing method? ... 320

(2) Is there a direct source of transfer rate improvement in DMA transfer on the V25+/V35+? ... 320

Q.4.5 Can the number of transfer bytes of one DMA be specified? ... 320

Q.4.6 When a DMA request is canceled, how does the CPU operate at the following timing (except

in the demand release mode)? ... 321

Q.4.7 On the V25, how much time is taken from the DMA transfer termination to a DMA interrupt

occurrence? ... 322

Q.4.8 In DMA transfer in the burst mode, if a refresh request is made during V25+/V35+ DMA transfer,

what does the DMA timing become? ... 322

Q.4.9 In the single step mode and the burst mode, can asynchronous DMA transfer processing be

performed such that with the DMARQ signal always set high, DMA processing is controlled by

setting the EDMA and TDMA bits of the DMA mode register? ... 323

Q.4.10 In the one transfer mode

(1) When a memory address is output to the address bus, where is an I/O address specified? ... 324

(2) If the DMARQ signal is active while the EDMA bit of the DMA mode register is changed from 0 to 1,
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(3) In the user’s manual, transfer from memory to I/O is the only type of transfer described in the one

transfer mode.  Does transfer from I/O to memory differ from transfer from memory to I/O only in the
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channels? ... 324
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V25 family? ... 324

Q.4.11 V25+/V35+ demand release mode

(1) When consecutive transfer is executed one byte at a time under the DMARQ signal control, does the

CPU bus cycle operate in any period other than DMA transfer cycle? ... 325

(2) What control is performed for DMA transfer by using DMARQ signal control? ... 325
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C.5  Clock Generator ... 326
Q.5.1 Processor control register (PRC)

(1) If the oscillation frequency dividing ratio is changed by setting the PCK0 and PCK1 bits, is CPU

operation affected? ... 326

(2) If an internal RAM access is disabled by setting the PRC RAMEN bit, can the external memory of

the same address be accessed?  At that time, can the register bank be used? ... 326

C.6  Timer Unit ... 327
Q.6.1 When the timer unit is set to the interval timer mode

(1) Are timers 0 and 1 fixed to the 16-bit full count mode? ... 327

(2) Is it possible to make the period set in the TM0 register of timer 0 a square wave and to output the

square wave to the TOUT pin? ... 327

Q.6.2 If the system clock frequency (fCLK) is 8 MHz in the interval timer mode on the V25, when

TCLKn bit = 0 of the timer control register is used, what value is set in the MDn register to

set the 20-ms interval timer value? ... 327

C.7  Serial Interface ... 328
Q.7.1 Does insertion of an idle time of one clock cycle or more between data units in data

transmission/reception at a baud rate of 750 kbps or more mean insertion of one clock cycle

between bits? ... 328

Q.7.2 To make a serial interface of the V25/V35 family with another microcomputer, data shifts one bit

and is not restored due to mixing noise in the serial line, etc.  What is a countermeasure for this

symptom? ... 328

Q.7.3 When using the asynchronous mode for transmission on the V25 family serial interface

(1) How long does it take for a start bit to be actually output after a macro service is started by a

program? ... 329

(2) Assuming a baud rate of 4800 bps, how long does it take for a start bit to be actually output after

data is set in a transmit buffer by a program? ... 329

Q.7.4 For transmission in the I/O interface mode, can a transmit clock be input from the outside? ... 330

Q.7.5 In the V35 family, what is the macro service response time (maximum transfer rate) in the I/O

interface mode? ... 330

Q.7.6 In serial interface interrupt requests

(1) What is the condition for clearing (to 0) bit 7 of the interrupt request control register (SEFn, SRFn,

STFn)? ... 331

(2) What is the timing at which the SRFn bit is set to ON? ...331

(3) Is register bank switching response enabled for serial interface interrupts? ...331

(4) If a reception error interrupt occurs during reception completion interrupt servicing by a macro

service, is the interrupt servicing executed so far then held pending? ...331
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C.8  Standby Function ... 332
Q.8.1 How long is the oscillation stabilization time if the STOP mode is released by NMI? ... 332

Q.8.2 How much is the VDD consumption current until the CPU operates, if the STOP mode is released

by NMI? ... 332

C.9  Reset Function ... 333
Q.9.1 How much is the VDD consumption current if system reset is applied? ... 333

Q.9.2 In the V35 family, when the low-to-high transition of the RESET signal is made to release system

reset

(1) How long does it take until the CPU operates? ... 334

(2) How long does it take until the REFRQ signal is output? ... 334

C.10  Other ... 335
Q.10.1 Can a program distinguish between the V25 and V25+ and between the V35 and V35+? ... 335

Q.10.2 Why is the IC pin fixed high with an external pull-up resistor? ... 335

Q.10.3 What do EA and T of “EA + 6 + T” represent in the instruction execution time (number of clock

cycles)? ... 335

Q.10.4 For transfer instruction MOV, why are no wait states inserted with the number of clock cycles for

on-chip RAM access disable being “EA + 2” for “MOV mem reg”? ...336
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C.1  Internal CPU Function

Q.1.1
In memory space

(1) If a word access is made to the offset address FFFFH in a segment, what does the real address become?

(2) When the V25/V35 family is reset, the internal data area is located at FFE00H to FFFFFH.  Does it overlap

the special function register area and bootstrap address of the internal data area?

A.1.1
(1) If a word access is made across the segment boundary (offset address = address next to FFFFH) in the V25/

V35 family, one byte in the segment (offset address = FFFFH) and one byte outside the segment (starting

address of the next segment) are accessed.  On the V20, V30, V40, and V50, address 0000H in the same

segment is accessed, unlike in the V25/V35 family.

(2) The addresses overlap each other, but program fetch is not executed for the internal data area.  When memory

is accessed to fetch a program, bus control signals, such as MREQ, R/W, and MSTB are always output to

the external data area, thus the external memory is accessed.

Only a data access is made to the special function register area.

Q.1.2
What is the concept of the memory access time when the V25 family is interfaced with memory?

A.1.2
To interface the V25 family with memory, relate V25 family specification tDADR to the address access time of the

memory and tDMRD to the OE access time of the memory.
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Q.1.3
In I/O space

(1) Addresses FF00H to FFFFH are a reserved area.  When is this area used?

(2) If an I/O space address is not decoded with respect to the high-order eight bits (A8 to A15), what problem

arises for its use?

A.1.3
(1) The reserved area is an area which can be used for future product expansion, and is not used at present.

(2) No problems arise for its use.

Q.1.4
When using memory-mapped I/O

(1) When the CPU internal memory is accessed, is the IDB register rewritten by the CPU rather than by the

user?

(2) When using a register bank for hardware interrupts, is a write made directly into the register bank area?

A.1.4
(1) The user needs to set the IDB register.  A special function register access is programmed as a normal

memory access is programmed.

(2) The register bank is relocated to memory according to the IDB register.  Write directly into the register bank

area.

Reserved

FFFFH

FF00H
FEFFH

0000H
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C.2  Interrupt Function

Q.2.1
Can multiple interrupts be made within the same group?

A.2.1
Multiple interrupts cannot be made within the same group.  If interrupt flags are set within the same group, the

interrupt having the highest priority level is acknowledged, and other interrupts within the same group are not

acknowledged until a new FINT instruction is executed.

Therefore, for example, even if an INTP0 interrupt occurs while an external interrupt INTP1 is being executed,

multiple interrupt servicing of INTP0 and INTP1 cannot be performed.
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Q.2.2
For priority levels of external interrupts

(1) If an external interrupt request of INTP0 or INTP1 input is made while an INT interrupt is being

executed, is the external interrupt acknowledged?

(2) If interrupt requests are input to INTP0 and INTP1 at the same time that an INT interrupt is being

executed, how is the operation performed?

(3) If INT is input while an INTP0 or INTP1 interrupt is being executed, is the INT interrupt acknowledged?

A.2.2
(1) If INTP0 or INTP1 is input during execution of the INT interrupt service routine, it is acknowledged if the

interrupt flag is set to the EI state.

An example of the INT and INTP0 or INTP1 service routine is given below.

INT input

<INT service routine>EI

RETI

<1>  INTP0
            or
        INTP1

EI
<2> <INTP0 or INTP1 service routine>

FINT
RETI

<Main routine>

(DI)

<1> Because INT is acknowledged and the interrupt disable state (DI) is set, even if an INTP0 or INTP1

interrupt request occurs, it is not acknowledged.

<2> When the interrupt flag is set to EI (enable interrupt), execution of the service routine for the pending

INTP0 or INTP1 interrupt is started.
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(2) If INTP0 and INTP1 are input at the same time during execution of the INT interrupt service routine, INTP0

is acknowledged and INTP1 is held pending because multiple interrupts within the same group cannot be

executed.

(3) The INT interrupt is not subject to multiple interrupt servicing control.  Therefore, the INT interrupt is always

acknowledged if the interrupt flag is set to the EI state.  Shown below is an example of an INTP0 or INTP1

and INT interrupt service routine.

<INTP0 or INTP1 service routine>EI

EI
<INT service routine>

<Main routine>

(DI)

INTP0
   or
INTP1

INT input

FINT
RETI

RETI
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Q.2.3
Register bank switching function

(1) Is the same register bank used for multiple interrupts within the same group?  If so, can multiple

interrupt servicing be performed?

(2) What types of interrupts can the register bank switching function not be used for?

(3) Does the CPU automatically switch register banks?  If so, can the register bank contents before the

register banks are switched be saved and restored?

(4) Interrupt request registers PR0 to PR2 specify a new register bank.  Within the same group, the value is

fixed to 7 (PR0 to PR2 = 1, 1, 1) except for the highest priority.  Is it fixed to register bank 7 except for

the highest priority?

A.2.3
(1) If a response by register bank switching is set for multiple interrupts within the same group, the interrupts

respond by using the same register bank.

However, the V25/V35 cannot examine by occurrence of what interrupt a branch is taken to the service

routine using the register bank, and cannot make two or more interrupts within the same group respond

by register bank switching, but can perform the same interrupt servicing.

On the other hand, the V25+/V35+ can examine what interrupt is acknowledged by using the interrupt

source register (IRQS) after register bank switching response.

(2) The register bank switching function cannot be used for NMI, INT, INTTB, or software interrupts (except for

the BRKCS instruction).

(3) The CPU automatically switches register banks.  At that time, PC and PSW are saved for the bank after

switching, but other registers remain unchanged and are retained in the register bank before switching.

Only PC and PSW are restored.

(4) It is not fixed to bank 7.

The bank number at register bank switching of interrupt sources making up the same group is determined

by the interrupt request control register (PR0 to PR2) of the interrupt source having the highest priority level

within the same priority level group.
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Q.2.4
The user’s manual says “FINT instruction is executed just before termination of interrupt servicing except for

NMI, INT, or software interrupts”.  However:

(1) Is the FINT instruction required for input/output instruction interrupts and FPO instruction interrupts?

(2) May the FINT instruction be executed in any case other than just before termination of interrupt servicing?

A.2.4
(1) The FINT instruction is not required.  The FINT instruction is an instruction used as a signal of the interrupt

servicing termination for the internal interrupt controller, and therefore it needs to be executed in returning

from interrupt servicing subject to priority level control from the interrupt controller.

(2) Be sure to execute the FINT instruction just before the specified RETI (or RETRBI) instruction.

The V25/V35 family contains a special function register for managing the interrupt priority levels and

the FINT instruction resets the least significant bit (highest priority level) of the set bits of the interrupt

priority register (ISPR) in the interrupt controller.  Therefore, when the FINT instruction is executed, an

interrupt having the same or lower level as the interrupt currently being serviced is acknowledged.

(However, no interrupt is acknowledged between the FINT instruction and the next instruction.)

If the FINT instruction is not executed, priority level control cannot be performed accurately.

Q.2.5
When bit 7 (IF) of the interrupt request control register is set to 1 by software, how does the V25/V35 family

operate (EI state)?

A.2.5
An interrupt (or macro service) occurs as an interrupt request is generated by the hardware.
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Q.2.6
The macro service function transfers data between the special function register area and memory space

according to an interrupt request.  However:

(1) Can block transfer be executed by the macro service function?

(2) Can data be transferred between I/O and memory without using any special function register?

(3) When data is transferred between a special function register and memory, are the address and bus

control signals externally output?

(4) What are application examples of the macro service function?

(5) What is the efficient use of macro service channels when a number of tasks are processed?

(6) When the MSC value (transfer count by macro service) is 0, what vector does an interrupt occurrence go

to?

A.2.6
(1) When one interrupt request occurs, one data transfer (containing operation processing) is executed by

the macro service function and block transfer cannot be executed by the function.  However, block data

processing can be performed by making a number of requests.

(2) DMA is used for transfer between I/O and memory.  Macro service is used for data transfer between a

special function register and memory.

(3) The address and bus control signals for memory are output when external memory is accessed.  However,

address and bus control signals are not output for special function registers.

(4) Application examples are given below.

• At given time intervals, data from a port is read and a search is made for the data.

• At given time intervals, data is output to a port.

• The interval time is changed according to an external request.

(5) Because macro service need not be held pending by priority level control, it is generally efficient to start

using the macro service channels at 0 and the register banks at 7.

(6) If MSC is 0, the MS/INT bit of the interrupt request control register is set to 0.  If the bit is 0, a vectored

interrupt or an interrupt due to register bank switching occurs, depending on how the ENCS bit is set.

When the ENCS bit is 0, a vectored interrupt is used, and when set to 1 the register bank switching function

is used.
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Q.2.7
Can wait states be inserted into an INTAK cycle?

A.2.7
Wait states cannot be inserted into the INTAK cycle.

In the V25/V35 family, the external interrupt controller is positioned as an additional function (for expansion)

and the on-chip wait controller does not contain a wait state insertion function for interrupt acknowledge cycles.

Q.2.8
To read or write one word in the V25 family, the word is divided into the low-order byte and high-order byte.

When an interrupt request occurs between reading the low-order byte and reading the high-order byte, is the

interrupt acknowledged?

A.2.8
The interrupt request is not acknowledged until execution of one instruction terminates.
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C.3  Bus Control

Q.3.1
Memory bank configuration of V35 family

(1) Why are the UBE and MSTB pins used to select a chip in memory bank selection?  Why is the UBE pin

required for the MSTB pin to read the low-order address?

(2) Are the A0 signal and UBE signal required in a read cycle?

(3) Why is the physical address of the A18 bit output in the second bus cycle of address time division output

in the memory cycle?

(4) Which of the high-order and low-order bits of an address are output first?

(5) Can a program be fetched in byte units?

A.3.1
(1) The UBE pin is multiplexed with the A18 pin, and is activated at the timing when the MSTB pin is

activated.  Therefore, for high-order memory bank chip selection, the UBE pin and MSTB pin are ANDed

with each other.

The UBE pin is required to access only memory’s high-order bank or memory’s low-order bank during

write operation into odd addresses in word units (read operation in byte units is performed twice)

and write operation in byte units.

(2) The A0 signal and UBE signal are not required in read cycles.

(3) The A18 bit is output in order to output the address as early as possible in limitation of the number of bits.

(4) The A9 to A19 bits and A0 bit are output first.

(5) A program is always fetched in word units by signals.  When an odd address is accessed, only the high-order

byte of the address is read (the low-order byte becomes invalid).

Q.3.2
When the on-chip RAM area is accessed, can wait states be inserted into a bus cycle by setting the wait

control register (WTC)?

A.3.2
The on-chip RAM area is always accessed with no wait, independently of how programmable wait is set.
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tSCRY

tHCRY1

tHCRY

tSCRY0

Notes 1.  In memory cycle 

CLKOUT (output)

MREQ (output)Note 1

IOSTB (output)Note 2

READY (input)

T1 TAW TAW TW T2

In I/O cycle2. 

Q.3.3
READY signal input

(1) When the number of wait states is fixed to 0, 1, or 2, if the READY signal goes low, does the CPU

malfunction?

(2) With the V25, when two TAW states are inserted, the READY pin is set low, and one TW state is inserted,

what is the timing specification?

(3) If READY signal input is made asynchronous (when the tSCRY, tHCRY condition is not satisfied), does the

CPU malfunction?

(4) Is it possible to first deactivate the READY signal (low) and activate (high) only when a bus cycle is escaped?

A.3.3
(1) When the number of wait states is fixed to 0, 1, or 2, READY signal input is ignored.  Therefore, the CPU

operates normally.

(2) For V25 READY signal input, satisfy the tSCRY and tHCRY specifications.

(3) If READY signal input is made asynchronous, the state in which a wait state is entered or the state in which

no wait is entered is set, and the CPU does not malfunction.

(4) It is possible.  Even if the READY signal starts as inactive (low) and is active (high) only when a bus cycle

is skipped, no problems will arise.
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Q.3.4
In memory cycles

(1) What are the differences between the MREQ signal and MSTB signal in the V25 family?

(2) When the CPU accesses internal memory, are the MREQ and MSTB signals deactivated?

(3) In the V35 family, the MSTB signal is prolonged by wait insertion at the memory read timing.  Why isn’t

the MSTB signal prolonged by wait insertion in a memory write cycle?

A.3.4
(1) To interface the V25 family with memory, an address is decoded to generate a memory chip select signal.

At that time, the MREQ signal controls memory OE.

The MSTB signal is used for an interface with DRAM.  The MSTB signal controls the DRAM CAS signal.  It

is not necessary to use the MSTB signal for other than the DRAM interface.

(2) When the CPU accesses internal memory, the MREQ signal and MSTB signal are deactivated (high).

(3) The width of the MSTB signal is fixed regardless of whether or not a wait is inserted in the write cycle.

With the V35 family, to interface DRAM, the CAS signal (memory input signal) is generated by the

MSTB signal.  To execute DMA transfer from I/O (slow output) to memory, the MSTB signal is delayed

to write data into DRAM on the CAS signal’s falling edge (MSTB signal’s falling edge).

Q.3.5
When moving from a DMA cycle to a CPU bus cycle (fetch or data access), is an idle cycle entered?

A.3.5
No idle cycle is entered.

If a program is already prefetched at the DMA cycle termination, the next bus cycle (prefetch) is executed

without entering an idle cycle.
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Q.3.6
In the V25 family user’s manual, data is read or written on the CLKOUT signal’s falling edge in the I/O read/

write cycle drawing.  When designing, is it necessary to make the same drawing as in the user’s manual?

A.3.6
For the I/O read/write cycle timing, refer to the AC characteristics described on the Data Sheet.  When designing,

the CLKOUT signal need not be used.  The I/O read/write cycle timing is generated by the IOSTB signal.

Q.3.7
In the V25 family memory read timing

(1) Is it necessary to satisfy tDADR, tDMRD, and tDMSD?

(2) Is speed within the data delay time tDMRD required from the MREQ signal’s falling edge?

(3) Is data read on the MREQ signal’s rising edge (tWMRL)?

A.3.7
(1) tDADR, tDMRD, and tDMSD must be satisfied.  (See section Q.1.2)

(2) Speed within tDMRD is required.

(3) Data is read on the MREQ signal’s rising edge.
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Q.3.8
Are tDAIS and tDAMR prolonged by wait insertion at the V25 family memory and I/O read/write cycle timing?

A.3.8
tDAIS and tDAMR are not prolonged, even if a wait is inserted.

Remark If the AC characteristics change by wait insertion, the specification is represented by a function of the

number (n) of wait states.
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CLKOUT (output)

DMARQn (input)

DMAAKn (output)

5.8   sµ

(when bus hold function, refresh function is not used)

200 ns

C.4  DMA Controller

Q.4.1
What is the MIN. value of the required time from DMARQ signal input to DMAAK signal output at the V25/V25S

DMA transfer timing?

A.4.1
The MIN. value of the required time from DMARQ signal input to DMAAK signal output on the V25/V25S is:  N

denotes the number of required clock cycles for the instruction being executed.

• One transfer mode: 29 + N clock cycles

• Other modes: 27 + N clock cycles

At the following timing, 29 ¥ 200 ns = 5.8 ms is required until the DMAAK signal is output when one clock cycle

is 200 ns in the one transfer mode (with no wait).
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Q.4.2
DMA mode register

(1) If the EDMA bit is 0 when the DMARQ signal is input, is a DMA request acknowledged?

(2) Is there a specification for DMARQ signal input for register setting?

(3) Can temporary stop of DMA transfer be controlled by setting the EDMA bit?

A.4.2
(1) If the EDMA bit of the DMA mode register is 0, DMA requests (DMARQ signal input) are ignored.

(2) The input delay time of the DMARQ signal for register setting is not specified.

(3) It can be controlled.  If the EDMA bit is set to 0 to temporarily stop DMA transfer and then is set to 1, DMA

transfer can be restarted.

Q.4.3
In the V25 family, how is an access to I/O determined in DMA transfer from memory to I/O?

A.4.3
I/O is accessed by the DMAAK signal.

In DMA transfer between I/O and memory, the I/O which becomes the destination or source must be fixed by the

hardware.  In response to the DMAAK signal, the I/O recognizes that a DMA response follows.
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Q.4.4
Differences between V25/V35 and V25+/V35+

(1) Do they differ in their DMA transfer addressing method?

(2) Is there a direct source of transfer rate improvement in DMA transfer on the V25+/V35+?

A.4.4
(1) The V25/V35 uses the segment specification method; the V25+/V35+ uses the linear addressing method.

(2) A direct source of transfer rate improvement is as to whether or not a dummy cycle exists on the timing chart.

The V25/V35 starts a DMA transfer cycle by the microprogram (basic software in the CPU) and performs

request acknowledgment and transfer address control by software.  Therefore, a dummy cycle is inserted

before and after the DMA bus cycle.

On the other hand, the V25+/V35+ performs transfer processing by dedicated hardware, and therefore

performs processing instantaneously as compared with the V25/V35; for this reason, no dummy cycle is

inserted.

Because of these differences, the V25+/V35+ enables a drastic improvement in DMA response and transfer

rates.

Q.4.5
Can the number of transfer bytes of one DMA be specified?

A.4.5
The number of transfer bytes and words for DMA transfer can be specified by setting the terminal counter (TC).

In the byte transfer mode, 64 Kbytes can be transferred consecutively; in the word transfer mode, 128 Kbytes can

be transferred consecutively.
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CLKOUT (output)

DMARQ (input)

DMAAK (output)

8T or more

H

CLKOUT (output)

DMARQ (input)

DMAAK (output)

8T or less

H

Q.4.6
When a DMA request is canceled, how does the CPU operate at the following timing (except in the demand

release mode)?

<1> When the DMARQ signal is active for 8T or more and the DMA request is canceled before the

DMAAK signal is output

<2> When the DMARQ signal is active within 8T (containing a short pulse) and the DMA request is

canceled before the DMAAK signal is output

A.4.6
<1> Because the DMARQ signal is received on the DMARQ rising edge (when in single step, burst, or one

transfer mode), the DMA request is acknowledged.

<2> The CPU does not operate abnormally, but may not acknowledge the DMA request.
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Q.4.7
On the V25, how much time is taken from the DMA transfer termination to a DMA interrupt occurrence?

A.4.7
After setting DMA interrupt request control register DF0, DF1, the V25 executes the first instruction of

the interrupt service routine in 76 clock cycles (MIN.) for a vectored interrupt or in 45 clock cycles (MIN.) for

a register bank switching interrupt.

However, depending on the bus state at the last DMA transfer with TC = 0, program instruction fetch may

be inserted before the interrupt acknowledge cycle starts just after the DMA transfer.  At that time, interrupt

servicing is delayed as long as the instruction fetch clock cycles.

Q.4.8
In DMA transfer in the burst mode, if a refresh request is made during V25+/V35+ DMA transfer, what does

the DMA timing become?

A.4.8
If a refresh request is made during DMA transfer in the burst mode, a refresh cycle is inserted.  A refresh cycle

is inserted between 1-byte transfer cycles.  At that time, no idle cycle is entered before or after it.
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Q.4.9
In the single step mode and the burst mode, can asynchronous DMA transfer processing be performed

such that with the DMARQ signal always set high, DMA processing is controlled by setting the EDMA

and TDMA bits of the DMA mode register?

A.4.9
In the single step mode, it can be controlled (stopped) by setting the EDMA bit.

In the burst mode, once DMA transfer starts, instruction processing containing manipulation of the EDMA

and TDMA bits is not performed, and therefore the DMA transfer cannot be stopped.

These modes are started on the rising edge of DMARQ signal input or by manipulating the TDMA bit.  At

that time, the EDMA bit must be set to the enable state.

For asynchronous operation, DMA transfer is also started by fixing the DMARQ signal high and manipulating

the PMC2 register from the port mode to the control mode.  However, TDMA bit control is recommended.
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Q.4.10
In the one transfer mode

(1) When a memory address is output to the address bus, where is an I/O address specified?

(2) If the DMARQ signal is active while the EDMA bit of the DMA mode register is changed from 0 to 1, is a

DMA request acknowledged?

(3) In the user’s manual, transfer from memory to I/O is the only type of transfer described in the one transfer

mode.  Does transfer from I/O to memory differ from transfer from memory to I/O only in the R/W signal

level?  For transfer from I/O to memory, is it necessary to address the DMA service channels?

(4) What is the MIN. value of the DMARQ signal pulse width to acknowledge a DMA request with the V25

family?

A.4.10
(1) In transfer from memory to I/O in the one transfer mode, no I/O address is output.

When DMA transfer is executed, the I/O requesting the DMA transfer is determined by the hardware.

Therefore, if the DMAAK signal is used as an I/O chip select signal, I/O can be selected.

(2) The DMA request is not acknowledged.  In the one transfer mode, when the EDMA bit is 0, DMA requests

are ignored.

(3) In the one transfer mode, transfer from I/O to memory differs from transfer from memory to I/O only in the

R/W signal output level.

In transfer between I/O and memory, I/O cannot be addressed by software, therefore any DMA service

channel setting is insignificant.

(4) It is specified by AC characteristic tWIQH.
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Q.4.11
V25+/V35+ demand release mode

(1) When consecutive transfer is executed one byte at a time under the DMARQ signal control, does the

CPU bus cycle operate in any period other than DMA transfer cycle?

(2) What control is performed for DMA transfer by using DMARQ signal control?

A.4.11
(1) The V25+/V35+ processes DMA transfer using dedicated hardware, and therefore the CPU bus cycle

operates in any period other than the DMA transfer cycle.

(2) To execute DMA transfer in the demand release mode, stop control must be performed by the DMARQ

signal.  In the stop control, the number of DMA transfer cycle wait states must be two or more and the

DMARQ signal must be turned off within (T-50) ns (tSDADQ) after the DMAAK signal’s falling edge in the last

cycle before the transfer stops.  (See below.)

Therefore, to ensure that the transfer is stopped in the last DMA transfer cycle, the DMARQ signal

exceeding (T-50) ns is masked after the DMAAK signal’s falling edge.

To ensure that DMA is started once or more, hold the DMARQ signal high until the DMAAK signal’s

falling edge.

CLKOUT (output)

T1 TAW TAW T2

Within T-50 ns

DMARQ (input)

DMAAK (output)

2 wait states
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C.5  Clock Generator

Q.5.1
Processor control register (PRC)

(1) If the oscillation frequency dividing ratio is changed by setting the PCK0 and PCK1 bits, is CPU

operation affected?

(2) If an internal RAM access is disabled by setting the PRC RAMEN bit, can the external memory of the

same address be accessed?  At that time, can the register bank be used?

A.5.1
(1) Even if the oscillation frequency dividing ratio is changed by setting the PCK0 and PCK1 bits, no problems

arise in CPU operation.  The frequency can be changed by software.

(2) If the RAMEN bit is set to 0 to disable accessing the internal RAM, external memory is accessed

regardless of the addresses.

The register bank can be used.  A data access cannot be made as memory, but the register bank can be

referenced as registers.
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   26667..

..

C.6  Timer Unit

Q.6.1
When the timer unit is set to the interval timer mode

(1) Are timers 0 and 1 fixed to the 16-bit full count mode?

(2) Is it possible to make the period set in the TM0 register of timer 0 a square wave and output the square

wave to the TOUT pin?

A.6.1
(1) Timers 0 and 1 are not fixed to the 16-bit full count mode.  Any desired count operation can be performed

by setting count values in the MD0 and MD1 registers.

(2) In timer 0 in the interval timer mode, the TM0 register serves as a timer (counter) and a period is set in the

MD0 bit.  The square wave inverted in the period can be output to the TOUT pin.  Square waves that are not

50% duty square waves cannot be output.

Q.6.2
If the system clock frequency (fCLK) is 8 MHz in the interval timer mode on the V25, when TCLKn bit = 0 of

the timer control register is used, what value is set in the MDn register to set the 20-ms interval timer value?

A.6.2
To set the 20-ms interval timer value when fCLK  = 8 MHz and TCLKn bit = 0, set the MDn register value to

682BH (26667).

Calculation example

TCLKn = 0:  Count clock fCLK/6

For use with 8 MHz, 8 MHz/6    1.33 MHz (clock period:  0.75 ms)

The 20-ms interval timer counts as follows.

20 ms

0.75 ms

Set MDn = 682BH (26667).
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C.7  Serial Interface

Q.7.1
Does insertion of an idle time of one clock cycle or more between data units in data transmission/reception at

a baud rate of 750 kbps or more mean insertion of one clock cycle between bits?

A.7.1
Insertion of the idle time of one clock cycle or more between data units means that the idle time of one clock

cycle or more (shift clock) is required for each one-byte data transfer.  In the asynchronous mode, an idle cycle

with high level is required for one clock cycle or more. In the asynchronous mode, set one stop bit for V25/V35

family reception and two stop bits for the serial controller at the transmitting party for interfacing.

Q.7.2
To make a serial interface of the V25/V35 family with another microcomputer, data shifts one bit and is not

restored due to mixing noise in the serial line, etc.  What is a countermeasure for this symptom?

A.7.2
If data bit shift occurs due to noise, the serial register must be cleared and transfer must be executed again

from the beginning.

To clear the serial register, perform either of the following.

<1> Write into the SCC0 register

<2> Change the MD0 bit of the SCM0 register (I/O interface mode Æ asynchronous mode Æ I/O interface

mode)
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Q.7.3
When using the asynchronous mode for transmission on the V25 family serial interface

(1) How long does it take for a start bit to be actually output after a macro service is started by a program?

(2) Assuming a baud rate of 4800 bps, how long does it take for a start bit to be actually output after data is

set in a transmit buffer by a program?

A.7.3
(1) Described below is how to find the approximate time when on-chip RAM is enabled and byte transfer is

executed.

<1> First, the IF flag is set at the execution start timing of the next instruction to the IF flag setting

instruction.

<2> To execute a macro service (in normal mode)

The macro service is executed 11 clock cycles (MIN.) after the IF flag is set.  Furthermore, it takes

(24 + W) clock cycles to execute data transfer from memory to a transmit buffer (TxBn).  (W is the

number of wait states.)

<3> To execute a macro service (in character search mode)

The macro service is executed 11 clock cycles after the IF flag is set.  Furthermore, it takes (27 + W)

clock cycles to execute data transfer from memory to a transmit buffer (TxBn), as in <2> above.

<4> When the macro service terminates and execution of the next instruction starts, data transfer to the

transmit buffer (TxBn) executed in <2> or <3> is actually executed.

<5> A start bit is output on the rising edge of the next shift clock cycle after step <4> terminates.  The

approximate time is found from the time of <2> + <5> or <3> + <5> if <1> and <4> can be ignored.

(2) When a write instruction into a transmit buffer (TxBn) is executed, data is transferred to the transmit buffer

at the start timing of the next instruction.  The serial interface operates independently of the instruction

execution (system clock) and a start bit is output 1/fCLK (seconds) to 1/4800 (seconds) after.
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Q.7.4
For transmission in the I/O interface mode, can a transmit clock be input from the outside?

A.7.4
External transmit clocks cannot be input.

Q.7.5
In the V35 family, what is the macro service response time (maximum transfer rate) in the I/O interface mode?

A.7.5
The macro service response time used for the serial interface (request occurrence Æ transfer execution start) is

as follows.  (N is the remaining number of clock cycles of the instruction being executed when a request is

acknowledged.)

For transmission and on-chip RAM enable

• Normal mode:  36 + N to 52 + N clock cycles

• Character search mode:  39 + N to 55 + N clock cycles

Therefore, the data exchange speed with a transmit buffer is limited by the response time.

This also applies to reception (but the number of clock cycles differs).

However, if bus hold, refresh cycle, etc., are contained, it is beyond the range.
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Q.7.6
In serial interface interrupt requests

(1) What is the condition for clearing (to 0) bit 7 of the interrupt request control register (SEFn, SRFn, STFn)?

(2) What is the timing at which the SRFn bit is set to ON?

(3) Is register bank switching response enabled for serial interface interrupts?

(4) If a reception error interrupt occurs during reception completion interrupt servicing by a macro service,

is the interrupt servicing executed so far then held pending?

A.7.6
(1) The SEFn, SRFn, and STFn bits are automatically cleared to 0 in their respective interrupt

acknowledge cycles.

(2) The SRFn bit is set to ON when data is set in a receive buffer (RxBn) from the shift register.

(3) Register bank switching response is enabled for serial interface interrupts.

(4) The reception error interrupt has a higher priority level than the reception completion interrupt or

transmission completion interrupt.  The reception completion interrupt is held pending while the reception

error interrupt is being serviced.

Therefore, for reception interrupt servicing by a macro service, the pending state is released by executing

a FINT instruction, after which macro service is executed and data in the reception bank is transferred.
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C.8  Standby Function

Q.8.1
How long is the oscillation stabilization time if the STOP mode is released by NMI?

A.8.1
The oscillation stabilization time is 30 ms.

Q.8.2
How much is the VDD consumption current until the CPU operates, if the STOP mode is released by NMI?

A.8.2
The VDD consumption current becomes the same as that in the HALT mode.
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C.9  Reset Function

Q.9.1
How much is the VDD consumption current if system reset is applied?

A.9.1
The VDD consumption current when reset is the same as that in the normal operation mode.
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Q.9.2
In the V35 family, when the low-to-high transition of the RESET signal is made to release system reset

(1) How long does it take until the CPU operates?

CLKOUT (output)

A1 to A19 (output)

MREQ (output)

Read operation

RESET (input)

t

(2) How long does it take until the REFRQ signal is output?

RESET (input)

REFRQ (output)
t

A.9.2
(1) A branch is taken to the start address (FFFF0H) 21 clock cycles after the RESET signal goes high.

(2) When the refresh mode register (RFM) is in the state in which the RESET signal is input consecutively, the

first REFRQ signal is output 24/fCLK (seconds) after the system reset is released.
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C.10  Other

Q.10.1
Can a program distinguish between the V25 and V25+ and between the V35 and V35+?

A.10.1
 They can be distinguished from each other by reading the contents of address ¥¥F6BH or ¥¥F7BH of the special

function register area just after reset, as listed below.

F6BH F7BH

V25, V35 00H (SCE0) 00H (SCE1)

V25+, V35+ 60H (SCS0) 60H (SCS1)

However, because for start bit (bit 7), the RxD0 and RxD1 pins’ state is monitored intact, the actually read value

depends on the state of the RxD0 and RxD1 pins.

For functional differences between the V25 and V25+ and between the V35 and V35+, see the V25+/V35+

user’s manual.

Q.10.2
Why is the IC pin fixed high with an external pull-up resistor?

A.10.2
The IC pin is connected internally.  It is recommended to connect a pull-up resistor for protection of the pin

against external input such as a surge.

Q.10.3
What do EA and T of “EA + 6 + T” represent in the instruction execution time (number of clock cycles)?

A.10.3
EA denotes the number of clock cycles which varies depending on the memory addressing mode.  T

denotes the number of wait states.
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Q.10.4
For transfer instruction MOV, why are no wait states inserted with the number of clock cycles for on-chip RAM

access disable being “EA + 2” for “MOV mem reg”?

A.10.4
The V25/V35 family performs three-stage pipeline processing as follows.

PAU Æ EXU Æ BCU

(Effective address calculation) (Operation execution) (Bus driver)

The number of “MOV mem reg” instruction execution clock cycles is only the number of clock cycles required for

the PAU and EXU, and when operation processing terminates, data is sent to the BCU for execution of the next

instruction.
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APPENDIX D  REGISTER INDEX (IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER)

 Symbol Name Page(s)

BRG0,1 Baud rate generator register 0 and 1 78, 79, 233

DAR Destination address register 181

DARH Destination address register high 181

DIC0, 1 DMA interrupt request control registers 0 and 1 79, 180

DMAC0, 1 DMA control registers 0 and 1 79, 179

DMAM0, 1 DMA mode registers 0 and 1 79, 177

EMS0 to 2 External interrupt macro service control registers 0 to 2 78, 114

EXIC0 to 2 External interrupt request control registers 0 to 2 78, 114

FLAG User flag register 71, 80

IDB Internal data area base register 77, 80

INTM External interrupt mode register 78, 113

ISPR Interrupt priority register 78, 111

MD0, 1 Modulo/timer registers 0 and 1 79, 207

MSC Macro service counter 105

MSP Macro service pointer 105

MSS Macro service segment 105

P0 to 2 Ports 0 to 2 78, 191

PC Program counter 67

PM0 to 2 Port 0 to 2 mode registers 78, 191

PMC0 to 2 Port 0 to 2 mode control registers 78, 191

PMT Port T mode register 78, 199

PRC Processor control register 80, 206

PSW Program status word 67

PT Port T 78, 199

RFM Refresh mode register 80, 161

RxB0, 1 Receive buffer registers 0 and 1 78, 79, 221

SAR Source address register 181

SARH Source address register high 181

SCC0, 1 Serial control registers 0 and 1 78, 79, 235

SCE0, 1 Serial error registers 0 and 1 78, 79, 236

SCHR Search character 105

SCM0, 1 Serial mode registers 0 and 1 78, 79, 229

SEIC0, 1 Serial error interrupt request control registers 0 and 1 78, 79, 239

SFRP Special function register pointer 105
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 Symbol Name Page(s)

SRIC0, 1 Serial reception interrupt request control registers 0 and 1 78, 79, 239

SRMS0, 1 Serial reception macro service control registers 0 and 1 78, 79, 240

STBC Standby control register 80, 241

STIC0, 1 Serial transmission interrupt request control registers 0 and 1 78, 79, 239

STMS0, 1 Serial transmission macro service control registers 0 and 1 78, 79, 240

TBIC Time base interrupt request control register 80, 219

TC Terminal counter 181

TM0, 1 Timer registers 0 and 1 79, 207

TMC0, 1 Timer control registers 0 and 1 79, 209

TMIC0 to 2 Timer unit interrupt request control registers 0 to 2 79, 216

TMMS0 to 2 Timer unit macro service control registers 0 to 2 79, 216

TxB0, 1 Transmit buffer registers 0 and 1 78, 79, 221

WTC Wait control register 80, 139
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